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TO:	 Chief, CSOB

FROM:

SUBJECT: Biographic Debriefing of Clevland 0. Hahn

4
l. Upon arrival at CSOB the undersigned attempted th gain

• •	 a. definite knowledge of Hahn's -activities in the past, partici:-
• larly those in the post-war period. However during several pre-

" 'limipary talks it was found that Hahn, who incidently has .a very• • remarkable memory, could enlarge upon his past in such minute
1 -	 - detail that it . was impossible to follow all names, incidents, and .

V..
intricate, as well as delicate affairs with any clarity unless • •
they .were,taken in chronological order and written down asfjtahn

,	 1. ....	 .. related them. Furthermore it was also found that his post-war •:,;-'•	 '; dealings were so intertwined with his activities during the	 .
German- occupation of, his homeland, which were in turn intertwined

I. ',.:.• : math : his activities during the preceeding Russian occupation ,iif-:..
his jhomeland that it, was deemed necessary to attempt to debrief...

—7',-;:, - •: . -11.1ilah from his early childhood...
.	 .	 ,

r -, 2. During this debriefing Hahn showed complete wiilingrihts...,,	 .,-2 .i.:L . to participate therein, answered numerous questions quite freely,, . •
-	 :'..,	 ' •'.. and was extremely cooperative in giving his life story .. .whiChAW:. .
t .:;:l.	 had. never told to anyone' in -1,such detail and so chmpletely,piticii. .

to this. Becinte of the complicated nature of thisharratiVe the
• ' . ' Tundertigned finds it necessary to break it down in the following ....	 ',	 ...- order:.

'_	 • .	 • ._
.. A. Pre-war life •	 .,.	 •

'•• B. TheTirst Soviet Occupation of Latvia
C. The German and Second Russian Occupations: of tat*

• D. Post-war Activities in Sweden	 .
E. HatIn t,s Work with,DYCLAIM.	 • .	 m,	 ..	 •	 .

	

,	 .	 •	 -..;- ..	 - ,.	 .
Inasmuch . as Hahn mentions a great - number of persons. l*tnis:-:::...:- .

narrative regarding whom, he has some information as to • their.;:.Patt,:.,':-
activities and present locations, And since this information, it

: - ''.it. :Were la remain within the body of the narrative' coulit.ChOP 
F.Wome:honfUsionin the mint of any reader, - it has been decided
that an appendix to his narrative containing the aforementioned W..
information and .keyed to ' a chronological numerical sYstem,' Wórild.a
;:intonly. ::give this narrative More claritY; but also permit eihOY: . .:;,:ii
eh -hiding: of all the' names known to Hahn which. are of secohdari., 	 .-,., •
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A. Pre-war Life 

(1) Hahn e s father Antons, was born in Vecpiebalga
in 1884, the oldest of three children. While Anton' s youngest
brother, Janis, performed the managerial household tasks of the
parents' farm, Antons' second brother, Julijs, was shot in later
life because of some type of revolutionary activity which Hahn's
parents seldom talked about but casually indicated that it was
the 1905 revolution when this incident occurred. Antons himself
took the commercial course in the Polytechnic Institute of Riga,
which he completed with a master's degree in Economy. While
attending the Polytechnic Institute, Hahn' s father joined the
well-known Latvian students' fraternity, Celonija, and helped
pay . . his way through the institute by working as a tutor during
the summer months. This summer activity brought Hahn' s father
together with Hahn's mother, Olga Eli abeth Mezciems, whose two

.1brothers, Janis 	 , and Aleksandrs /, he (Antons) tutored.
From the beginning of Antons associationi with his future wife's
family he noted that Olga's father, Davis Mezciems, a merchant
-..in flax seed, was extremely pro-German, such German sympathy

being consistant with the pro-German feeling of all merchants in
the Baltic States whose heritage stemmed from the pro-German
Hansiatic League. Hahn's father, Antons, being however, quite
a nationalist, which was the exact opposite of Olga's family's
feeling, occasionally found himself in differences with her
family, but nevertheless managed to sway Olga's two brothers
toward Latvian nationalism to such an extent that in later life
they became well-known Latvian patriots who fought against German
as well as Russian oppression and subjugation while participating
in the Latvian independence battles, 1914 - 1918. During his •
days as a member of the fraternity Celonija -- which at that time
was the only social center for college students -- Hahn's father .
continually propounded Latvian nationalism through anti-German
eentiments, and also' became an excellent fencer. Despite some
of the early opposition by Olga's father to a marriage between
Olga and Antons, Olga's family finally consented to such a union
and •Olga became Antons' wife in 1909. Subsequent to the comple-
tion of his studies Habil' s father worked as General Secretary in
the firm l!Konstuiis u in Riga, which thalt in artificial manure and
seeds. When the war broke out in 1914 there appeared to be a
migration Of Latvians toward Russia, particularly Leningrad,
because Of - an inipending German occupation-of Latvia. Consequently.
Hahn's mother and father moved to Leningrad with their children,
Margita q , born 1911, and ' Ingrida N, born in 1913. After
the end t World War I in 1918, Antons returned to Latvia and
resided on his parents' farm in Vecpielga, where Clevland 0.
Hahn was born on 7 June, 1919. Shortly after this birth, in the
.same year, Antons moved rigr2. , te„htsd., 11.37.f.teng1.116 where he procured a
position with the newly foundeli .1400an,.-State. Although Hahn •.	 it	 ,■•	 1.	 . . •	 q

.,....., :b. 'WY' C %a 61, 1 d
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does not recall all the details of his father's first job with
the Latvian State he does remember that Antons had some kind of
position in the Latvian Archives. In 1920 Antons worked in the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry as the Director of the Commerce
Department. During this time Hahn's father gained some fame as
the organizer of the first Latvian Commercial Exposition in Riga.
In that same year Hahn's:father, along with the first Latvian
Foreign Minister, Siegfrids Meierovics, was delegated by the
Latvian Government to proceed to Poland where both were to con-
tact Pilsudski, from whom they were to request aid for the clear-
ance of the Latvian Province Latgale of all remnants of the
Bolshevik Army. The two delegates were successful in this attempt,
which paved the way for successful Polish recognition of the
Latvian State and close, as well as friendly relations between
Latvia and Poland. (Incidentally, Hahn's father wrote a book
about this assignment which was destroyed by the Communists in
1940) In 1922 Hahn's father participated in the Bulduri Con-
ference, where an unsuccessful attempt was made to unify the
three Baltic states, Poland, and Finland. In that same year,
1922, Hahn's father left the aforementioned ministry and became
Secretary to the Board of Directors of the Latvian State Bank.
This being a somewhat inactive position, Hahn's father was also
a Department Chief in this same bank, with which he remained
until the Soviet occupation of Latvia in 1940. In the 1920s
Behn's father created the firm "Agronoms", of which he was
Executive Director, and which dealt in farm supplies. This
firm had connections with Sweden, Denmark, and England.. He re-
mained with this firm until 1930, when it ap peared that the firm
was about to go into bankruptcy, and in order to avert this the
firm was consolidated with "Konsums" and emerged as the famous
farm supply house "Turiba", an Ulmanis-supported project.

FTOM 1935 to 1944 Hahn's father also taught Commerce and
Economy in the Clan Commercial' School in Riga.

Politically Hahn's father was a liberal, which in Latvia
.meant that he belonged to the so-called "Democratic Center".
Shortly before the Ulmanis'"coup d'etat" in 1934, Blodnieks,
who WaS the 'last Latvian Prime Minister, and who wanted to change
the existing cabinet at that time, informed Hahn's father that
he would propose-him -as Minister of Finance-or as Minister Of.
Commerde and Industry. The aforementioned "coup" eliminated
this possibility. Because of his basic belief in the principle
of free enterprise and government exclusion from business, Hahn's
father was always an out-spoken anti-Dlmanis individual. Because
of an anti4lmanis speech which Hahn's father made in Vecpiebalga
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during the early Dlmanis days and which Ulmanis has always held
against him, Antons was not given the position in the adminis-
tration of the city of Riga for which General Balodis, second in
command to Ulmanis, proposed him. As with most dictators,
Ulmanis attempted to instill a liking for his regime in the
school children of that day. This affected Hahn and his sisters
to such an extent that occasional arguments between Hahn and his
father arose in their home. In order to keep peace in the family
Hahn's father slowly became reserved in his anti-Ulmanis attitude
until he reached a point where his differences with Ulmanis be-
came quite mild and eventually almost disap peared, though he
really never changed his basic ideas of free enterprise. From
1935 until 1940 Hahn's father was Chairman of the Latvian Parent
Teachers' Association. Through this position he on occasion had
the opportunity to talk to Ulmanis in person, as a result of which
his anti-Ulmanis attitude was softened to some extent.

To add to his accomplishments in Latvia Hahn's father also
assisted in organizing the YMCA, of which he then became an
honorary member.

(2) During his early childhood Hahn was a sickly boy
and suffered from chronic tonsillitis and some minor heart ail-
ment. Because of this, at the age of five his parents sent him
to the Riga seashore (henceforth referred to as Jurmala) where
his mother owned a house. Until the age of nine Hahn spent his
winters with his governess in Jurmala and resided with his God-
father during the summers on his farm in Dzukste. In 1927 Hahn
entered the Bulduri Grammar School in Jurmala, which he finished
in 1933, having been the top student while attending this school.
After an aptitude test which indicated his aptitude in the aca-
demic fields, Hahn entered the second Riga city high school,
which he also completed as the top student. During his high-
school days Hahn developed the idea that it was the city life
which was so detrimental to his health -- though he well realized
that his active and enthusiastic participation in sports was aslo
to some extent the cause for his heart ailment, and therefore the
idea began to shape in his mind that he would like to choose his
career in the field of agriculture so as to be able to work in
the country and. " get closer to mother nature". Although his
mother and father objected to this Hatiii,Thaving passedlhe'Riga
University entrance examination as one of the top aspirants,
entered this university and began his studies in agriculture in -
1938. In 1939 the faculty of the Agriculture School was detached
from the University of Riga and transferred to the Jelgava
Academy of Agriculture. Studying during the winter, Hahn worked
on farms in the vicinity of Jelgava during the summers, nqt only
to gain practical experience, but also to improve his health.
In Jelgavi Hahn excelled in agriculture theory but -- as a city
resident throughout most of his life -- he lacked the practical
experience, with the result tbgt,his accomplishments at the
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Academy were not quite as good as those of his previous schools.
This, to a great extent, made him feel that possibly he had
chosen the wrong profession; - however he was stubborn enough not
to admit this, particularly to his parents. While at this Aca-
demy Hahn got acquainted with Jurijs Bumeisters, son- of the .
famous Latvian socialist. (Later during the first communist
occupation Jurijs Bumeisters helped Hahn a great deal).

B. The First Soviet Occupation of Latvia 
(1) On 16 June .1.940 the traditional yearly Latvian

National Song Festival was held at Daugavpils, and Hahn attended
it. During the celebration the huge throng attending it felt
that something was amiss because, although Ulmanis was scheduled
to speak in person he did not appear. In place of this personal
appearance Ulmanis spoke over the radio, which speech was trans-
mitted through loudspeakers to the throng and in this speech he
made his now-famous statement "you must remain in your place as
IwilI remain in mine". This song festival was the last Latvian
national affair in free Latvia. Daugavpils being very close to
the Latvian-Russian border, was entered by the Russian forces
very shortly after Hahn's train left for Riga. Upon arrival in
Riga Hahn was first informed that the Communists had invaded
his homeland, and it was then that Hahn realized that the
Russian forces practically followed his train. On the 17th of
June the Russian forces had entered Riga and pro-communist ele-
ments conducted street demonstrations and engaged in battles
with the police.

Seeing this Hahn felt as though life had come to an end;
he felt he couldn't stand all the political scenes in Riga
where all the old ideas of freedom and independence were being
destroyed. He consequently proceeded to leave Riga and went
to the village of Krimulda in the vicinity of Sigulda, where
he stayed wiyi his older sister for two months. It was there
that  Jurijs4Bumeisters, who was travelling about extolling the
communist system and their "excellent plan for Latvia", looked
up Hahn and knowing Hahn's patriotism, and considering him a
friend, advised him to do nothing rash and to be sure and under-
take no activity against the new Latvian State. Hahn states
this was a very friendly meeting in which Bumeisters desired
to help a friend, at the same time telling this friend that
not all will be quite as bad as he thinks. In this conversa-
tion Bumeisters further informed Hahn that the socialist
organization to which he -belonged MU:been-active -In the Under-
ground-Ulmanis days, and hence was now very powerful.
Bumeisters left with the promise that he would help Hahn as
soon as Hahn got over his wild and radical, as well as rash,
desires to oppose the invaders. In the end of August another
student visited Hahn and suggested that Hahn seek employment
in the surveying work which was being done in the country in
connection with the Communist Land Reform. This, according to
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Hahn's friend, would not only give Hahn the needed practical
experience, but would also provide Latvian nationalists a way
to aid the oppressed farmers, as well as an opportunity to
earn some money.- Since Hahn, because of the currency reform
in which most all Latvians lost their savings, could not expect
his parents to pay for his schooling, he returned to Riga,
procured such a surveying position, and was instructed to pro-
ceed to Ekejiene, near Cesis, where he was to work in a survey-
ing team consisting of four Latvians. Upon arriving Hahn
found that he was the last of the four members, the other three
having gotten there before him. Feeling that such work would
not proceed without complete Communist control, the other three
men naturally assumed that Hahn was the Communist supervisor.
Hahn, on the other hand, felt that inasmuch as the Communists
must certainly give such an important job to at least pro-com-
munist thinkers, these three surveyors must be very profound
Communists. Shortly thereafter they all realized that every
one of them was a true Latvian nationalist And found that they
were able to aid the farmers so that they did not lose as much
land as the Communists had planned. Hahn remained on this job
two months, after which time he proceeded to Jelgava in order
to continue his studies.

While attending the Academy Hahn resided in the house
owned by Mrs. Brumelis, who was Pastor Kulitis's wife's mother.

In the beginning of the semester Hahn was active in the
student chorus group and became assistant to the chorus's direc-
tor - Medins. A celebration heralding the opening of a new
school year as well as era for Latvia, was organized.
The principle speaker at this aratVwas the head of the com-'
munist-dominged Latvian Governm Btlf-Kirche teins ,. The student
chorus group Was scheduled to open the ceremony by singing the
International. However when-the time arrived it was found
that the Director, Medins,was absent. Consequently Medina' son
took it upon himself to lead the chorus and when the International
was to be sung it was found that only a few voices were heard,
one of which was Hahn's. Seeing that the greater majority of
the chorus did not sing, these few voices also Stitisided;
The NKVD investigated this incident, with no radical results
following. Hahn, however, was removed from the position of
Administrative Assistant and Medias, who claimed ta-be ill
that day, was interrogated at lengthAnd-was completely-in7
active for a short while thereafter.

With the beginning of this school year Hahn began to toy
with,the idea that some resistance to the present occupying
regime should be initiated. Frequent travel from Jelgava to
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his parents in Riga gave Hahn the opportunity to collect a few
of his old and trusted friends and form a resistance group
whose aim it was to attempt to infiltrate the Communist-con-
trolle government positions so as to be able to restrain some
of it radical mlicies.	 esides Hahn this group consisted of
Janis Jar:sans af, MartineItreslins 67, and Eduard Busers	 .
'Slily after they Agreed- that they would work-TO-git'er"aS a clan-
destine group, these four members decided that Hahn would try
to enlist several co-workers in the Jelgava area, while the
otherhree, who were attending the University in Riga, would

i
do th same in this city. With this in mind Hahn turned to
Oskars Mitrevics, who was . a fellow student in Jelgava studying
Tfdaitry. Mitievics was a member of the nationalistic Latvian
organization lianags, as well as the student fraternity Celonija.
Because of the fact that Hahn's father was also a Celonija.
member Mitrevics felt that he could have confidence in Hahn and
'advised Hahn,when the latter asked hi* if he knew of any under-

cepted Hahn	 requested him to organize a na7which would
ground organization, to turn to  JaniaGreste	 . Greste ac-

and
distribute the illegal monthly anti-communist publication "Zinotajs"
(Reporter) and at the same time also enlisted Hahn in the sale
of small metal Latvian national color emblems. Greste's ad-
vice to Hahn was to attempt to climb the Communist ladder in
the academic field so as to be of help in the upper brackets of
the communist structure. In order to accomplish this Hahn de-
cided to turn to Bumeisters, who, of course, did not realize
Hahn's true reasons. .Expressing his desire to join the so-called
Culture Commission of Jelgava Academy, which ruled all social
and cultural functions, Hahn prevailed upon Bumeisters to aid
him in joining, which Bumeisters did. Shortly thereafter
Bumeisters, who was convinced that Hahn had had a change of
heart and was now working for the Communist cause, requested that
Hahn become the student reporter for the Communist publication
"Zemgales Komuniste. For the purpose of averting suspicion
of his underground activity Hahn also became active in the fol-
lowing fields: He wormed his way into the Academy Bulletin,
of which he became editor; He became cheer leader FO—i—iiiiilp
which expounded Communist theory during numerous demonstrations;
He also was again permitledt)become Administrative Assistant to
the chorus Director; he became administrative leader of cer-
tain sports.

2) In thcLearly- ,history Of Hahn's resistance group
he added 1fo the Riga f'dtiOn of thirgroup an old'friend -
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It later appeared that Greste was the propaganda

leader in some underground organization which at that time
was unknown to Hahn, and that Greste had been using him on
atrial basis, which Hahn had apparently passed with success.
Owing to the fact that Hahn now occupied a pretty solid posi-
tion within the overt Communist structure at the Academy,
Greste decided to turn him over to Lt. Kirsis, who it later
appeared, was the chief of this organization's Military Intel-
ligence Section. With Kirsis Hahn participated in a theft in
Riga of a mimeograph machine so that this underground organi-
zation might enhance the printing of the illegal "Zinotajsu:
Hahn found that prior to this theft all arrangements had been
made so that he and Kirsis only had to proceed to the office
of some tobacco plant and there steal the mimeograph machine.
In his initial work with Kirsis Hahn also participated in
thefts of World War I arms and ammunition which was taken from
a museum in Riga; it was Hahn's task to hide these items, which
he accomplished by storing them in the apartment of Ivars
Zemitis.

In the beginning of 1941 Greste was warned that the
NKVD was looking for him, and though he hid for a . period of
two months he couldn't resist visiting his recent bride in
Lielvarde,'where he was apprehended. Hahn assumes that Kirsis
must have had a very good alibi because even though the NKVD was
looking for Greste for two months Kirsis was not arrested and
continued to live in the same apartment that he had previously
shared with Greste. Hahn's assumption regarding Kirsis' alibi
is strengthened in that during the aforementioned two months
prior to Greste's arrest the apartment was a trap for anyone
attempting to enter it. However later; after Greste.was ar-
rested he must have revealed Kirsis' complicity in the affair
because shortly thereafter Kirsis too was arrested. Kirsis'
mother was also arrested by the NKVD in Jelgava and not being
able to stand the, torture and finding an opportune moment in
the toilet in the Jelgava jail she committed suicide by hanging
herself. Neither Greste nor Kirsis have ever been heard of
since. One of the aforementioned persons caught in the trap
was CATSEYE, who was Visiting Greste's father, but did not
belong or have any connection with the group or any of its
activities. CATSEYE was held for two days, interrogated, and
then released.

In the Fallof 1940-Hahninformed hisaidters of his
underground activities for the purpose of proe-uring'their aid
In hiding persons working for the illegal newspaper, to report
on local situations, and to aid him with funds'. At that time

while Ingrida, the younger, • was a teacher in the Jaunjelgava s -
School of Commerce. Even though his sisters were skeptical about

Margita, the older, was a teacher in the French lyceum in 71:on
the usefulness of Hahn's activities, and even thou;
some hesitancy in approving, they nevertheless galenglip7what-
hearted support to,him whenever he requested it.

	 they
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As far as Hahn could determine there was no definite
goal that this underground organization had, nor was he
knowledgeable of any contact with any foreign intelligence
service. He believes that it was hastily organized by a few
students and officers with the intention that when it became
a going concern they would then decide as to what to do, being
guided by the possibilities and situation at that time.

(3) Hahn's father, who at that time was without a job,
and not knowing any of Hahn's true activities, believed that
Hahn was really a Communist. This belief was also held by
many other frienda, acquaintances, and relatives, some of whom

. still feel today that Hahn was too strongly involved with the
Commies. During a New Year's party, celebrating the arrival
of the Year 1941, which was held in the home of Mrs. Janson7,
Hahn's Gopiother, and which was attended by_tne Hahn fargly, .

(Professor	 ans LII7,Judge geikmans /12/,1Druggist›Cerbulia
1.13.7, and some others whom Hahn cannot recall now, Hahn's father,
Who apparently did not want to differ with his son who was so
Openly a Communist, Made the statement that the present regime
was really not so bad after all; "a person can work, can live,.
And can breath". All others present were quite surprised and
dejected about this statement because they considered Hahn's
father an authority in politics, a staunch supporter of freedom,
and a person who had never talked that way before. Hahn, who
realized the true reason for his father's utterings, felt it his
duty to inform his father about his true activities. The father
was somewhat alarmed about Hahn's safety and feared that he
would take a bad end. Nevertheless he occasionally aided Hahn
in his illegal activities. His father agreed that openly anti-
Communistic sympathies should not be shown -- on the contrary
one should play along with the Communists while in public, but
his father was certain that this double life which his son was
leading was a little too much for his frail boy.

(4) In the beginning of 1941 Hahn had a chance to
climb even higher in the ranks of Communists at the Academy in

I pelgava. This occurred when Koltorg (abbreviation for Academy,
1 Communist Young Organizer) Pavir . Vipers Z117, son ofi'Professor)
'Vipers, found, that because of his wbfk7load he could not func-

-	 o in two positions at the same time, i.e., Vipers was not only
Komisorg, but was Chairman of the Academy Culture Committee, of
which Hahn was a member. Giving Hahn the position of Chairman
of the Culture Committee, which Vipers was forced to vacate,.
the latter told Hahn that that is as high as Hahn would ever* .
be able to go-in the Communist rankt:,because of.244nIs parents
previous high social standing (they owned a house, etc.). Hahn's
reaction to this at that s::::4=Zers hadn't been doing

intoo badly, beg the son of a university professor.
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(5) Through Hahn's friend Janis_Jekabsons Lai, now
in Australia, who lived in the same residence Ca-Vipers, Hahn,
who later added Jekabsons to his group, had an opportunity to
receive reports of Vipers statements which the ].ter often
made at home. According to Jekabson, Vipers had often expressed
himself, saying that the political activities in the Academy
were quite an easy task for him -- all he had to do was pound
his fist on the table and even the old underground members from
Latgale were scared into inactivity.

(At thin point an inconsistency in Hahn's narrative.
was noted in that he had previously stated that he had been
given the position of Chairman of the Culture Committee acti-
vities because Vipers was overworked; on the other hand at this
point it appears that Vipers really considered his work at the
University to be a task he could successfully accomplish with
great ease. Hahn could not explain this discrepancy and brushed -
It aside by saying that possibly it was Vipers' Russian soul
and moodiness which caused him to have made two contradictory
statements, one directly to Hahn and the other to Jekabsons --
of course not knowing that Jekabson would tell Hahn.)

(6) It should be noted here that Hahn believes Vipers
to be a very clever, shrewd, and intelligent person. In part
this is evidenced by the fact that Prior to 1940 the faculty at
the Jelgava Academy had often stated that Vipers was the most
intelligent student that they had ever seen. Incidentally, Vipers
was always the first student in his class.

In order to camouflage his true aims still further,
Hahn organized the Atheist Section at the Jelgava Academy. He
undertook this task because such a section -- according to the
Communist order -- within a body of higher learning was deemed
of primary importance, and because such t section had not been
formed until that time Hahn felt that another opportunity had
presented itself. Furthermore Hahn felt that one Communist
position more br less meant little and that there possibly
would be no work attached to this. This assumption was quite .
correct, Hahn was given this position and did virtually nothing
for a long period of time. In order to avert suspicion Hahn
wrote one atheist Etticle in "Zemgales Komunists". This article
was read by Pastor'  ulitis,  who lived in the same apartment I:m.07ff

"building as Hahn, and navihg read this article told Hahn that'.
such articles should never be written and that-the way that .

• Hahn hat eipressed"Iiinieelfwaf -triiite . contrary"e6 the truth.
This article created a great deal of opposition to Hahn among.:
those who lived in the same apartment house and who knew Hahn.

' A fellow student who knew the true circumstances regarding
Hahn't activities informed the apartment house superintendent
of Hahn's true activities; she in turn further informed Kulitis.

.	 •
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with'the result that the housekeeper and Kulitis were from then
on favorably motivated toward Hahn. After he had served a while
as the organizer of the Atheist Section, Hahn was asked why he
had accomplished nothing during his term of office. His reply
was that he neither had supporters nor was there any interest
among the students, which resulted in his being removed from
this position.

(7) Since in a routine personnel questionnaire Hahn
had declared th0 his mother owned a house at the beach, his
scholarship was rescinded, forcing Hahn to work evenings for

seau "Geklu Eksports".(seed export) as a laboror carrying seed bags.

4.J

Twenty to thirty Academy. students who had also lost scholarships
because of either too high social standing or because their
families had been members of Aizsargi, or for other reasons,
were also forced to seek this type of spare time employment
with the aforementioned company. Toward the end of the school
year Hahn's "visible reform" which was evidenced by his excellent
performance as Chairman of the Culture Commission, resulted in
the procurement of the position as bookkeeper for the University
kitchen. This enabled Hahn to disgard his job as physical
laboror and to get free meals at the Academy kitchen.

(8) In the end of January 1941 Hahn, as one of eighty
students from all over Latvia, went to Sigulda, where a winter
rest camp for pro-communist students and college activities was
located. The head of this camp, which was located in the 	 . •

Rakstnieku Pils (author's castle) was A.4Talcis,4227. According
to Hahn there were some cases of students who-were permitted to
attend this rest camp on scholastic merit,-but those were very
few and the camp was always considered as a camp for Communist
sympathizers. Hahn and his friend; Janis Jekobsons, were per-
mitted to take advantage of a . two week rest period in*thiecamp •
upon the recommendation of Vippers. In this camp Hahn' had a
chance to acjuaint himself with many leading young Communists •
such as Vera Kacena M.7, who was a polltica organizer at the
Universiti—OT-RTOT'another org izer-beifig ldermanisM7
(not present in this camP4_.di .

allare—
ii.S-
 

, FN ap ro al7r-
Ilja	 s/07, st nis	 _214 2 , Jeka sitira is;--31/epo

-TVIT)Pitig, mistregbil t-11\:
iecksane Zf,. ad'Inlfir

LIPIALigLia,, Pavils ipperkAgravis	 ,Aell Uka ne
nkt-

, •
- • During hie_stay at this rest camp,

chief of-all camps ind rest aidiarrived at'-this cafdr'Ei,. .
purpose of inspecting it.	 .	 .

- (9) After his rest at this camp and his subsequent
return'to Jelgava Hahn had his first contact with the NKVD.in
February 1941, the circumstances being the following: In the
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beginning ofebrliry Prof6sor';Pauls4alenieks Liv, a botany'	 ' • •
professor at that time', called Hahn to him and informed him

	

. that he was to report to the Jelgava City Executive Committee,	 .
which was located in the former city hall. In the talk with
Professor Galenieks Hahn sensed that the professor felt quite
odd in ordering Hahn to what at that time seemed an inevitable
fate. In answer to Hahn I s question as to the reason for this,
.Galenieks replied that he was not knowledgeable of the reason
and that possibly some job or other must be done; nevertheless
Hahn did not find out the reason for his impending visit. Al-
though Hahn was not certain of what this visit would bring he
took all necessary precautions by informing his co-workers that

, he must visit the NIC4.,and that the possibility may exist that
they may force him to become an informant. Hahn's friends

-	 advised him with somecteluctancy that if such A job were offered
to him that he take it. At home he told iMrs:■1HrumMel the:apart-
ment house supervisor and owner, that she was to burn all .in -
criminiting evidence if he did not return within two hours. .
He later found that she, fearing the worst, burned everything

.	 immediately after he had left. . Upon arrival At•the city hall
'	 Hahn found the Chairman of the Executive Committee awaiting

.him. After some preliminary questions the Chairman informed
'	 Hahn that he had a job for him which would enable him to make

some extra money. This job consisted of taking inventory of
all'textile apores in Jelgava, this being in accordance with
the nationalistic program. The interview was curt and brief
and ended withZthe.Chairman's instruction that Hahn wait for
:a while. Hahn'was . conducted to a room where he waited all

: alone for a Short ,period of time. Then the room was entered
, 1.1	 FRU1g I	 lnikovs	 7; Melnikovs sat dawn in a cor.A.ELLWID., 	 e	 Z21	 -

by an individual do Hahn later found was the Chief of the

ner of the rhom a ifird-Etthing for a prolonged period of: • time during which Hahn became very uncomfortable, Then slowly
Melnikovs began his interrogation, which lasted for three hours

• • .with the And result that Melnikovs did not like two points re-
garding Hahn. -- (a) Hahn's activitic4,x0hin the Mazpulks
(the Latvian 4H Club), and (b) Hahn I sIbidlintction with the fra- •
ternity Celonija. . Having committed himself to nothing Melnikovs

• left. Hahn was ft:treed to wait for half an hour and passed this
time by attempting to gain some knowledge of his fate through'
listening to . the subdued conversations next door. In this at-
tempt he was.,.'not successful. When Melnikovs returned he in-
formed HahnAhat he could go, to which Hahn replied that he
desired to know whether he could have the lob, Melnikovs

•
•

answered 'curtly and In the toneof_Pgo away-UttIe boy, you
bother me" and said . flyou will be notified later".

.After this episode Hahn felt that he now had to be
• mare careful because he was known to the NICVD. Through

Secur3fy ..
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Jekabson Hahn found that Vippers was knowledgeable of his talk
with Melnikovs,

(10) On February 12, 1941, during a yearly University
celebration, Hahn met Valdemars, who was at that time serving
in -the motorcycle unitrfirritorial group (the name for the c ar.ft

'Russian-controlled Latvian army) and was stationed in Sloka.
Hahn had known Valdemars as a . former student from high school
days and halite, feeling secure enough, approached Valdemars
with the proposition that he join his underground group. Al-

1	 though Valdemars felt a bit uncertain about joining because of0.0415st 
small unplesant incident on 18 June'(Latvian Independence Day)

in Sloka, he nevertheless agreed to join and informed Hahn that
the unit in which he served was an extremely nationalistly
motivated group and would no doubt never fight for the Communists!
Since Valdemars frequently travelled to Riga on duty, a way for
Hahn to contact Valdemars ieRiga through Hahn's friends was
arranged. After Valdemars joined the group he was caught AWOL
for two hours and sent to a corrective camp which was stationed
-at times on the Latvian side of the Latvian-Russian border and
atJimes on the Russian Side, the last location of this unit in
1941 having been-in.Paplaka.

(11) In March and April 1941 a large number of persons,
including some of Hahn's fellow conspirators, were arrested.

sia4s side's Kirsis, Kresliy, and Jansons, also arrested were Edvins
ig-LIE7, and Hugo ergs., LT.

One girl who as knowledgeable of Hahn's participation•

In the underground was arrested in Riga and was questioned under
torture. Later, when released, the girl informed her sister in
Jelgava, who was one of Hahn's co-workers, that even though she
had revealed nothing about Hahn to the NKVD that his name was
known, to them and that he best be extremely cautious.

• At the same time FNU Vanaga arrived at the Academy in
.Jelgava,and warned the students there that Hahn was a Communist;

' he made the same statement regarding Hahn's sister who was it
.• thit.time,.attending the French lyceum in Riga. Vanags cautioned
: all to be Very careful of Hahn,: who, hiving heard from .Kreslins
that Venags was a Communist -began to believe that this was

some .act Of picifOcition: •	 -•

(12) Just prior to the end of April 1941, OacarsL:,
Nitrevics introduced Hahn to another group so as to be able to
-utilizeHahn's capabilities more fully, because practically all
members, of the group Hahn had been working with had been arrested

. or had been compromised. Mitre irics introduced Hahn to -Janis
Vanags.a37, yheorequested'Hituf to. organize support _point's on

Security f--!:..rnvs2,!qn
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the Latvian-Lithuanian border, which were to be utilized by
persons crossing Lithuania on their way from Germany to Latvia
and vice versa.

In accordance with Vanags' desire Hahn organized three
support points on the Lithuania-Latvian border, in the districts
of Perkone, Rucava, and Kaletu. These support points consisted
of farm houses, paroles, and lines which would lead a possible
infiltree or exfiltree to or from Hahn in Jelgava. From there
Hahn had arranged lines which would lead to or from Vanags in
Riga.

In the end of April 1941 Vanags informed Hahn that
some clandestine activity of his group in Riga on the left side
of the Daudaval had been discovered, had resulted in a shooting,
and that twenty persons from this group were caught. Due to
this Vanags advised Hahn to take cover. It was aphis time
that Hahn found that the leader of this grouP .WaS Rikard, who
along with Vanags, had managed to escape during tai-ihooting.

(13) About the same time Hahn's older sister arrived
in Jelgava with the advice that Hahn better be careful since
the NKVD had come to their apartment and even though they had
indicated they were looking for someone else, she was sure that
they were Using that as an excuse and that they were really
attempting to find Hahn.

(14) Because of the previously-described series of
alarms, Hahn began to feel very unsafe toward the end of April
1941, and began spending many nights away from home, staying
on such occasions with friends. He finally decided to leave the
Jelgava Academy.

In the very last days of April 1941 Hahn was approached
by a female member of the Academy chorus who Hahn had always
thought quite pro-Communist. This girl then quite openly in-
formed Hahn: "Comrade (Hahn) you will be arrested". Hahn,
thinking this some sort of provocation, assumed the usual line
and with great importance asked this girl whether she realized
With whom she was speaking (meaning of course, that he was the
Chairman of the Culture Committee, etc.). Nevertheless this
girl stated thather boyfriend was in the„Militiain Jelgava,
where he saw.a warrant for Hahn's arrest. The reason for this
arrest, according to the girl, was the fact that illegal meetings
were held and nationalistic songs were sung in Bahnia.apartment.
Hahn obtained this information in the course of an Academy party,
which was the last Academy function that he attended. Not de-
siring In elholv any fear or emotion, Hahn stayed until the end of
the ball, slept that night with friends, and in the morning
'checked with the janitor of his apartment building to, determins
if anyone had cometo look fcsk1611 3, pnd,found that suCh was not
the .case.	 y	 . 7n7:1"A7311
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Just one Week before the ball -- as Hahn began to feel

more and more uncertain because of the aforementioned incidents --
he had asked the chief of the communist-sponsored students' pro-
fessional organization,  A.1(jakans /2r, for a reference about
his work in the Academy. OFFOught this reference because he
felt he needed a job to fall back upon in case he ever had to
abandon his location and seek cover. Hence, having procured
this reference, he approached the Agriculturle. CommisaRriat,
where he contacted the Personnel Chief,_,ENILISteinrlaV, with the
request that he be given a job in his field. In -thli fashion
Hahn procured employment at the Soil and Vegetation Research
and Experimental Station in Peternieki, 13 kilometers northeast
of Jelgava.

On the morning after the ball -- having found that he
was not being looked for -- Hahn went to the Voyenkomat where
he registered that he was leaving Jelgava and proceeding to
his place of employment in Peternieki.

_FN4Konrads well as most other employees, believed Hahn to
,	 (15) The chief of this experimental station,(Profess0

be a Communist observer because Stein had sent with Hahn an order
to the Professor that Hahn is to be employed by the station.
Despite the fact that everyone at the station disliked him, Hahn
found that his position was very good in that he could not only
continue his clandestine activities, but also had the opportunity
to do a great deal of travelling, which his job at the station
called for. Several times after he returned from some business
trip or other -- having on the side also accomplished some of
his underground work -- he was informed by Professor Konrad Z127
that some NKVD people had been looking for him. Such visits
strengthened the suspicion of Konrad and his staff since they
believed that the persons who had come to visit Hahn were his
buddies from the NKVD.

In the beginning of May 1941 Mitrevics introduced Hahn

GrosskqpraLIE7,
(I to a new underground 

it
organization

later developed,
whose 

had
leader

connectRairifith
was Indulis

who 
--riiiri-EP group which consisted of members of the Riga University
Riding Club. The assignment that Grosskopfs gave to Hahn con-

. gisted of spreading written instructions to Latvian farmers, as
- Well as other rural inhabitants so that,they would know how to
.protect themstiveg from,thefts, r and otheacts of violence in
time of war. Even though thisis an act 'nf'self -preservation
Which:would come naturally, it was felt that these instructions
were needed because of the possibility that war may spread panic
and no one mould really know what to do. At that very time Gross -
kopfs was awaiting the secots:::::: tof:::::ninstructione, i.e.

he was expecting daily to arrive from Germany. On a pre-arranged
instructions pertaining to sabotage and armed resistanbe, which

SF:c t2) f.',- -
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date Hahn had all his co-workers ready to spread these instruc-
tions, which however did not arrive from Germany, and therefore
this project had to be abandoned because Hahn considered it
impossible to get all his assistants together again. During
the last Hahn-Grosskopfs meeting in the middle of May 1941 the .
latter expressed fear that the NKVD was on his trail and that
he could not delude them despite his influential position.
Grosskopfs did not appear at their next scheduled meeting and
when Hahn called his residence -- using the alias Jekabs Gangis --
Grosskopfs' sister informed Hahn in a sobbing voice, that her
brother was not home. Hahn gathered from these sobs as well as
from her tone of voice, that Grosskopfs had been arrested, and
therefore, worried about the written instructions which he was
to distribute, he asked.Grosskopfs' sister if he could come and
see her. Receiving an affirmative answer Hahn proceeded to
Grosskopfs' residence in great hopes that he could salvage all •
the material that had been so difficult to prepare (particularly
difficult was procurement of paper in Latvia at that time),
and for which many people were waiting; he felt that if he could
not get all or a part of this material he could at least clarify
the circumstances surrounding Grosskopfs' apprehension.

Hahn claims that though he realized the risk of going
to a residence which could easily turn out to be a trap was
very great, he was young, enthusiastic, and somewhat foolhearty.
and proceeded anyway despite all the possible consequences.
Arriving at the residence Hahn was informed by Grosskopfs'
sister that the latter had been arrested somewhere on the out- .
side. Nowhere in the residence could Hahn find the aforementioned
first half of the instruction though he did find all the paper
upon which they were to be printed, and taking this paper Hahn
left the apartment house. On his way downstairs he noticed two
men who seemed to be observing him and feared that he had fallen
into a trap. However he passed these men on the stairs and left
the .building without incident.	 , •

(16) In the end of May 1941 Vanags introduced Hahn to
some unidentified man who Hahn later learned was a member of
Rikards organization. This man informed Hahn that through him
he would get pistols which Hahn was to distribute to his Jelgava
Academy underground, as well as his Riga group. Another assign-
Anent was then given to4iiahn which consfated.in organizing an
information center in Riga to which information regarding Russian
troop movements in the provinces and Riga would flow, such in-,
formation being gathered by Hahn's organization and/or any
recruits they cared to enlist in this work. The unidentified
individual was to become the recipient of all this information.
For this purpose Hahn set up a safe house addre on Kr. Barone

wis also recruited for this assiwnment, In the collection  o
Street in Riga. The house-owner's son, Mali=

e.curJiy f 77:::=Thn	
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such information the following per ons were active in the Riga

Wt
Zo1 area; Ilgvaregilevics /07, Brum:, Smits (E7, and	 traAs.. •

'.- Sterrib-qts /427 -(and some oth-e-FF- Tiiii-Hillin cannot recall).

(17) Through several Academy students in Jelgava Hahn
got to know another underground group which however, was only
a local group. Hahn soon learned that this group was getting
arms from somewhere and was distributing them in the Latvian
province Zemgale. One lot of such weapons, Hahn was told, was

LAuti . buried in Landenwald, neariJelgava. One of the leading personali-
ties in this group was FNU Lossbergs, Through Kilevics, a mes-.
senger for this group;-Cfbr-tife -Riga area) Hahn was put in con-
tact with Tirumnieks, a member of Lossbergs' group. Tirumnieks
gave Hahn a safehouse address with an accompanying parole to which
Hahn was to-proceed in case of war so as to receive arms. This
address was six kilometers from Feternieki in the direction of
Riga. It was to the vicinity of this safehouse that the Germans
were to send paratroopers as soon as war broke out.

-	 The night of 13-14 June 1941 disrupted all activities in
Riga because of the extensive raids, searches, and deportations.
Hahn looked up Mitrevics who advised him to sit tight and wait
until all quieted down. During this night Hahn was in Liepaja,
having just come from one of the safehouses on the Lithuanian-
Latvian.border. The owner of this house was also deported during
this night, after Hahn left. Hahn stayed with his Godfather in
Liepaja during this night and though they arrested a nextdoor
famil neither Hahn nor his Godfather, the famous Latvian patriot,
Janis'.JfezciemsA.were disturbed. The following morning Hahn re-

Mi-Higi-Where he checked to see whether his parents were
deported and found them alive and well. After that he returned •
to his experimental station and remained there without contacting
anyone until the breaking out of hostilities between Russia-sand
Germany.

On the following day the Germans began to bomb Russian
units on the Riga-Jelgava road. Having the first indication
that warh 4 begun Hahn proceeded to the aforementioned safehouse;
with Janis1 eja, whom he recruited as an aid and who had been
working-it' the-same experimental station. At the house Hahn and
Leja found that the inhabitants were not knowledgeable of the
parole and therefore Hahn and Leja left. They asked some passer-
by who the new occupants-might be and:zwere_told that the old in-
habitants had been arrested. and that-trrside• were Communists.
(Later after the Germans had Chased the Communists out of Latvia
Hahn learned through Tirumnieks that the Communists inhabiting
the house had followed Hahn and Leja, but since they had gone
through the woods they were unable to catch them. Tirumnieks
further told Hahn later that the Lossbergs group had been com-
pletely disrupted by the deportations, Lossbergs himself having
also been deported.)
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Finding no contacts at the safehouse both Hahn and Leja
returned to their jobs at the experimental station. On 25 June
Hahn left the station and proceeded to Riga in order to clarify
the present situation and to attempt to locate some contact or
other which could then give him an idea as to further action.
While in Riga he accidentally met Sternberg; who asked Hahn to
come to Lielupe, where Sternbergs was in charge of a "Pioneer"
(Communist Youth) group of summer camps. Sternbergs told Hahn
that he wag hiding several persons at this camp, one of whom
was KarligIR4AgYs.ZE7.

At this camp Hahn also found in hiding FNUAaris L7.
In the next few days several more undergroun4 workers arrive
their identities beingithe following JanisVekabsons,

1 
Ai'D9- s_Camber ag Visvaldispzelzitis L4.§7,-GFOitariinnenoys

rijs ArievITS—ZI87, arid -TdiattlOtolS. Not knowIngivha to do
ind- haVing'xió arms these:	in this"Pioneer" camp where
they had sufficient food and shelter. On the 27th of June German
forces had entered Liedida and on the 28th were approaching
Sloka. In view of the impending German occupation of Jurmala
(where this "Pioneer" camp was located) t the Militia that was
stationed there, retreated toward Riga on the 27th of June.
On that same day Hahn and his friends found that the Russians
had blown the railroad bridge across the river LieluPe prematurely
and were unable to move one armored train and one weapons and
supply train. No other Russian forces being in the vicinity the
Militia, just prior to leaving, ordered the Bulduri volunteer
fire department to guard these trains. The members of this
volunteer fire department found a stock of liquor on the supply
train and proceeded to get inebriated, which enabled Hahn and

• . his friends to take command o i,rain under the leadership
iVtEtiv; of a local inhabitant_Teodorg eDln LE17, whom they chose as

their leader because they fel t ey had no one experienced or •
old enough to assume this position. During the day from dusk to
dark this group guarded the trains and moved arms and ammunition
to the camp; at night the train was left unguarded, since they
feared that in the dark a superior armed forced might come upon
them. On 28 June the members of the voluntger fire department
advised the group to abandon the train ugh they run into diffi-
culties with the retreating Russian army which was about to
arrive. Nevertheless on 29 June they returned to the trains and
found that an NKVD detail had just arrived and was preparing to
blow up the pontoon bridge leading -across the river.Lielupe.
Hahn and friends disrupted the effortt . of this NKV0 detail which

• hastily departed after Hahn and his friends opened fire on them.
On 30 June Hahn and friends watched the Russian army -retreat across
the river toward Riga and on 1 July 1941 saw the advance elements
of the German army pass through their area.
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C. The German Occupation of Latvia 

(1) Hahn and friends arranged with the arriving German
forces that the former would patrol the Jurmala area and seek
out remaining Communists for which purpose they were permitted
to retain their arms. Their offer to go along with the German'
forces and fight the Communists, however, was refused. The
first few days of the German occupation brought Hahn and his
friends news that the two foremost Latvian Communists, _Augusts-

kKirchensteins and VilisYLaois were hiding in the Jurmala area.
—A-11-e-froTere m-At.tA-td-fliid these two individuals, however,
these efforts were not successful and it later developed that
one could judge with reasonable certainty that the news that
they were in this area was erroneous.

On 4 July 1941 Hahn proceeded, tp Riga with Bans where
both of them contacted the Latvia/1f Col Weiss, who was organi-
zing the so-called Latvian Intériial protectfve forces (Selbst-
schutz). Hahn and Bans reported the Jurmala situation to Co].. :
Weiss and volunteered to aid the Colonel in any way possible.
After a few days' wait Hahn was ordered to proceed to Ragana
where he was to assist in clearing the area of any remnants
of the Communist form.; this clearance was under the command
of tha_Latvian(Capt.cenieks, When Hahn returned to Riga he
requested thatThis friend, wno had remained at the former "Pioneer"
camp, return to Riga because the Latvian Internal Security Force
was being formed. When they returned to Riga some of his
friends returned to their families, however eight members of
the Jurmala group, including Hahn joined this security ore,$
were assigned to a bicycle squad, whose leader was R.arlis at-
berts, were armed, issued the pre-war Latvian army unifFirar",--
-anzr,-as tai part of the 40 men group, under the command of Latvian

q
t. Col.Mergs and Latvian(First Lt. FNUentins, proceeded
o clear -MI-Woods along the left siHT-Tir-the River Daugava of

remaining Communists. This group also aided the local popula-
tion in setting up security forces, as the group itself was too
small to cover a large area, and since remnants of the Communist
army which had turned into gangs of robbers and cutthroats were
terrifying the countryside. When this 40-man group arrived at
their final destination in Bauska the recently appointed local •
German army commander, a major, called this group "Latvian
bandits", disarmed them, arrested them, and held them for fur-

• ther investigation. -After the local. German commander had re-
ceived TOnfirmatioli-Thm headquartets In Rigs .about their status
they were released and ordered to return to Riga unarmed. In
Riga the group found the Germans had outlawed the Latvian Inter-
nal Secur it Force, causing Hahn's groin) to disband. Hahn and

decided to proceed to the headquarters og he
Perkonkrus because they heard rumors that Gustav	 ins,
Lamberts

the chief of his organization, was at that timerfi-Berlin
awaiting permission to form a national Latvian army, which he
hoped to get in the very near flatfifify ITI4Ae„Ivtedquarters of

q	 r):.:::- . "c
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the Perkonkrusts Hahn met Mitrevics, who informed him that all
the underground work that Hahn had performed during the Com-
munist occupation -- with a few exceptions -- was on either
direct or indirect orders from Feliks Rikards' group. Hahn was
requested to write a report outlining all his activities in
Jelgava and Riga; this report was then given to Rikards' as-
sistant, Aleksandrs Mittenbergs /W.

•

(2) The Perkonkrusts, which during the very early days
of the German occupation, was the leading indigenous element in
Latvia, made the following request of the population:

That persons register in the following categories --

Category A - Those persons who had been members of the
Perkonkrusts prior to 1940.

B - Those persons ( who wished to register) whoCategory
had worked in the anti-communist underground
during 1940-41 under the leadership and
guidance of the Perkonkrusts or its mem-
bers, yet who had never been members of the
Perkonkrusts.

Category C - Those persons who wished to join this organi-
zation but who had never been members nor
who had never participated in underground .
activities sponsored or led by the Perkon-.
krusts organization.

All of this registering was obviously voluntary and was carried
out with the intention that having been the pro-German faction .
prior to 1940 the Perkonkrusts would now become the Latvian
puppet government under the leadership of Celmins, yet under the
complete direction of the German occupying authorities. Hahn,
as a well-qualified person, joined the aforementioned category
B, not because of political concurrence, but rather because he
believed that well-qualified men with good. intentions belonged
to it.

• (3) The registration, as outlined above, having been
completed in the very early days of the German occupation, two
very definite groups appeared to take shape within the Perkon-
krusts: .(A) Sondergruppe R (RikaZd2.-- the assignment of this
group Wit'tO invesbegate-all Communists' _affairs, locate re-
maining communists, and press prosecution. This group could be
Considered a type of internal political security police. The
results of the investigations conducted by this group were turned
over to the. German authorities, who prosecuted political of-
fenders. It later developed -- and Hahn thought this Odd. --
that in addition to investigating Communists and persons suspected

Security Irf.7.1rnrozon
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of Communist sympathies, the R group also investigated former, as well as present
political enemies of which the fomer primarily were members of the Zenmieku
Savieniba (farmers' Union ) , end. t e latter was the newly emerging Valdmanis faction 	 .
which began to compete with	 for the role of indigenous pcppg_Overnment.
For'example, the group investigated such_nersons as JulijsiDruva / 	 ArturitKroders
LE7 and(Latvian Captain :T4Stainbergs (36/. •

.	 •
It should be mentioned here that the Rikard group was divided into the

following sections: Section A - External Section, with theassignaient ofcounter -

intelligence activities, particularly the uncovering of existing and/or vernal:ling
• Communist underground forces and activities: Section 0 - the Operations Section, .•
With the assignment of gathering of intelligence, coordination and consolidation of:•-.

.	 .information and reports, and of investigating former Russian collaborators . ;	 .
of complete operational records and files of all persons and activities which'the. .
above-mentioned A . section either investigated or performed. Section K - Personnel
Section,of .perkonkrusts members only. Administrative Section which performed : all . •

. normal administrative function. '(B) Sondergruppe . A.(Arajs) Llyassignment
. execution of Jews and Communists. Shortly after the R and A •grouppeomerged:entitie

the .A . groUp completely left the Perkonkrusts and come under the direct cammand.of •
the SD'in Latvia:	 • •

• •	 •,
(4) Hahmbtired of waiting for the formation of a Latvian National-Armi;

.:;anet organizg a small . five-man group, consisting of former fellow . students,
proceeded  to the country where this group reaped the harvest of,abandoned.farms;.the
owners of which had inmost cases blen deported. Besides Hajan this group,cOnsisted
of: . Sternbergs, Jakobsons, Roberts.Krastins, and AleksandrsliTilumsensay

" •

.	 •	 .
. This little group worked in the country Of thekr own volition for two months

and during this time managed to reap the harvest onlour . farms in the vicinity Of .
Tukums In the end of September they received news that the Perkonkruatevai.. •.:.:-2..-
accepting' applicants for the Latvian National Army.. With all haste they retUrned....,.

... : tojtiga.and registered for this army; and found after a few weeks that the
authorities had changed their minds and did not allow the formation of a Latvian

f., 7NitiOnal Army.• _	 •
••• •

1 . With  the aid of Mitrevice Hahn joined Sopdergruppe Ft and was.assigned:te...
7Saction. 4. :This section was further divided into two subsections, . (a) the in7eitigiq6

:. , SubdeCtion, and (b) the Operational files subsection. Hahn was assigned to
• .iitbeed.tion (a), his duties consisting of filling in personal data on various carde s-
:i.;.fii.avwerethen filed.	 •

,
Fearing' that two many persons, particularly university students,believed.:

that ,Hahn was an out and out communist Hahn decided against continuing his 'college".
•'..'.'-edUcationi furthermore Hahn also wanted to continue fighting Communiam actiyalt • '

-1ficUnot'be bound by such a rigid cover as attending a university would.constiti0e4

BecauseUrfikaid group is today cUMMogi.referiedto as the
„cirdfile group (itartoteka) it is worthwhile to note that thisnaMilor-the

dOndergrUppejLwas origLmidy created in the end of 1941 or'thebeginning'474:1942'.
:*hen this change in name only Occurred the activities of the group 	 net Change...

-.,Thi-lreaeon .for the change although not known, is assumed to...betWhlet;.-that,tCr.
.the,Latvians_workini,for this group the term "Sondergruppeu:sounded.t60.:GerMen.,.,

(6) . : Attached below is the organizational chart of.SondergreuppeS:

e.



The only worthwhile name me1'tion81044AHUA144.pa#rative is the name
of Eduard& rins (pertinent data regarding the other names is found in the Appendix).
In	 Cerins changed his name fro0 Eduards Pods to Eduards Cerins
because the name Pods means, literally translated "Pot" and has an unsavory sound.
This was a custom in that year in Latvia where, because of the previous German in-
fluence, many persons had cacophonous names, which they desired to Latvianize.

Subsequent to the end of World War II Cerins remained in Latvia where he
was believed to be the publisher and editor of illegal underground paper "Masai&
Latvis" (Little Latvian.")

The reason that H believes that Cerins is the publisher of this paper is
the fact that Cerins had been active in the newspaper field during his entire adult
life; furthermore inthe-fall of 1945 when H was hiding in the Latvian woods, and
When this paper was already being pUblished, Hahn heard that Cerins would like to . •

meet-tim ,s0,that they could coordinate the forts of the underground in Rigs.
Unfortunately 'Hahn was not able to meet Cerine at that tilde. While in'Sweden in
.1947 : Hahn heard that Albins Sietinsons former co-worker in the Perkonkrusts.wap...
in . Germany. They began to correspond and Hahn found that Sietinsons also believed
that Cerins•was the editor of the aforementioned underground paper. A.fUrther
4ndication. that'this belief had same basis of truth was the fact that whenVaidemar
caMe . tO . SWeden.from Latvia in 1948 he expressed the opinion that he too was quite
eertain -that_it.was. , Cerins who was at that time still publishing the paper: . :There:.

substantiation that the paper is being published at the present • •time iWOr . thit Cerins is the editor now.

. *..(8) The Headquarters flof the Rikard group was located in.Riga'in.theisYMCAf.•
bldg which also housed another gropp which was divorced from the activities of 	 •
thejiikard4rOup .though not' from its control. This group consisted of . former '. .
.LatVian officers who-overtly -- as far as the germans were concerned—were Working

.m	 i .. The chief of this(
building., clean nucleons for a Latvian armv which 'oUld be activated at'the Proper
moment.	

..
for .Rikard, but who covertly, as far as Hahn knows, were performing the :: e k ofs.	 ;.,: 1

unit wa(Ceptain dolfs Veidemanis	 . . 144.41mOlis had

and let.Lt.fAr,vids	 zine.
AI: assistants: st Lt), aru s secretary

.	
, st Lt ...)Fridrich

(9) ' The YMCA building further housed another group which was, however,
' ;:divorded from the IL group and had no connection with t whatsoever. : .. •

a.	 0 Was known as the "Anti-Seat 'c Institute". The onlytjthree workers Of this
ihstit tathat H can recall are Harijs 	 donis L7, Hintauts LAKIS	 i'andi

:Peteri . Martinsons.
'	•.147 ,,...r.,. •---7-- -7----77- :, 	 . .

• - . - In 'the summer of 1943,. .	 while Hahn was in jail with Mitrevics,..the l,atter.':.
told Hahn that Peteris Hartinsons had been a U.S. agent and disappeared from iatiia :.

J.343 .ft In the beginning'of 1950 the British requested from Hahn in writing;.- .if-
Hehn-an or anyone in his group had any information regarding P teris MartifiSohs:':
This r' iest..camelrom L. Krauja. Thls name (Krauja) Hkhn be eves, is a cover

11ame ..ft .ieither the formeiti tvian'Air Force Lt. Colonel Janis celis or former
'Iletiiazi ziiiColOn Adolfs	 Hahn believes that i 1.-670?-0-pliatablethat.
it 40ii1 sthan . 	 e b . xisp, imtii-finitial letter to Hahn, : Areuja Mentioned—•
4:::iaetantia174Maunt'af'4.04ric'infermatiah.concerning.tinseif'ai:e:Utvian.
liati*Ot:WhO fought side	 side with all uring the ,Gersmn-

( ...SECRET
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L.
occupation on land asvell as in the air, 	 whichWhich points to •	 "

Rucelis is the fact that he mentioned that he attended the Riga University which 1

• Bulle did not attend. Another indication pointing to Rucelis is the fact that

in his original letter to Hahn he stated that in his (Rucelis) position he IS • 6

, unable to enter into'pUblic affairs. This statement coincides with the truth
:

, never has Hahn noticed any press mention of Rucelis while Bale has occasionally.:

. , .received such tublicity.
•

The above mentioned British request for information ahout,KartintOna-,
_	 .

..Stated that Martinsons had studied law in Riga, came from Sweden	 fx:OSii4le4::,.
• •	 •

he moved to : Germ:am?, -after the War, and had worked for the :YHCA: Hahn believes
.	 .

ha*..Martinsbns , name as pUrposeli,CaM4laged by including
-	 .•	 . 	 ■•	 •. 	 .

requeit4Aha,othername, which Cannot be reCalled,.was.that,df.a4Ciaerliid,:-..-,,.	 ..
1 .farmer.:.. The letter further bare the following request, that thLietter..itaeW"

.	 • •	 .

eiititatiately.deitroyed sUbsequent. to memorizingthe names

Since

, .	 . ,
.	 ..	 •	 •••	 '•• •

	_ 	 .	 .

•

,
Hahh truly could not recall either one of thanameaf,alld::ainCe

could not connect the i'eteris.Martinsons who worked for the Anti4er4tic:...%:

Institute th
.	 - .	 .

the..Peteris Martinsons regarding whom the British'Wered.OeSt
•

information, Bahn's . rePly"was that he had no information regardinOithiir.

It Was not until much later, when this letter again reCurr.ei*4.
• •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •

•

,

aim, that the similarity in names as well as incidents regarding Martineoni:::.

• •	 •	 • •-•	 •.

,....(10) • Gustave Calmins, who was the chief of the PerkorNruits.	 .	 .
.	 •.	 .

-..considered'Rikard's chief though he rarely if ever interfered irithitiheid!S:AO-pi,iiity..	 ,..	 •	 •	 . 	 .•	 •
• •	 •	 •

4.4-..tfia.t.h.e„wwtne:giverill aiik,seneral:policy planner and executor

.*Obly German :directives on one hand and his Own PerkonkruitS-.:intAffest;'*.it;

	

other. This continued until	
•

OeCOMbe'r'.141,...a.b:WhiCk.tite„the...GOrMan2arWArVI

a -....BerkOnkrUsta:, : ',1-01UnetiCii.aaan,..OrganizationOddly .'enOUgh this pre-war
Security

anatically4i.icOatCiat:..,organiia;tiOn:waifthe . r	 aa iory: O.T.ba;.Outi,la

"..000urred to him.
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by the German authorities. This act eliminated the necessity for a chief of the

Perkonkrusts and therefore caused Celmins to leave the position as chief of the

entire complex: Shortly thereafteD. Celthins and his secretary, FelikiCivins,

served on the staff o(i;eneralpskars\l-ankers, /65/. imigenous chief of a Latvian

quizzling government (General Direktion des Innern).

Despite the fact that the Perkonkrusts was nonexistent, and hence Cletains

.supported by its former, members, most of *holm worked for Rikarde. Consequently

Ives uery )aiowledgeable of most all of the activities of Rikard i a group...

. (11):: One month after H began to work in the (a) subsection of the 0
_ .	 .

-4cintion of Riker:1 1 s group he was transferred to the more active subsection, the

b) , subsection of the 0 section. In this sub-section • H had to interrogate wit
• •	 ,

:n•,..ed.ses. who had ingormation regarding pro-Communists who were either in Latvia at

fiat tia .a; or had fled Latvia when the Russian forces 'retreated. As most • t

remembers the case of the former6atvian. . Supreme Court JusticeJ CAnkzvd

io had been forced by the IIKI/D to become an informaht. The reason that -enis ea/4

iutstanding in H r s memory is the fact 	 H knew ANICRAVS family"pei7eci''

ecause .4nkiavs was such a highly placed person in the pre-war Latvian judicial

tM,because Ankralts himself freely admitted cooperation with the NKVD, and

eciase Ankravs wrote a long, detailed narrative regarding his NKVD recriiitnen

was not the leader, he still. had an indirect contact as will as some limited talris-.'
'	 •

diction over the R-group because the Perkonlcrusts continued to exist ille.g

eeting, •and actiyi‘s.

(11) In the very end of 1941 Itikards received a lot of complaints;

icUlarY H's procommunist actiiittes,.:.

dhting the previous Russian occupation; these complaints were not primarily

pe.itSO41 , pejudipeci:bUt rather expressed the feari‘theitH may have

RikarCCOCUP' :AS-atilleCoMmuniet. In a Meeting:wit0;000401/1

te Iknowledgeable of fiC e ; tiii'. PurPoice, and
• 0 '
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Security fo7.3nFr'' was not necessary for the latter to prove in	 tfteer i,bitdecimentary evi-

dence any of his former activities. At that same time H's former Academy

friends informed him that in their investigation of former NKVD records in

Jelgava they had uncove	 a docu	 in	 eddocument which indicated that H, along with

rdKarlis gelis and FVU'Smidris, were slated for arrest by the NKVD because

of illegal anti-communist activities in the Jelgava Academy. (It was

Smidris who actually uncovered this information in the end of 1941.).

When Hahn was in Jelgava shortly after the above-mentioned incident,
Q

H took the opportunity to visit the office of the Latvian Political Police

ief, Rita(etra	 •/67/ -There H talked to one of Metres assistants Pe-tere..

rC1
. .. ' -
)als to whom H expressed willingness to write a complete report outlining

not only his activities at the Academy during the Communist occupation,'

but.alse the activities, names, and other data about Other Communists known

to him. Cimals expressed regret that H did not do this in the very first

few days after the Russian retreat and stated that at this tine the. entire

matter was self-evident to the political authorities and there was no need

for H to write such a report.:

!tetra, incidentilly, was a secret informant for Nikard.

(12) After working about 4 month in the investigations sub--section,

-H.began to feel that his work had little if any importanda and would not

* lead him to his ultimate goal, the active fight with Communism. This feel,.

- ing developed when he realised that_all the Persons,he was interrogating,	 .	 , 
• were or had been small fria in the Cosimunist machine; , He also felt that

his lack of experience in interrogations was the cause of his personal :', • .

reprehension', and that' thislack Of experience also causedhimio believe

Mest , illet,the infortatipn elicieted during such interrogations, which..
Security ingtiott
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then made him feel too sympathetic toward the person he was interrogating.

All in all it could be said that H.was dissatisfied with himself inasmuch

as he was of the firm conviction that such petty activity was not leading him

to his ultimate goal, the destruction of Communism.

As the German occupation of H's country progressed toward the German

supremacy goal, the Occupying authorities began to engage in various anti-

Latvian activities, making H realize that this is not a case of friendly

cooperation to achieve the destriCtion of Communism, but rather that a

new enemy-has arrived intent on destroying Latvian nationalism. Despite

realizing that it is no doubt this monstrous German force alonFwhicb

could destroy H's arch enemy,Olevertheless H and several other nationalis-

tically inclined friends began to think that they were duty bound to insure

the re-creation of the Latvian state if and when Communism were destroyed.

. Momentarily that entailed preservation of nationalism and nationalistic.

institutions which the Germans with all haste were in the process of destroy-

ing. So that such anti-Latvian acts be recorded H and Mitrevics began to

write down and Collect all such acts including changes in street names,

high taxes, German privileges, particularly those concerning food, etc.

Since H had. numerous friends, particularly in Jelgava the collection of

such German activities was not difficult and resulted in a steady flow

of such reports.

An excellent opportunity to enhince this activity of H's presented

C
iteelf When Rikiiii4reofially taIlgeWith'H'end requested that he accept

an assignment to mirk for the SD. Bikard explained toll that in this .

poaition H mould have to check various applications'of . Latvians applying

for poiitions with the German occupying authoritielOekqeIePhdfibi,.4tc.
ie) SECREI

•
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Rikard further explained thel' H's true aim would be to observe the inner

workings of the SD as well as its pies and intentions in Latvia. It mas

then that H was informed that Martins Balodis was already assigned to the
coutnit 7

SD and working in the same overt as well as convert capacities; H with his

excellent German language qualifications was to replace Balodis, who

, could not handle this language. Balodis was therefore recalled to his

original assignment in Rikard's group. H accepted and was assigned to

SD, Abteilung III, and worked in its card file section. The chief of

Abteilung III wasiCaptaitijAebram; We immediate supervisor, the chief

of the cajrd file section, was Sgt. Fritz' Grimm of Westfalia, whose assistant

was(Bgt	 ltz of Bavar4. (It was Goltz who later arrested H.)

The following persons (Latvians) also Were in the service of the SD,

but not i1ith . the covert assignment that H had: (Wra .?'Alos/69/Akra  Vidins 

14azprecinieks/70%; Vilis\Bema ../724 FHBIRodUns /734 Olgerts .I /70i,

tDreimañis/74/,‘ L. rmalia/75/, FITIPEI.edis  /76/, FRUIZarins /77/, Brno°.

-/78/, JanikBankavs.../79/, YNOFetersons /804 FIR4Didrichsnne./814

Geide /824 RKB/Popove/83/, IFNU	 s /84/.	 "40f.

Working in this capacity H had the opportunity -- being very cautious--

occasionally to glance at the records of more or less famous and outstanding

Latvians, known organizations, and Aituation reports. Occasionally H had

the opportunity to get a glimpse of some very important documents, which

were !mown in the Latvian circlei-as "bombs". One such, and possibly

, the most important document which Hahn saw was Himmler's and Modem's /85/

. disputed and proposals regarding future plans for German colonization of

Latvia. /86/. H also had the opportunity to see and later report to-the

individuals concerned, information pertaining to such individuals' anti=
Security .1:..1n.nr.c.,!7on
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German sympathies as was known to the SD. All that H observed was recorded

from memory and transmitted to Rikard who, Hahn feels, passed this infor-

mation on, though he doesn't know a copy of this summary was also given'

to Celmins. At one time H seriously considered making photographic copies

of all information he saw, but thought the riek too great and therefore

abandoned this idea.

In the beginning of March 1942 -- because of the extensiveness of .

the information . at the disposal of Hahn, he began to record this information
(typewrit en) in a bi—weekly summary being assisted in this job at that time

by Romans ternbergs._

(13) As this information that Hahn was receiving assumed very vol-

uminous proportions, enabling him to write extremely lengthly bl-weekly.

reports, Mitrevice thought it a good idea to exePpt such covert information

from. these reports that would be of interest to the German authorities and

supply them with a'similar be—weekly report. Behind all this 'was Mitrevielis

idea that. if sufficient interest in such a product were Aroused in the

German authorities it could give Mitrevics the opportunity to forn an infor -
mation section attached to Rikard's group. The covert purpose for such

an information section being a nationalistically-motivated anti—German

espionage center.

(14) As the gathering of such information progressed successfully,

, further compilations were made of such ite6s as foreign broadcasts,

particularly those of the BBC and some American broadcasts, current and

anti-German jokes and puns, and rumors.

The BBC monitoring was performed by. II and VernerAlumenaus and

several others whom Hahn organised into a ,little ' group so that 411 schedules
Securhy
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could be observed.
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After approximately three months' activity'and assignment in the SD

Hahn began to fdel insecure and asked Captain Liebram for a release, basing

his request on the fact that Hahn did not feel quite at home among all the

Germans who worked in the organization. Being a very understanding and par-

ticularly to Hahn, sympathetic individual, Liebram granted this request.

It should be noted that H felt insecure because on several occasions when

he was rummaging through various files he was observed in this astivity by

Sgt. Goltz, in whose mind H had aroused some suspicion -- although at the

time Hahn could satisfactorily explain away his curiosity in files with

which he was not concerned.

(15) Returning to his original organization from the SD, Hahn was

assigned to the job of block leader in addition to his other normal duties.

(A block leader, and in this case particularly Hahn, was a person who had

• under his jurisdiction between 30 to 40 persons who were members of the

Perkonkrusts and whom he had to visit once a month, collect dues, report

changes in policies, and directives, and other incidental organizational

news, and whose suggestions and views he was obliged to report back.)
tisApparently Hahn satisfactorily completed and performed all nag assign-

ments and therefore he was informed by the chief of the cardfile subsection

that he had been accepted by the Rerkonkrusts as one 	 tithe old fightersu

. (alter ampfer).

In the summer of 1942. Hahn received an order from Celmins, through

Rikards that he was to proceed to the - rural sections of Latvia to deter-

mine the general mood and thinking of the population and to contact all.the

covert members who were reporting to the headquarters through the open mails.

On this trip Hahn was accompanied . titftman Sternbergs. Travelling about •
. Skurity

they arrived at the conclusion that because of the political lines w h

the Perkenkrusts has taken during the initial phase of the German o 	 •

,
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most rural inhabitants were not favorably inclined toward the FLRKONKRUSTS.

Consequently any new inform/er whom H and Sternbergs recruited were purposely

non-Perkonkrusts members, and consisted mainly of young teachers with whom Sternbergs,

.a teacher himself, was personally acquainted,

Returning to Riga H found that the now famous break between Celini 4s and •

Rikards ad occured. The rea n for this break was that Rikards,..Adolfs childe,

•EValde dersons, and Edmunds ksis disagreed with the eAremeky pro-German line
• ,

Thi* break, which occurred on the initiati,e of the above mentione0• .	 . • 4

person created no changes with in the Structure of Rikard's group or any, of its Vorkings.;.1

the'only'effect it had was that those persons siding with Rikard's views could really..

not be considered any more as members of the Perkonkrusts, but rather as plain

ees in the Rikard's group, and Rikards personal supporters.	 t.

In the fall of 1942 H got acquainted ilth a Latvian religion:Csect.(Dievtui):.•

which propounded a nationalistic Latvian religion based upon the ancientIatviari'Geds2'.

iTh-ii.-leader of t 't sect was Ernestl/Brastins/87/. Hahn was put-in-contact with thia: .

Sect. byMattins	 odis arid:;abstsil-degs (both members of Rikarda Organiation);!'..	 . 
Hahn slowly got to know several of the adherents to this religion anewas eventually.

ihtormed that within this religious sect there existed an undergeound“organization,.

to Which many former Latvian army officers belonged, who were serving at the , time in' •

the police force in Riga, (It should be noted that not all of those persons belonging

to the underground organization were necessarily followers of this religious moVement.

One of the leaders of this underground group was a meMber of the Riga criminalpolice;

fnuMesZargi. ,Rahn was informed that this underground Was quite interedted.in pro-: •
,	 .

CUripghiti:as*11 as Mitreiics , services; however, talking it over with MiireVics;

he and Hahn decided not to join because they could not determine the entire structure...	 .	 .	 •	 .,

the organization, or any of its aims In the end of 1942 the German authorilies-

1:6COVered ,this activity and arrested .a-ierge numiwar iOf:pOlicemen, ' )therebyldiatUPAri-

Security . 1;.?...Trre:cn
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. this underground movement.

Also in the end of 1942 Mg it could clearly be seen that the German authorities

opposed and were striving to destroy all Latvian nationalism and any of its organizations

7
1 supporters by ot first beginting to arrest some members of aikards group as will

ishel ' netlalistlbrganization Tautas Balsa (Voice of the People), whose chief was.	 .	 _

fna au als (of this organization the Germans arrested) its leader and sope 200 members).

Shortly thereafter they also arrestec(lst Lt '.;.:Part4.7s  and Arturs. Neparts, who

. . were both accused of spying for the British.

(16) In the very end of 1942 an article appeared in Rahn!s. covert bi-Weekly

mammary describing Celmins' activities in Berlin prior to the outbreak - of the war.

Celmins, who was very perturbed about this article since it described him as having had

a good time and led a soft life rather than concern himself with pressing national,.

problems, requested that Mitrevics reveal the source thertf. Mitrevics refused to
.	 •	 .	 $	 ..	 . . • ,.?.	 .

.,' reveal, such information because it had been clearly understood before, that the work' of

thejiikard group, and the organization Perkonlausts were two separate, divorced matter

.. Whereupon :Mitrevics was expelled from the organization by CeImins: This act caused:

liahn,.. Teodoro Jansons, and Dzems R.....:dzins to hand in their resignations from the

:Terkonkrusts, which were however, not accepted by Celmins.

At this same time a disagreement arose between Rikards and Greble, the reasorr.
•

it being that the German authorities had requested that approXimatel y 20 members.of

. .the-Rikard group be assigned to anti-Communist activities in Russia. Greble oppose ,. 'this'

:Oa :because he felt that no 'Latvian should, leave homeland,, and therefore he, and .

apprexiMateirten.of his friends and supporters, : quit the organization.. With GrebleIS
.	 .

40arini.e and With the rift between'Rikard and Celmins, Mitrevics . bedame. one of the:leaci,.	 •	 .	 •

•,	 .
nat.Rikaivla began to realize.the - need for a new nationalistic basis to his work.and'."—
Oneente:ctocreate the aforementiQned-J4formation center which later Ooordinate“h

•,.,	 ..?ucyFITYL:fartrea!...cin	 ,	 • "

ACtiiitiee:cdall.eovert informer' that time haii.been utili”01:7,

•

•

.personaliftee in the organization and was able to influence Rikarda to the. extent
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somewhat of . a hodge podge fashion. The chiefof the information section theTifore

became Hitrevics, whose assistant was Teodef.s Jansons. Under 'trevie's julisdiction

and direction came Romans Sternbergs, Hahn, and later Robert •Krastins.......	 •
(17) With the replacement of Liebram by Schlesinger, .who became chief of

Abteilung III of the SD in the begiming of 1943 the relationship between the SD and

Rikarda group became strained. Shortly after his arrival, Schlesinger personally'

-visited the headquarters of Rikard's group (which incidentally was the first time that.

•anyl German official had made an inspect:Ion of this headquarters) ostensibly for the purp

Of acquainting' himself with the workings of the organization. However it was soon found:.

that he paid very particular attention to the informations section and requested

ilitrevics to furnish him the names of all sources of information, whichHitreVics refused

to do. Hitrevics based this refulal upon the fact that when recruited the sources were

promised anonomitv. Immediately after this visit preparations were made to notifyali:",•

sources to discontinue their reporting, in case any reprucussions from the German

were to appear; preparations were also made to hide all existing comvetA records if sue

need arose. It must be noted that a certain feeling of expectancy existed.• Hahn.
•

..Sterebergs.then prepared a lengthy essay entitled "German Latvian Relations" which.depiet'

.Wmtrous antm-Latvian acts by the Germans and which contained a' Warning that....	 •	 -	 •	 •.

Conditions were to continue, an open and possibly armed conflict between the German

..4Ccupying authorities and the Latvian population may occur. Though this was far.•

being a diplomatically Worded document, Hahn feels that it was the beat that he has:..- ,	 -• • •-ever Written•because it.showed the conditions as they truly were. This docnment..wesy

Ven-to: .Ritcard wh&.- circumventing his next step in the chain of -caMmand, -in ;41':'‘.'.

.	 •	 .	 .	 •.	
. " •

.	 .	 .	 .

rinaMitted it direCtly:to some highly placed persond in BerlinThe:resUlt..was:tha's

no doubt . the ilocal SD was reprimanded and prepared to take:corrective steps..

-•Utittify inkinvc" ,oh •

•'iiL L.
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This document was also shown td,Prof,Avabe, famed historian and knoNventi-

German, so that his reaction may be observed. Svabe considered the document well

written but doubted whether it would have any effect; his opinion was'that such a

complistion of facts should either be sent to the Western riniocracies or be kept -

- in Latvia until such material could be used he proof of German attemps to subjugate.

Latvia. Taking this opportunity H also informed Svabe as to the extent . of inforMationi.::

that the sp possessed about him.

(17) In the'begining of 1943 H also held twospeeches arranged'covertly,and..:

attended by a select4rOupt of friends and coworkers in which he described the Gerken'
••	 .	 .

A

'. colonization plans and their "Ubermemsch" (Supermen) theory and policy and its effects

on his homeland and its population. The first such speech was held in Riga in

Aldemars residence and was attended by his university classmates as well as *the:

ein,of the Riga University, Ernest agobadi	 /88/, who warned against 'taking
,•	 •	 •	 •_

.6sestrei. The second speech was held in the Academy in JELGAVA . wherebe . sPOke tO:fermer,
'

, •	 ..
.	 .	 .	 .	 •	 •

RUsSien ,uccupetion) underground members. This speech basically wais.otthe.eake.h4-

sthe,first, however in it Hahn Stressed the necessity for restieting theGerMaJiadea

..,colonization and subjugation. His intention with this group Was to draw it doe

.himself and gitrieres so as to reactivAhe former, extensive underground.
.	 .

_	 .
..The only non-underground member who attended H's 'second lecture was term,	 •

'kir. lecturer, Janis' . olins who was asked by H's friends to attend'becautie:th'
,	 .

.	 .	 .	 .

considered him as the most promising ibung Latvian Lecturer It 	 AHOLIgS1Whe"..d.e
.	 .	 .-

. , tOld4;.that :41.2 that the latter had said in his sppech was cerrect,..hOweVer,the

riOUSAboughtAhould . be given to recruiting some suitable instrUctPi4.4b6t4e0
.	 .	 .

tiasietance'thay be offered to what in his opinion would be 4 lengthy Russian

1.ocCUpatic'idiellewing'on the heels of the current Gerken One. HahnAdMitS:thet%

euprised abent.thisviei4.and . tonk. no . a64o4,...thougb the4deajia4...10ft*

,9".
.	

L
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. (18) At this same time, i fitlEi. German occupying aUthoritiss Sensed

that the population begin to resist them :though mostly in passive rather than active.

ways. To rid themselfes of such internal, indigenous dislike and opposition, the

Germans embarked on a vigorous propoganda campaign to "enlighten" the population..

For this purpose they assigned German civilian employed by the Civil Administration

to tour Latvia and speak to the inhabitants. To aid these speakersWith the language,

.Hikards group was requested to assign an interpreter to each speaker. H was assigned.•

to this task and standing, alongside of the speaker, interpreted his speedh• as

hav . fit On one occasion the speaker scheduled to speak before • typical farm grou

. requested Hahn to "suggest a good Lativan song which could be sung at the concliiiion'..o

his speech. H suggested "God Bless Latvia" (DIEVS SVETI LATVIJA) • the former Latvian

national anthem which was forbidden by the German atithorities. 'After the'lecturer..had':7'

• departed be expressed his appreciation to H for having suggested a song which was
,

ung with such obious enthusiasm. To his quarry as to the origin and type of song,.
. , . .

.:replied: that it its an old, patriotic song. In general . the speaker was .so imrreas.

with H's ability as an interpreter that he told H that after the war the tWin.orth

an travel through Russia on a similar assignment.

,...Later, however, -upon returning to Rig, H's real intentions were.aPpeare.n

dec.:Need by the Civil Administration. He was therefore infonped by a . friend .w.ho'..vbr

4n:the'political section of the Cita Administration that appropriate, derogatory.	 .

ifeinarks .,regarding ..his conduct were entered in his	 • Hahn . feels that..thie,e

not of • itself, • vas at least AV another contributory reason for his inibsAUent

Oitre.ent:3,on.

(19) BY this time Al.red ALDMANIS'hid 4iiirPressed his eomPetitor. GUS
,	 •

	

a:.and emerged as the indigenous Latvian	 er who, though eporisiii:ed...iinVeu

.v.:thei:-Gerniacs; did occasionally, quite openly, , opposed then; ..„such. bpposit
••••'	 •

owever, was tolerated by the 'occupiers : because'of ..thi.e .:thefe,-'uOW. int

OPinien-aniting •;inTiiiential anaCtFdraiiitiefitOidkil‘6,1,0di

0

=
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claim that his opposition wets gennine and he was not- removed because the Germans

feared reprecussions from the population who in general favored VALDMANIS; others

maintain that this opposition was instigated by the Germans themselves who desired

that the population rally' around a Latvian leader whom they could control because

of his pro-German sentiments.

Since, at thatitme, Valdmanis represented the most acceptable political

Mitrevics, with Rikards consent, cOntacted him so as to. rid the ,Rikards group .:1)f

of the undesirable PERKONKRUST comotation and to gain a new; nationalistic oasis

for Atrther . activities. , This contact resulted in an agreement that Rikards.group,

-libuilexChange all its information - including covert items-- while Valdmanis would ,:t • •
•

alrlatest decisions and transctpts from all meetings of the indegenout.	 .
• •

..governing . body. From this meeting Mitrevics retaitced the ivression.that%Valdmanis,
• . 	 •

.tionai/..
.0

	

•."...	 . •	 -	 .

"itt• -ee.Part.'ef the war British Intelligence representatives in Gercianywere8ntic

tith4n:- ervice repretentative,Georpililgour,  Hahn was informed thatInth

...,,....lt is oteworthy to add that after -the war, when Hahn' wascOntaCtid....:,

.	 . • .	 .	 ,	 .-	 •	 i. ,:•	 ..,

.	 ,	 .	 . • ;•••.. .‘2::'..;,.

.	 .	 •

	

....	 .

hAteldianis:'

	

.	 .	 .
In order that a-Latvi political center be created, Mitrevici, felt thaeit...*a.

.neCtOary.toeontact Brdno‘t

.n

.kalnins/89/Who was an important leader of the:sesdiai::',-:.:
.	 ....,.

edbb.01s.-- ,.e initial contact was assigned to Hahn who contemPlated:undertakihei

Lou '4uri umii eters, This meeting which actually never Occured,,h40J41
..	 .	 ..	 ::	 .......s..4.4'.;

enf.: Eirrangedi the pUrpcise • behirid it being to detelemine if KilMins.Wished.tVY'''llifia ,....4.,

sutha Unification. 	 . . •

• •em	 itnurdor

, xidd the	

Feb 1943 the aforementioned officers	 on,,

; ard	 the Latvian Legion was	 formed '44:tbatt

• and 76 	 e'd 'iintilAigd_..a...„.,,q...:.f_iM,tUcha..military body must 	 ,

-Wa0:-.in-unusUally able individual who excelled in politics and was undoubtely 0....thordUeOlf.	 .• .

	

...	 •

.1

.,•.	 •	 ..,

,
c !.
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aken by a, pealing to the nationalistic feelin;:, of those Latviars which were the

first to be ordered to eport for military, service and which 'were, via handbills.

instructed to disregard such orders. Hahn's assignment was to procure the names of

all those persons originally schedul for military service. He planned to procure

-these names through the aid of  Brun5mits who was employed in the Cepartment of Labor, •'..1

the secretary to the chief of this De9partmerA._AReinhardd.

. Since. Smite claimed he had access tb this list, Hahn arranged with Bruno
Ilugens /90/, a member of Rikards group (section : I (eye); for the receipt of thisfLiS
as Riagens had organized the distribution of the afoli'lentioned haddbills. At the err

SMits telephoned H and informed him that he .(nits) is unable to produce

raSters . since • they have been removed. So that the distribution ,e.rrangaents afey.be:
:cancelled H telephoned Rugens and, in the belief that hh was talkine-to•the-latter•

;,...stated his (Hahns)name when asked to identify himjiself. Later Hahn tound.thei;:it".:..	 •

the SD -informant Popovs to whom he had revealed has nahe. Popoirsi•Nam.
that..time using: Rugens as an unwitting informant.' Incidently,• Hahn waS:-.TieVer-ah

. ::participate in the distribution of the handbills and was not knowledgeable of the

:.success or aillire of this undertaking. However, later When incarcerated;' he Wa,

informed	 Berins who unbeknown to Hahn also participated in this affair, that t
•

• rosters had been obtained and the handbills successfUlly distributed, thvigh the

:entire -undertaking did in no way deter the formation of the Latvian Legion:

(21) Pertaining to Haul's personal life, it should be noted; that at thiag.

icular • time on 28 Feb, :43) he asked .Tarnaei iinbe for her hand and having"seadOi?!..441

a favorable reply planned in accordance withexisting: customs to procure her parents

leaeing, on 6:11arch 1943 on day he intended to become of fi6iaily :01:18age4:: These

personnel as well as his other plans were interrupted an the earli-mdiniiirbenie;.:

61Hareh when Hahn: was adtested . ,by:.,SDOgtv'. TZ; his former,: immediate • super
•'(22) , When arrested Hahn wa requested tc?'„.surrend.eF::#.nr,fe,!,

;	 '
h ,thisy,:requeSt-eUrrendering only h	 'thdri.;:z
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and two assistantispied a hidden Russian enii-autbmatie rifle. This deception .

resulted in a search of Hahns room where they found another pistol, mumgerods- -

' Russian hand grenades and ammunition for the semi-automatic rifle. All this

as well as all correspondence which mainly consisted of amorous letters between Hahn)

And his wife-to-be was confiscated. On his way out, Hahn was able to whispr to his

...father that he immediately inform Rikards and Mitrevics. Later, however, Hahn found'

tfiat Rikards had already been arrested whereas Hahns fathers warning had•eaved:MitiOria. ..

from being arrested.. After two weeks in hiding Mitrevics voluntarily Surrenderedt&pie.

Germans because in reprisal they had arrested his wife. MitrevicsAurrender:theg;

:.eased..Hahts.treatment because the Germans were quite annoyed about kitrevice'eshape

*.. Orr.thiAsame morning (6 March)ApProximately 40 . meMbers Of,Rikardi gr.

ere.:.arrest* -the . group Headquarters closed, the organization.discOntinued, -and '00*

ditg (the. *CA) Was.henceforth occupied bYthe'SD which uSedit.as

n'Wee:interrOgated'.by German SD mambo:4.s t the entirAquestitoniiig44etin
•	 .	 •,tivnths: the questio10..pgitself wits:.conducted by theiebief.of,tedijOn

.1S7...1..t,.•::;f1.4.)_.41tD • :-Ry

ee : Perge1PAing*aeAn.-AUEitri ...	tbpugh

qmeand4idessive-- dureis, Hahn. was eccused-of the Jellowing: •

i-. Illegal possession of firearms If ilich was taken as

Attempted interferanCe with military conscription...

Clandestine collection of subversive material.

Possible cooperation 4th ,theA3rit*sh.,

to:Toreignt7breadcasts'and,the,written.%re

4
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Regarding (a) Hahn freely admitted this monotoring activity while regarding (b)

•

(4—	 he revealed only what he had previousely known was at the disposal of the Germans.

.	 All in all, H claims that he revealed a cooperatively minute amount of his

• . • as well as his friends true activities, aims, and motives. . Later Hahn's father who

had c.oritinually attempted to procure his sons release — told .H that the Germans: had

.informed him Ms father) that they were forced •to kesphis son in confinement

, not- because they could prove anything against him, but because of his insolence.

states that when he was asked whether he knew why the Germans had liquidated

..the,Rikard.group, he replied with a quete from Schiller: "The slave has done his auty,

the slave may go' . Because of this H was beaten, while as a precaution . a gas mask-
,.	 • .	 .

was placed on his head. Rust before this gas mask was placed on his head he asked the
.	 .

GermanS.if . .this 0 . be the "New Europe"

• all but the following 7 of the arrested Ri4ards; group:members:were.

eased	
-•• •	 •	 .

BikardS, 'Urkis, Hitrevics, T. Janions, A. Grinbergs,..B.• RugenS; and Hahn

n":7the :, begining- of June 1943 the chief of the SD,(Dre

wojn.cbe.transf'erred to the jail in Valmiera where they would be incarcerated,fer
• - •	 . .w. 1

indefinite period of time which he termed, "Schulungatet 4-(Learning period) .. : :111e;-.1

her . Atated that their release depended ppon their behavior'in-the Valniera Jail

Yurtherra. ore, each was informed as to the reason for the detention, 	 transgression
;

illegal listening to foreign broadcasts which according to Lange called; fi3A-.

-mh Of 21 years in jail; however: "we'll see".

: (24).::0.0n 12 June 1943 all seven accused were transferred froM,th'e l itig: j.,idif.4..'
.	 ..	 J

4.3:- ...Aiiii it Valmiera where they were all assigned to the same cell: .r i..ii t64..0: jiiii.-.
A	 , . .. ■. •

eY -foUnd . they . were among camMunist inmates some of whomi had been caught and 'j

e:..prOOf.*.d: investigation conducted by Rikards. group. t. ' The indigenous ;gaurd'it'det.
::_,..---...::',, ';,': 	 •-.	 '	 ':	 , -:•••	 .	 .	 .......	 '.	 _::',	 : :	 ':.	 :	 f:: ; -. ; 	 :-.'"::.:' ../...;.'::'''...::::::

Jf.:..taci::;.J,i...i.1...,poi4.8.40,6k members of Araja group; whose conduct ...toward...these:7,i

si : ciiiip • haritt,; ,)out- Whb; :Ante .! -, a ,	 . ro dootakiie, tiliO, triatit,0*Oi'.eiiiiy,o;:ave-.,	 •	 • .	 •	 .	 .dr
•',	 ,..' -.,::5-. '■! ..f., 	...:',	 '.'. •	 '..': '	 .	 ...• ...	 . 4;1,, .7,.,! 	 ..	 ..,	 , ::: ...,..:- ,T::.:‘.:.:::,::::;:::-..

atiVel weilleVen'..td .':the'i5oint ofi'
:7...!:.:.1:.:..':,,....:: .:.	 :	 ,, ,- ...-,:.	 ::.	 ,	 :	 -::	 ..	 ,,	 ,,:•,:',.	 ..::-	 ..,.	 -..	 '

•
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This jail was athnihistered by the looal SD unit whose chiet , let•LtI _ rIENNER /i
;-•

/911 under whose direction the jail was supervised by a Latvian,1st Lt:') .fnu RUNKE,

a sadist and drunkard who personally beat not only many eqnmunist inmates but also

the horses which were an intergate part of the prison detail.
4

Thyough the aid ofJanitalins /92/ and Janis Zakis the seven inmates

.secretly received food which the former donated voluntarily from their farms. At the

- . same time-- Hahn and his friends found later-- Gustave Celmins was quite actively

'.e,.0.„..c..011ecting food and money from all PERKONKRUSTS supporters for the purpose of aidcing .
•

those fellow members who had been jailed.Since H and his friends had received none

of this aid, and since'Hug Ginters later informed them that Celmins had kept all

these donations for his own use, the men, particularly Rikards, brought these aceneat..	 •	 :
.	 .

tions-before . Celmins after their release. According to . H this particulikincident

7.imaentederCetnins most volnerable spot about which he is most critisized:. , •
• ,	 •	 ..•	 .	 _

..:-.:During their imprisonment, the seven Rikards group members were

ittera.fronitheir families, that the Germane were spreading tales that the,Rikards;.;'
.	 •	 .	 .	 .

up was net discontinued , because of political reasons, huybecause,of.'miit*repi;iay'

	

ion of
::•.-	 .	 .	 •	 .	 .	 .	 .

German government funds for which the 7 men -- who were also found guilty--

to 'be. jailed. This obviousely, was incorrect, though there was Sale question4mgerdihg,:?' . . . .
payment of wages and advances which was the responaib4ity of the chief of the.Admi

• .	 •	 ,	 ,
:istrative, support, and Finance section; these chargessaganist Pepkersons„ippearently

J:Weracorrect,. for later he . seems to have repayed ilcertain.sum.

..

	

	 inone of those 40 released prior to those 7 Who eventupliere.-lie144-	 .	 _	 ..„

In the fallof 1943 there occured a reor9anization -..of thOralMiere:
• •

which' btOUghtiabout:.. the follOwing changes: :	• • 	 •

• •	 :	 •	 .	 •	 .•	 •	 •	 ••,..•:.,..•••••
a All communist' inmates Were transferred to,the...:..cOnceAtreity.19...,,,

•• • •	 ','••••:,••,: . •	 : "	 •	 ivtSetit:tr-..,••,,,-;-•-•	 ••• :	 • •••::-•	 •
,SALASFIt8'on".28 Sept:1943:11A :	_Flalmiers

,*
	,•

• ••
•■••••• •••••• 	 • • •	

X. • • ..V....21.1;14,,.4-.••

4

• . 	 •	 -	 • •	 ' 	 •
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Hahn and his friends and those persons imprisoned for criminal offenses.

b. This jail then became the detention house for those accused of

Latvian nationalism, instead of the former communists.

I
c. The prison chief Runke was replaced by7 4. Col. Apsitia, a more

humane and likeable person.

In her letters to her husband the distressed and somewhat hysterical

Mrs. Rikards informed her spouse that she feared an SD informant among the

seven friends because some of the statements the SD was making to her could only

come to the SD via such treachery. When they read this the 7 men considered it

so much nonsense and laughed about it. However, later, when in Sweden Hahnwas

accused of this by pastor Berzins whose wife was a good friend of Mrs. Rikards

and who was apparently spreading this tale giving treachery as the reason. for

Hahns early release.

05.)	 Rahn, Aleksander Grinbergs and Bruno Augens were brought before SD chief

Premier on 20 Dec. 1943 and were informed that they are going to be re/eased.

.Handcuffed and under guard these three men were brought to Riga where they were

released in the following order: Griaberga, Hahn, Rugens. When he was released

Hahn was told by Stedery that he was being released because of his father's

persistency and promise that he (Halan's father) would vouch for his son;Hahnfs

father also claimed that Hihn i emother is very Vill and Hahn is needed at home

where his father would see to it that Hahn would not engage in any anti-German

activity. Prior to being released the 3 men were requested to furnish any

qiformationtheihad , regarding'the newspaper "Briva Latvia" (Free Latvia) which

was secretly being published by Gustavkelmins. Failing to reveal any such

information, the men were requested to sign a statement that they would immediately

inform the SD of any information thy max receive pertaining . to this newspaper.
vcurrty ingorrni.,:”on
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It is noteworthy that Celmins was publishing this paper not so much to

oppose the Germans in a clandestine manner as to insure himself -- sensing

Germany's defeat -- the possibility of claiming opposition to the German regime.

This is easily evidenced by the fact that when his coworkers from the rural

areas arrived at his office, they were given a stack of newspapers which when

leaving they quite openly carried under their arm. It was later found that the

Germans who began to suspect Celmins had photographed some individuals leaving

his office with a stack of "Briva Latvia" conspicuously under their arm.

Shortly after his release Hahn carried out his previously planned per-

sonal affairs by becoming engaged to his present wife who was at that time

working as a dentist in Hauna. Though Hahn's wife's mother opposed an early

marriage, Hahn who was ordered to appear for military service on 3 March 7.944,

, was married by the civil authorities on 2March 1944. On the appropriate day

Hahn appeared before the Latvian Legion medical board who declared him unfit

for military service because of heart trouble. In accordance with existing pi° -

cedures, Hahn, having been found unfit for active service, was.assigned to Police

duty in Riga and was actually employed by the Paine Department. At first Hahn

was assigned to the 7th precinct whose chief was police(CaptARekis. Hahn's

duties were those of an ordinary patrolman pounding a beat. Inasmuch as the.

police 'was at that time very unpopular Hahn applied for the position of interpreter

for the police. Having passed a test in German proficiency he was given such a

. position and assigned as interpreter to the llsth police precinct. As customary,

'Kahn's civil marriage was followed by a regular church wedding which took place .

in Riga's Si. John's Church on 9 April 1944 and was performed bi.pastor

The wedding and reception was also attended by all of his former Valmiera

fellow inmates who had by that time been released.

In June 1944 Kahn °clan to think about the advice of lectarer'Abolins,h'sy

he should form:a stay-behlrOcAnfiWel'al began to form beCause.
Cr: r p 1;7:-
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of the heavy losses sustained by the Latvian feeion on-the Russian front and

because a collapse of this front seemed imminent. Hahn discussed this with

Valdemar who was assigned to the Hq. of the Latvian Legion. Valdemar, who by

virtue of his assignment had access to factual military information, thought

Hahn's idea praiseworthy and advised that in his opinion many Latvian Legion

soldiers would take to the woods without hesitation because they too saw the

inevitable German defeat and retreat from Latvia, which then would again be

occupied by the Russians.

(260 In the very end of July 1944 the Russian forces which were advancing east-

ward through Lithuania sent a surprising bridgehead toward Jelgava, capturing

that city and proceeding to Tukums which was also captured. The element of sur-

prise caught the Germans off guard and thus enabled the Russians to cut off any

German retreat through the two Kurzeme ports Liepaja and Ventspils. However,

the Germans and many Latvians fighting completely independently managed to rally,

contain this drive, and eventually push this spearhead out of TukUms, thus clearing

an avenue of retreat for the German forces; the Russian forces were at that time

, firmly entrenched in Jelgava and vicinity where some flame fighting took place.

However, neither the Latvians nor the Germans could push this force out of

Jelgava which from then on remained in Russian hands. •

• . This Russian advanCei gkwell as German disinterest to hold Latvia

(which was indicated by!lbik	pani4 *tempts on the part of a number

of highly placed officials tvflee .to Germany) enhanced . Hahn!a efforts to organize

a etay.behind group. Hahn accomplishedthis in the following manner:

Just prior to the aforementioned spearheads entrance into Latvia, the

6...German authorities permitted the Latvians to renew the "Aizsargi"(home guard)

. which had been outlawed since 1940 bietril
4stilginnli71111 

117 the Germans. In ' •

. Anticipation of. a Russian fifth colume:plinimpef	 he Aizsargi were assigned

•.!
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to the various police precincts. T• Vinsons andlikards, who had in the meantime

joined thiAizsargi, were assigned to the 14th police precinct where to their

surprise they found Hahn at work. Hahn then related his stay-behind idea to

jansons, who wrote it up in a proposal form and passed it on to Rickards. The

i//
latter took this proposal td ' Lt. Col..:DZenitis /03/ Chief of the Aizsargi, who

\.	 --

felt that such stay-behind unit -- which Hahn named HAnti-Bolshevic Partisan Hq"

(rPC) ..- would become detrimental to the Aizsargi inasmuch as such a group

would start its activities by armed resistance to the Germans causing them to

outlaw the Aizsargi. Neverthel,ss, upon the insistence of Eikards, Dzenitis

consented, with the provision that the PPS would operate clandestinely as an

integral part of the Riga Aizsargi Begiments, Communications Sattali , special

assignment group. This Aizsargi Regiment was commanded by Lt. Col„. Vitols while

is

the Communications Battalion was under the command of Rudo1f+Turks,/04/.

Though Hahn himself did not have the opportunity to take part in all

this preliminary work -- being kept busy by his job of interpreter -- he was,

however, kept fully, informed of all activities in behalf of the formation of the

PPS. Much to the regret of the Hahn - Janson - Elkards triumvirate, the Aizsargi

were unable to furnish proper support to the RFS causing Rikards to contact some

former friends who were at that time with the German Frontaufklarungstrupp

(Combat Intelligence Unit) 212, under the command of L4Hasselmann whose assistant

was Lt.. von Firks.. Another fficer of th s unit was a(Lt4 ,..,.)hubert who, after

the war, has contacted Janis Ims, : Prof: Endzins and otherl in Germany. The 	 !
. 	 ,..;

212th Comb. Int. unit seemed very interested in Rikards plans for stay-behind

-operations and'indicated thit they would support the unit even though: "You may

curse us (Germans), just as long as you don't fire upon us."

Armed with this promise the PPS began to form small d600100''' roUpS in the

ilift:;;;;XIZt::%;:;, were lP :gur::: :e:

rural Areas supplying them with radio sets (for th 

O

e lour.

center informed), arms, and explOeCUril f.--
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to the small groups from the reservoir Of Latvianswheradily placed themselves

at the disposal of the PPS. The location of such radio operators as well as

the assembling of the sets themselves which were received from the 212th Comb.

Int. group in parts, was accomplished by Aleksanderd'1 Akmentins /95/. Because

of the sensitivity of his assignment, the Germans kept Akmentins under very

strict control which he thoroughly disliked and as a result, later, went into

hiding.

In order to seek further aid In its stay-behind activities, the PPS

contacted the Hq. of the Latvian Legion, whose 00i Gen. Budolfs, 	 erskis,.

however, was not favorably inclined, whereas one of Bangerskis aids, CoI.fSilgailis

was sympathetic and officially gave two persons from Hq. leave with covert

instructions,that they are assigned to the PPS. In manner Romans Sternbergs and

'Waldemar began their activity in the formation of the provincial stay-behind unit!.

Also active in the formation of these units were Rober4Krastins, Kriijani/IrOnins
.—

P6/ and Edgara(irmanis../97/.

(27.) In the beginning of Aug. 1944, Hahn's wife joined many Latvians who were

fleeing their country fearing a second communist occupation; another reason for

her leaving was Hahn's decision to remain in Latvia as a partisan Which she felt

she was not able to do. Her first location was in Vienna where he passed an

examination which enabled her to practice dentistry. In the end of October sha

theN-- with the help of Valdma	 -- proceeded to Wiesbaden, where she gave birth

to her first ebild, a son Va1diantons, on.p.April.1945.

(28.) • In the middle of,September 1944, though slated for a "Combat Police

Regiment", Hahn, through Rikard influence, was transferred from the police to

the 212 Comb. Int.tgroup. In the end of Sept. 19414 Hahn reported to the Hq. of

this group which was located in Tinuzi near Ikskile. There he was issued a

German 'Army uniform, a aide arm, identification (Soldbuch), and was assigned , some

11 reek which Hahn does not recalIltlf Infarniation

•
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It should be noted here that a 	 katwtfr as the Kurelis

group after its commanding officer former Latvian GenaralIKurelis, was formed

with the sanction of the German authorities. This group, the same as ?FS, was

under the direction and supervision of the 212th Comb. Int. group through which

both groups were also supplied. The ultimate assignment of this group was the

same as that of the PPS, thoughcriginally the Kurelis group was assigned the

task of assisting the German Army to protect Riga from a Russian attack. Jansons

attempted t unite the PPS and the Kurelis group by talking to Kurelis chief of

(staffs: Capt. Upelnieks, who opposed such unification because, according to Upelnieks

the PPS was too much under German control and hence not as nationalistic a body

as the Nepalis group. (Hahn and other PPS members differed with this opinion.)

Later, in Kurzeme, in the beginning of November 1944 the Germans discovered

several activities of the Kurelis group which to them seemed peculiar:
U

a. Fearing a complete collapse of the German lines in Latvia, the

majority of the 212th CoMb. Int. group returned to Germany. The Kurelia gra410'

considered this as an indication that their responsibility to defend their country

had begun. Consequently, the Kurelis group proclaimed itself as the core of the

Latvian National Army and requested all Latvians to appear for service for their

.country.	 ..	 .
b. The result of this proclamation was that a considerable nuMber Of

Latvians joined Kurelis forces. However, many of these were -- as Kurelis Hqtrs

later admitted-- communist agents . and deserters fram the Latvian Legion.

The Chaos, which the fear of a collapse of. the front had created, subsided

aen the German Army and the Latvian Legion were able to stabilize the line.

This enabled the German authorities to consider Kere/is.activities further and

Security . InIcrme!'on

SECRET
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come t .) the conclusion that the Kurelis group is a threat to their rear, is

causing and instigating disturbances, and is of anti-German sentime

Censequentli this group was liquidated by the SS chief, Maj. Gen...1Jeke1n /98/i

Kurelis himself was arrested and later brought to Germany (now in (ioldswaith,

Texas) while most all of his staff officers were

•	 C)
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• shot and all the members fled , Ilunted by the Gerrans who put 2,000 of th0 in the

:
STUTTHOF Concentration camp.

Helms opinion of this episode is that the German 	
r adr c.,{t

fearing a repiti- • 1

tion,of the plot of 20 July 1944, removed all stay-behind activities, which the5ncon-

sidered political .,.from the army, and assigned this responsibility to the SS. Kurelis.,
- under the direction of the 112th Comb. Int. group, was considered -- in addition

to everything else - unreliable. The reason that this same fate did not meet H ancitha,

ITS, was that the P.Ps, prior to the liquidation of Kurelis group, Was transferredson'..:-
.	 .

their: own 	 to and came under the jurisdiction of the "JAGINERBANW.Which',

was theineWlycreated BB department charged with this neww SS assi@mnent-tIcotitral•• •	 .

.	 ,
inci.direction of staybehind matters:•

• front having become stabilized, the 212th tomb Int . group returnectio.

*Via and continued its,attivity of dispatching agents behind theRussien lines, for
• • ,

straight military'pupposes and aims. As already mentioned this group then had.laSt',;•,

all staAbehind responsibilities, though it still did keep up contact With the PPS

	

.	 .	 ..	 • „
. ,: ., (29) With the German retreat from Estonia, rumors in Riga had'itOhatihe

.	 .
"tonians:menaged to proclaim their independence and establish atem0Orirk'gaVeilmient'::;

.	 vi'ree4.	 ,

' sbrodint about some streetfighting With the German Army remhants:.

a example the Latvians also began to plan such a government thich would aisuke,, •

.

• •	 .	 •	 ,
Mf.er-.:with:the aid of the Latvian Legion. Rikards from PPS was assigned. the liaison

*th;•this . proviaional government /99/ which had made all preperations,t6,tlee::.
.	 •	 `	 •	 .

6•WsSden.if, there appeared difficulties from either the German or Russian si0e . -,H044+fv7

...hit - project : taiied . cOmpletelywhen6st. Col zeni4s, oile of the inatigitbrs-%reVea

	

.	 -•	 -	 , .

	

.	 .

,	 •
thi .aassret- WheR Under the influence of alakoi. As suspected no drastic-measures

era :taken . bk . tha German authorities, who did send some of the Major'figilies*o

• •

ie PPS which waarinformed. of this..projectf,a114 .eNie.9t.e4:4;*iht.:i4e:...14044!0

ask	
SecurUy Informathth

cif.--OOMMUniaating with the pro	 , vernmen	 ._	 _ . 

s-sovernmezit . in its move from .Latyte.:.

•

•
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Vidzeme, H, proceeded to the vicinity of Ass with the appropriate in";
.1

present H can only recall two local groups that of the brothers Karlis,-

Peteris; USOVS /1M0/ and that of former Sigulda civil judge and Rikards

'	 •	 I
the RUSOVS group. However, he could contact Rozenbergs on the particular day when

he took to the woods in the community of BIRINI. Taking the opportunity, Hahn visited.1

*is two sisters in 'the vicinity of Sigvlda and persuaded them to flee to Riga, • though,
„
they had originally tlanned to remain/ there, fearing the ill effects that the Iife:o

.

refUgge would hate upon their small children. BecauSeof the speedy advances .of

ctions. At

.144s 11114----	 .
1147.v.541J !

;
brother-in-

law fnu.EOZENBER1S.,. The Russian advances at that time prohibited H from contacting:.

"
urzeme.,Where,- kV was said, Mitievicshad been active since July; RilCards assigned:.-. :
ansonEtoitake his place in Riga.•

• 'e s. Russi.:In forces, Hahn returned to Riga two days later, on 28 Sept 1944:anti.juat-•
'..k.	 ..•

time to -say •: his good-bye's to Rikards who was moving to J.TtJfihE in northern
•..

t.,.

.",k One Of the last PPS ,taika in Riga was to locate noationalistic and)patrthotic-.	 •
..famileS„ thilo'when this city would fall into Rusaian hands, Would asacociate

ian..officers: Any information ' received.in this manner would be .brought t•Cc'the:.r

PPS radio operatems Who would transmit it to PPS Hq. in Kurzwse-..

'During this time . Valdemars and his friend Edgarsis, (101), both pps .
,-

eMbers :requested the. 212 Comb Int. group to give them permission to'besiainl.nla

and join. . existing, illegal communist undergrdund forces which were awaiting :the

-Arrilialofthe'Russian forces and which had attempted to Persuade Ermanis to:joint.	 .
Oreeii iThi: .3 . Proposil was rejected . by the Germans because they had no poseibility.tO;„:.	 .	 ..	 .

.	 •
e0k1:00.Ati . authenticity and suspected it may be A provocation attempt.

suppertT.SnUeover fromythe..Dermans, Valdemar and ErMania had nO-choice.byt4O,:aban'

air plan and eventually leaVe,Riga with the other PPS

,Iiifthe4irst:day of:Ociober . 1944 H ' and . Robirts . .Krastins .14v1; ordered to

eretheY)4000in4'suitable quarts fgr . t,hejPS in KULDIGA where they
Cur7	 DI

Von : Firks. •,',.Arrivinethere' thettotfiltri!■tr*irksi-Whe was to •fitinish.
.	 .	 ,
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PT'to the PPS gOtill:argrups had left for Insterburg, IGerimanY...•1;rqeLgfricer who gave them ki%

this information advised H and Krastins that they too proceed to Insterhurg. However, .

. they told this German officer that they had no disire to leave their homeland. Hahn.

.^.

and Krastins found suitable quarters for the PPS in Kuldiga through the aid of the

chief of Kuldigas 1st police precinct, Janis Vanags who had a radio operator under

his direction and was leader of all FPS groups in the Kuldiga area. It was anticipated
-

,that-Vanags radio operator would become the communicator between the groups in Riga

•and the PPS in Sweden should the latter be forced to flee there.

„Having found the necessary quarters, H and Kaastins returned to Riga, where.,

. : teraained• comparative inactive until the fall of Rig an 13 October. 1944.
.	 •	 . .	 ,.

travelled between Riga and Majoti (on the Riga shore) where the 212tii.:003

t. : . -;graup had set up forward Hq. On 11 Oct 1944 H was in Riga for the lait.time..anit

:attempted to persuade his parents and older sister to flee from Latvia, (Hahns younger

sister had left for Germany with her two children because the Germans had forced her
.	 -

-husband to came to Germany.) Hahn's parents and older sister refused , to leave.beCaUed.	 ,
a. They were too old to become homeless wanderers.

- -	 b. They were assured by the wife of artistcROMANABUTA 

that H's parents were in no 'danger. She gave this assurance because her husband-4,'

edimauliit,sympathiser had accompanied the retreating Russians in 1941 andWaa:e;;4;f!-:-:.,
.	 „

to return with than as a powerful individual. 	 :

\, c. H's older sister was also persuaded by( Mrs .

leathng persons) in the National Welfare Agency by which H's. older sister was/ employed,

that to leave Latvia at such a crucial time, would not anly be deserting the sioclic..=v

but would also enable the ' R-susiana to Ruisianize Latvia much easier s none of-

the inteLligenaie would remain.	 .	 .

% Thelailes he was very angry because he viewed his parents and siater:ideciS

*littetWienieleas; he Claims he	 fam

i circumstances, however, there was ho	 !'Our&nvince them of the necess

r ,	 ■m""""'"-

•

'
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(30) After the fall of Riga, H proceeded to Talsi where he joined the rest

of the PPS members, who-in the interim had left Riga with their families. The general

feeling within the PPS was for a move to Sweden because AN ALL Leiding Germans

.lad fled from Latvia and a general sistuation of complete chaos ex.Sisted. From Tals1:-

the PPS moved to Ventspils where in his atteMpts to organize the move to Sweden H

the first time met(Dr) . Ginters who was arranging such journeys. , H requested aid, giving

Ginterse. list of all PPS members. One week later, however, the picture changed,

the fremt was again stabilized and the 212th Comb. Int. group informed the PPS
.	 .

the Germans would remaiii\in Kurzeme and continued organizing stay bhhingactiVities:• ,	 .

t
er several heated debates among PPS members, it was decided that H, 4aneons,'.!

.Kra 'stins . would remain in Kurseme, while the rest, Vaidemars,.Steraberga:ErmaUS:.

1Krenins and radio operator AbOltins'would take advantage of Dr. Gintere aid add
,

await boat bransportation in the vicinity of Jurkalne. During this Waiting perio

aidemars who was in possess on of German identification which permitted-him:eas,	 .

ravel, Utilized this for veryus frangements that had to be made prior to

ciepartUraof. the PPS.

:Also during this time H again met Dr. Ginters and expressed the desire that

'Dr.- :. Ginters-arrange . via his radio contact with Sweden, that those PPSImembers
—	 ,

OtherS,140.would remain in Latvia. Ginter's replied that he cannot decidei'such Matter*• •• •	 ,	 •
as that is not in his jurisdiction but is rather a matter for Gen Tepfers.decision'

,
is Was the first time that H had heard Tepfer's name Mentioned in connection

clandestine and resistance activities)-- Rectiving no reply, H, Jameons .i and

astiheASOided to await a rep/7 from Tepfers and therefore 	 Kuldiga in

	

.	 .	 .
e Midcae of October 1944 where they continued to organize staytbahind . groUpsi . .

In the middle of October 1944,, the German th JagdverbandalSolcpowia.::

MtP,GAT .rarriVed„-in.jturame . unde4st aj 17:JANKA

school in Germany, and	
,

	

who was the JAGDVE1c	 lotb'shief, in KURZ

.	 ,
.	

-

•

C.
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JAI',V..V3 idiAt chief was(fnu .Ion' LKERfAM who kept u51:1:::RIELAVS..
\ i

through German liaison officers. (VCN FOLKERSAN later was wounded during a battleP
i

on the Oder river and was replaced by a Latvil4Lt. Col.)EMilsI:drapmanis who became

'chief of JAGOVERBAND--OST.) The assignment of the JAM:ATM:AND in Latvia was to
- ...I

recruit Latvians for training in Kurzeme and dispatch 1.:ehind the Russian lines 	 .

(for Operation in Latvia only). Consequently this activity did not interfere with the
• .- •

•.PPS who continued to organized stay-behind groups. Ye t the wbrk of the OS was hindere

by . thejact that beside it there was also Kurelis group which conducted its activities.,
•

- ,Mith'e„ great deal of noise.

As	 •	 •	 • -already mentioned in the begining of Oct 1944, the Germans began to •
9 ,

riest manylatvians:mho they feared were Working against them. This was racistvident_	 .• , •
inthe.dases of members of.Kurelis group:

	

.	 •
• Rikarda, fearing arrest, arrived in Kurzeme and went into hiding ' and POrgiP1P

Anictivity in,LIELIRRE and awaited the opertunity to flee to Sweden. In the

Oct, 'this Opertunity presented itself andRikards began his journey by boat however,
,.•

..the.'-boat developed motor trouble and Rikards was apprehehded by the German authorities
' • .-

o'WhOM.ha.exPlainedthit he was attempting to flee to German Shortly thereafter

-RikardaNaS released and attempted to rejoin the PPS which,)however,turned:hini::.
:.•

down as it was Still his intention to flee to Sweden, while the PPS the consisted

of •
	 .-pg14.	

. • ..' %, • .

.only of members of were to remain in Latvia; furthermore, there wa g seme.initoeity-•

:	 • :

-

ISOOVel:Kaidfidthe.exOcution'of their activity, but who WOUld.fnOt.Paps.:unh.,.	 . ,	 .	 •	 ..-„.
-opnOrtUtity•te - '.fleejo-Seeden...,MitrevicsMhd..jiad really.,never.Stopped'his.actiiitiSpt

-.-,WaS- :.aceepted;:,,eventhough he too had attempted to fles..tP:46..4CP...*;..the*Oi4.1.,p40,c...

with Rikards.'
.•	 ,'"	 •.' '.	 •	 •	 I . •

• •	 •	 •	 •	 • ••	 1.:;	 •	 •
• • •	 •	 .g.rfrtrt •

• •	 •

• . . 	 .

. 	 •

.•
..nOW:between those who had continued to work while Rikards just sat.aroUnd.awaiting:

'an opportunity to escape.
• .

In the becining of November, Mitrevics, who also feared that the Germans.L.... .::.	 .	 .
Otrrest:tim, : arrived n Kufteme and joined the PPS to Whom he	 hee promitiedA,*114:.	 ;	 -

-
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The heart and soul of the PPS at that time was Jansons who led the PPS twward

a nationalistic ;:.oal. The reason that Rikards was not accepted into the fold was

partialiy . Jansons fear that the group would acain &nue under Germ,n influence, and
-

- partially the fact that the long years in active covert and clandestine work as well

%.1 -
to Jansons requesting that the latter, who was located in Kuldiga,.appear for a visit

in the vicinity of .Kabile aansons in turn requested that Jalikovs do him the honor

and Visit him in'Kuldiga. However, Jansons soon found it impracticable to continue''-.

. „ ., .bppesing .a person recognized and supported by the Oerman authorities. .Consequently,

...Jansons, found a former friend, Who was on Jankave staff and deoided.to talk to him
.	 •

#or,tp . meeting'Jankavs, so as to determine whether ,a spark of nationalism Fxisited.

.:Ahe: jAGAVERBAKID; or whether it was completely . subserviant to the GerMans....Coneequint
_.	 .

'.'..ly,:.-S.,eons, and Krastinis proceeded to Kabile where they met Jansons fri end.. . J . ...:'.:....,H,-J7 sons,

 ipaps . j102/, !iiiil; they found was quite .pro-German and who indicated that:v.'.

the : iPPS ibUld do best to join the JAGIATEREAKD because the JAGDVERBAED woulkao(Mis:take
..:...	 ....-	 .	 -	 '	 .	 ..	 .	 ...-,.......	 ,

over'alletar-behind activities anyway. The Pro-Germans feeling withinthe,j/40S404*-k
/

..i.vmslurther evidenced by "the statements of another of its membert•Lt.i..Pauld:TIK6FE
• .Y..-:',.;:i''''-'

Who .. ::.mbre..or less. indicated that the Latvians Pmust either win with the Ge

..-..perish". ,.

JanSons met Jankavs and disliked the letters pro-German attitude; therefOrs,
• •	 •	 1	 •

the PPS continued to oppose cooperation With the JAGDVERBAMD untiLapproxitatelro4S.

week after their -original meeting, the 212th Comb Int group announced that.the:Ota

.-behind:actiVi,ties .were transfered to the JAGDVERBAND. The PP5 was then.4iven:OWiia44..

1:. .hithbr'jOining the ■IAGDMISAND or lose all support from the German aide.in604ontingel,
.	 .	 ,

.	 .
,	 -

o1operate illegally.; This latter poisihility the PPS found impractical and .theifore

q$360 , :646in'the . JAGDVERBALD Lith the covert intent.....that..,the:PPS:,bould.:sWay,:theq

1--i4vEnAlip more toward national

•as his incarceration had made Rikards extremly nervous and boought him to drink.

(32) Since the arrival l bf Jankavs arrivma in Kurzeme, he repeatedly wrote .

-
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In this reorganization which 1.as :,rought about by the PPS joining the JAGDVERR . •

BAND, -H was given the assignmeLt to orgnizest stay-behind groups in Ventspils county. 	 .

H, in canting out this esignment, , was ane to set up.stay-behind groupsin the

following districts(PAGASTI):

a. )DOLES, leade(Lt.)fnu AUG'S /103/
■	 ,	 .	 .

VEVTA (whic ' included the city of Ventspile),.1
man ANDREjS mAcpoik 	,.

, P
. e. ZLEXAS, leader fnuAll*ELT S...mho was. shot by red pertie

, .	 .
before the end of the war.	 •

i. 'DUNDAOAS leader plic(14(HUDENIS

PILTEVES, leader officer cand+BATS_

's,Work H-was:.„greatly aided by the police chief of Ventspils district,.

according to_Valdemars was nought by the Russians in 1946 after a battle
.	 .	 -•	 ,
6- , ariethei assistant was the administrative head 	 district,

e

A0401*1101/. The aid to KAIU. Na.I.S, In.[E.IITEE,i, Was also helpful to

Aside front this assignment HTras also charged with . the ' coVeA tasinCi:keep

b/ ZiRAS,

--f
c. ZURAS, one member of • the group was fnu.Juri

111,41nt:Act;4th the group arran4ng travel to Sweden.. Aside Siam Dr:'Giniers,.:
• . : •	 . 	 , .	 1

0!5YILT.Ii , pi ICALk6/108/, fnV ^PRISENFEIDS, /100, 4ANAti6LSKI /1.10/; :.In:Oddi
••••■■••••••...	 —

IVA/MAUS /111/-for, whom, in addition to NgdOit;kis;-H pr6cittC
t

AN.01.denr4ification document regarding:which)icOlahn): was later quee.tic.

JANKAVq..;':11 ..34.4::tioweimr,' able 4,9 , explain:his action SatikfaCtoraly.

ean,:tukde : an integral' part: of the JAGPVERBAND, , the PPS cosecvto,

	

timo4P.0 0 : 4,4 . : cio,:her of aCtiVit	 ..;C;.Whei)te.'„i
.71 tre:vnG...

	AICAIO:,==:.16 .1UnntiOns-dnd	 'S.Outward:,a

VGALF.S

.g. 1,..trzEs., leader f 3ENKOVS1aSJI05/.

.. POPES leader policIRTUD' :ACS /106/.

altb'met,,DZON
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remained unchanged so much so that for all intent /of purpose basically nbthing

seemed to have changed.

In the middle of December 1944 Sternbergs arrived from.JURKALNE and joined

' the PPS where he began to work in the newly created inf mnation section. 'Shortly

•, .thereafter Bruno Rugens and his brother-in-la,;ZIGURDS ZALCKANIS also arrived in.-
	 —

, KuIdiga and joi,ñed the group. A little later the group was also joined%by:radio

operator Janis bdiins, KRISTAPStADIKISALGERT4LABIETIS, iriA6KANs./11V, Thu

	

.	 .	 _

ADS -77fnARIMSMIT 'S, Lansf;Cijas, - ;;;4Avps, Ann K.-ARiSirITREVIOS: • '

	

.	 , 

	 .
STR„.

	 .	 ..	 .
:	 .	 .	 .

_
4,''-etabehind groups in the Kuldiga area, .while Kadiki 's was made:chiefof foriifiCit*On

,
e.*.tiak-,Of creating stay-behing nets in Talsi fell 	 S,	 1314641241ITS.un

.	 ••	 ,	 ••	 .
0c4(:this taskjn•LIEPAJA and vicinity and RUGENS in AIZPUTE where he.Used'the4ilieS7

Ayerazatrwas was -assigned to work in the Information_Section,Which Was.-.he'aded

1.1ITRB::-Gde ofthe. original three PPS members, KRASTINS :waS Charied.with estabii•"	 .	 .	 •	 • • .
ai-4Cehind nets ln the vicinity of TUKUMS. .	 •

13. ) . The JADDVERBAND in Kurzeme conlisted of the following persOn:,.	 -	 .

--.. a .. Chief, VIANKOVS,(Capi\ '

2

,	 .	 ...	 -	 .

• -	 ,'■4	 .
. •Adjutant,:fnulKARKLINS,LL9.

-------"--7- - g
t; (LehMKERENS	 -"'..	 .	 ,	 •

4: . ..RAIMOTS;*ILARAJS(Li} Chief of Political Section
.	 ,	 .

,71
PAULS'T1M0FEJEVS(Lj
.......---..• - ... • i

..! 1 TI*91

(Lt .)NIS, ,

..h..10TAUTS.. 11- ictAIS„6.10 .

TIRDMNIEKS Lt •

1-_-___—
.	 .	 •Shortly after his arrival, Olgerts bmetms was assigned the task-of.:ettabliS.	 ,	 .

•
•	 •

-	 •	 • •	 •	 •• •
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Janson himself was also considered a member of the JACiVE.,AND and was , given .1

several, positions, the last one-- at the end of war--being chief of the Political SectiOr/ .

	

The ranks held by the persons named onA previousAi page are believed to be 	 -
••ficticious and were assigned to these men for cover purposes only. • •

(30 In the „begining of 1945 H was able to contact the illegally living
• •	 .

....remnants of Kurelis'groUp which had united themselves and assumed the name TaESTURA

- STRA/EUDICI".. (the riflemen of the legendary hero VIZSTURS): This group was led by

Ormei-PolicO/CaptainNpETERISISAMSONS /114/, a very efficient organizer who Was EieSititedi
.	 ,	 !•.-

:ERNESTS,RIE4STS /115/. The Vieitura Strelnieki believed that illegality:wasthe

	

tô	
•

caccess bkause-the Germans had become much too insecure. Though they already• •	 .	 •	 .
•

ad experience in such illegal life and though they.77 according to.,SamSon,.	 .	 •	 .	 • . • •
nsitted of-2,000 men, they lacked the support the Germans could furnish Consequent.	 •	 N

provided them such support as well documents which would aidtheMshoUldvbhe

:apPrehended-by .the Gerpans, because he felt that there was no difterence'*We.• .
• •	 • •

*(eida..of , theViestura Strelnieki and the PPS, though the practical achia

6hed.r.-MUtUALgoalmas envisioned by each in a different way/.
'

and s Jansons firmly believed that there would be no..aid . frai- the Geimuin::e
.	 _	 .	 • •••••

nee .Mussiahed occupied their country. Consequently they began tO:draw :Up a-4001*r• •• ••
41-i'.:WhiCh would Unite all illegal and dissident elements in Latyia,'Whichi•in'eaSe

Complete Russian occupation, wOuld place themselves at the disposal ofsUch*OWat„,

-WhiCh4ould . guarantee Latvia its freedom and independence; oblniklusAi4;(4':
• ,	 •

'beek'bf . theiriainds, they hoped for aid from the Western4eMocracies....

• Of March 1945 the news . arrived ..that a boat .fTem.Sweden'..
'	 •	 1..	 ,	 •	 •	 •	 •	 •	 .• •	 .

arr*Ve4er:..:th.e:purpose ..Cfexfiltrating some.perdona...-SOthat'a:parahn;:reprsaint:.-

1.a.1 stay-behind
:•• ,	 .•	 • •	 •

elements could he pent to . Sweden, but had no anifiekti:!.te:speak
• . 	 „	 •	 • •• " 4 4. 	 "

"46t ,AM:-the .;:naMe :xiCthOse remaining; IntURY2S/1,1442 i,NOlia15**S01117,

08/118/,	 (Later	
.	 :	 •-•.„	 •;.:‘..; •	 ::;;!'.•:••	 .

FOCSTS 	 H .ir.e.*edeni.that:the.ICA0144,01*i7iyaii4.;11
"

"egged the LCP for aid, out fOund .'nehOdi•WhO would listen to h,

-. vezt opportunity td..send one radio message td those he left beh'indRU
le

-
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Ccr	 .	 •
advised to H was "don't give them (the LCP) anything you ave, ecause they'll just

'. extract everything from you and then throw you away like an old, useless, dry ?Lemon. " )

At this time the PPS and the Viestura Strelnieki agreed that at the time of

German surrender, the Latvian Legion should also become an integral part of the StaY-behil
.	 I	 '

elethents. For the purpose of discussing this matter, Jansons and Samsons.— with1

Jarikeve knowledge-7- contacted the remaining Latvia,: ranking Officer of the Latvian

1Legion(GO1)Robert4Osis /UV who they 'felt was sufficiently qualified and accept-

able :to become the chief of all partisans when the Germans capitulated. Geis, llOWeVer;-:;:_
declined the Offer, because he felt that his place was with his regiment, the the

ont:,.:-.1 •IfiVerthelees,:Jansons, fully convinced Of the need to bring the tatvien:Le'''

ci: the stay-behind fold, continued t.. explore this possibility With Other t.:01:Cere.

Mejerl\FTIPNIENS/120/( gajo)1Kocins/121/and	 Lt) ta.EavaLinstumizorp:

Iiis.effozts'wore, - however, in vain, because all.. 6fficers ' 'could not see the peCeari

....'or'ganiie such's matter prier to the capitulation.

..	 (35,f In•Decemtier 1944 Valdernars who was awaiting transportation to.!sWederilii0

by the German authorities and threatened with 'a courts' .	 desertiai

212.
	 • "

.90111b Ixxt gvoup to which he Was aSsigned . conducted. can	 requesti

desiar- s- inialediate supervisor, to furnish an explanation'. H:claime he told it

gating officers that Valdemars vras sent, to the vicinity of JUR/41+1F, to Obserfe.
•	 •

he activity there. 7

'Vaitirkutpt later informed H that the Germans had showed 	 estatdient:',„iff
,

iH that H 'confirms the fact that Valdeiars had without proper authority absentig

elfiltote!his ...pat of -duty.' H claims _he explained to,,YaldeMars: that: thie::.obViOU:s:
=

a'.eleVer;fOrgery:ind,. :ACcoi-ding to Hahri-, accepted this ezPlanation, ,,thht!. "''''

e'wee''ednyiiicekt;hat:it:.4( .:had .,,aetually written. such' report..)

had beenihIrged'c.:witfi'bei;ig,.0.iciL. and intlii,ieen
:

-10,0054*. and having

,se attempting to escape Latvia, Pxt	 Bi]Q4h3 promise,0!...r

-



all he can to free Valdenars.

In the middle of February Valdemars, in accordance with a general amnesty

Security.

SECRET

to all those conviztul of being AWOL, was released. Jansons, in his attempts to 4fia,

.a,proval among Latvian Legion officers, met Valdamars in Liepaja where the latter •

from confinement and asrAgned the.duty of 	 In charge'of.-

for similar charges . janson,relatedt-C,

Legion, art 7,110-mars,: though he wasp',

in his power, not only to ccinvincet

-find -recruits for Stay-behind'actiVit*ea

About-one.month before the cessation of hoetikities•.'0.1dmaars:4;i4,•*,

•ewly 	 National•cotheittee which had ueen sPOnSared'hthe',46

uthOritieS and whose president was the CO-otthe.Lat'viao'LegiOn BANGRSKIS.

seMei:aMOng.the Latvians, this committee was commonly Called the-PopldeM:bOveram

ecaue*.Whad ' originated:in Potsdam). Valdemare was at . that tiMehaing.trai0i

he IOltion..ofessfsiant (for . sgecial assignments)-to0aptOnOVERT

04itiCal,PoLice 4 :v Becauss -.04e_ Shört.:periOd O.6,iMai;tekorria:S40.44.•..

digtiilated;'-this-mgovernment" was not even able to	 organized and he

..•
ame-:t.0*-:nothin&

(36) There was another; indeppndent ., attempt 41 1urz.0716.;:tO F.

tvianAempoinry government at this very time. This attemPt Ywee supported :

he .,0$1144ich heipeeto find suitable farmer and labor:i,eprisentatiVef.“,4eSpite

r041.1.t?ireats'efl..ePrisals,,the majority of repreisenflativea'mo t in:Ful

efore herierman'forcea'suriend ared, ' - on 7:NeY 1545:: 910.45reMeibersi.the Loll

• kukiisoftg 	 WA4.
&46

had just been released

Y.group of ].just released from confir4ent

•Vaidemars his difficulties with the Latvian

•considered a PpStlember, promised to do all

leeingeleMents of the,Letion, but also to
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(These cabinet.mmbers did not 87ear at the‘*in.....al.2	 ,..uld iga meeting

because of German threats that thy would not tolerate any Latvian nationalism.)

b. Delegates:

Ventspils District Chief fnu' RKLINS

, 1111	 It	 It	 s assistagTVILIS.

...KULDIGAS	 11	 "	 ANSONS /125/

Theolj gy lecturer ALKIRTNFREIJS /126/.

JAJNBERZS /127/ representative of farmers union

JRZINS_/128/.

Ann'  RKELIS /129/ representative of farmers union

(37) In liarch H and Jamsons as well as FRISENFELDS and ATTASKALNS met

°filters and discussed the possibility of organizing shipments of food, weapons

ediaine from Sweden to Latvia. Dr. Ginters was requested to strive for suc

.4a,s ad that the opposition elements would not be left alone whaq the

cupied all of Latvia. H's and Jamsons positi n in demanding,such.aid:frOM.:11i::
.	 .

W.,"streengthened by the fact tha 	 risenfelds,senfelds- 'two leaders of the
,	 .

aCtualr.: operators.. of Dr.' Ginters, -respectively Tepfers, organization,' joined H . and

ansonein this request., and indicated 'dieatisfactiok	 . the manner in rwhich.	 ,
tge:1,e4anct . Organized activities had been4landled Xheretofore,

1444i0Ai3. 1117-, gitliers';had, preiv preferenCe . to OblitiCal . ConaideratiOni':ret,beetb*::te:*

-ind;:necceaSityY To -thik Dr.. Gintera Teplieetbav be gitill'-hed:300peteOlie:

0e-Terried to SWeden,and,that it will be PoSsible to conduct thieaCtiVit

greater' ;Speed: because of . the arrival Of els

04ueited ,supert:cO'Uld: certainly: be sent .with • tilbseboSts,iitli,Ch'i,iii

*i.O.,ie.'.the,,aforecientinneo4ersoni:',

weeks before the-;caPifillaCq

as of those persons

s c	 •
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,.!	 ;,.. .. . be transported to Sweden. Dr. Ginters promised to take care of this as will. . 	 .

-..-.
H feels that Dr. Ginters was sincere in his promises and no doubt requested

''.....*:.—.. .-',:-.:-.. 	
aid from Sweden as will as sufficient boats for all persons siated for taansportition.

..-. -..:: :
..-..however, H believes, that Dr: Ginters requests were not taken into consideration.becsUse

,	 .	 ._	 .	 ..	 .

not,i single boat arrived from Sweden after 5 March 1945. Later, in Sweden, Dr. . .
,.	 .

:-.Giniers.informed.H, that when he (Dr. Ginters) arrived in Sweden, he resignid:Xrom-
	 .

—_	 .	 .

e.,,LCP because he was extremely . disatisfied with the action of the LCP . during:the:.,, :.. ,	 •	 .:.	 -	 .	 : .	 .-

.a.i:. period.
' - •:' ::: • " . •:.'	 : '	 •	 .	 .	 -

'.•,.:'.(34 In the :-begining of April 1945 the PPS suggested to Janksvs 
that 

....—	 .	 .	 .	 •	 .'.-.	 -.Y.-*'.....,..

mori :natidnaitióilly acceptable Latvian temporary government/ .

-4 1_1

'

.	 . '
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be created. Hahn, supported by mitrevics proposed Va'.1■1M-aiirs as the political head

while the aforementioned Col. Osis would become the military chief. For this

purpose Hahn and Mitrevics proposed they fly to Germany. Jankavs who reported

this to his superiors received a favorable reply and Hahn and Mitrevics made the

necessary preparations for their journey to Germany. However, the plane at was

to fly them to Germany brought from Germany AleksandrsVkmentins an01. Daugavietis •
• .

/331/who advised Hahn and Mitrevics that it was useless to attempt anything in -

.Germany because complete confusion reigned there. This made Hahn and Mitrevics.

decide to cancel their flight.

(39.) shortly after the German liquidation of Kurelis group, 200 of its members

.managed to hide in the Kurzeme forests and after awhile joined a communist partisan

group, known as the "Red Arrow". In the middle of April l945Hihn happened to

meet one of these 200 men, Sgt. Benitis /132/, who informed Hahn that the former

Karelia group members were desirous of leaving the company of the "Red Arrow"

group because they had nothing other than an illegal existence in common with

that group and because the Germans were hunting them because they were erroneously

thought to be members of the "Red Arraign . Benitis indicated that the 200 men

were willing to fight the Blasius if the Germane would permit them to legalize

themselves. Hahn related this to jankavs who contacted the SS Chief in Kurzeme

and procured his consent to permit these 200 men to come out of the woods and

legalize themselves. The intent behind this was that these 200 men would then .

be added to Jankavs (Jagdverbands) stay-behind organization. Because of transporta-,

Cj

- U.= difficulties Hahn was unable to arrive on times 	 the appointed meeting'

place where these men were to be met, with the result that the men feared some

art of deception from the German side and, utilizing the lull in the German

attempts to locate them,..luccessfully escaped from their area failing .to keep

c1y trf.::nnationTPET
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the arranged appointment with Hahn. The German army officer; Eajor Arendt, who •

was in charge of the operation to capture these 2C0 men and the ' ,Red Arrow'

group, complained that Hahn had disrupted what seemed to be a practically

successful mission. Hahn was requested to reply by indorsement which he promised

to do but which he never actually did. Hahn claims he feared that for this epi-

sode he would surely be punished, possibly with a death sentence; however, the

entire matter apparently was soon forgotten in the confusion that existed in

the last few weeks before the German surrender.

(39.)	 About a meek before the surrender Eitrevics finally convinced Jankavs

that the Germans would be in no position to furnish support to the stay-behind

groups, and consequently Jankavs agreed to give Eitrevics the necessary authority,

credentials, signal plans, and other data, so that the latter may proceed to

Sweden and attempt to procure western aid for those remaining in Latvia. With

Jankave approval for such mission, Hahn introduced Mitreiics to Dr. (}inters Who

by 	 time had received Si) approval to continue his activities. Dr. Ginters

premised to aid Eitrevics in getting to Sweden. On 6 May Hileskalns, Who was di-

rectly involved in the organisation of expeditions to Sweden which originated from

Latvia, had arranged that an entire convoy a boats (about 5 or 6) would leave the

Latvian shores. Just prior to the final arrangements Bikeskalns was arrested by

the Germans, who freed him on the following day, as a result of Mitievics

intervention which was successful because Eitrevics could speak in Jankavs name,

having proof of such authority. Consequently, on 8 May 1945, the day the Germans

capitulated to the lassians in Kurzeme (incidentally, this was two days after .17.4;

.day),. this convoy of boats, carrying among others Mitrevics and.Andersons, left

, the :Ventspils harbor.

rrior t:Ole*VinC:litrevics had arranged with the rPS that as soon as is

humanly possible he would send couriers,:qp:mvSfreded70 : intirbe . where the! were

to be received.	
• 'SECRET
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On 7 May 1945 Hahn met Bileskalns for the last time. At this meeting

the latter stated that he would remain in Latvia and promised Hahn that should

Rahn ever plan to leave for Sweden, Bileskalns mould give him an address of a

person in Sweden to whom Hahn could turn for aid. Hahn parted with Bileskalns

after they made arrangements for subsequent clandestine meetings; also during

this meeting Bite mentioned that he had no fear of the impending Russian occu-

pation because he had numerous friends and acquaintances among the communists

who were willing to aid him.

Having left Ventspils on the evening of 8 Hay l9, the boat convoy had

been Able to" get within sight of Gotland when it was surprised by Russian patrol

boats which opened fire upon the last boats. The first boat in Which Anderson

and Dr. Ginters were traveling managed to escape and reached the shores of

Gotland. The occupants of all other boats were either ordered to board the

Russian patrol boat or the largest boat in the convoy, the tug "Rota". When

this was accomplished the other boats were sunk. The Russians then ordered'

the tug "Rota" to proceed to Ventspils while their boats left. Hahn later

learned that the Russian boats proceeded to Klaipeda having on board among

others Mitrevies and Bite (though the latter had told Rehm he would not leave

Latvia). In Klaipeda, Hahn later found, the male prisoners were separated from .

,thelemales who were released shortly thereafter and instructed,to return to

their homes. Then men, among whom were also Mitreviel Bite, Karklins, and

I

Edmunds	 OA, were brought to Ventspils under guard and were placed in the

city:jail. Subsequently they were transferred to the Riga city jail.

The persons on the tug "Rota", which was ordered to Ventspils, found

, that all Russian vessels had apparently left..However, since they feared that

they were nevertheless being observed, they proceeded to.that port weathering' .

a heavy storm-prior to their arrival. Ir°17"
tar. PIVT 

they found that they
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• ti)Ercould just as easily have turned about and 	 jwurney to Sweden

after the Russian patrol boats had left, because they were neither being observed

nor had the port of Ventspils been informed to expect this tug. Taking advantage

of the opportunity all persans on this tug left the tug upon arrival and pro-

ceeded to escape. Hahn later found that the following persons had been aborad

the "Rota": V&anitajs, fnU\Vaivars /133/ and Sasheimanis /134/.--
(400 In the very beginning of May 1945 Hahn and his friends had heard from

• German officers that the German lines would not be able to hold off another

overall Russian offensive and that the Germans were expecting this to take place

in the middle of May: Consequently Hahn began to make preparations to assume an

illegal life as a partisan in the woods of Kurzeme, at the same time alerting"hls

stay behind groups. On 8 May 1945 a meeting was held in Kuldiga which was attended
by all district stay-behind leaders and their messengers for the purpose of re-

ceiving final instructions, however such instructions were not forthcoming as

Jansons was in Liepaja conferring with the military authorities, Jankava had

disappeared for several days, and Mitrevics was on his way to Sweden. Hy night

fall Hahn and Sternbergs had learned that the Germans would, surrender at midnight.

Guided by necessity Rahn and Sternbergs gave, the necessary orders, to wit that

the stay-behind groups assume the previously planned active opposition to the

Soviet occupying forces. Two hours later Jankava arrived and , was shown a copy

of the Order to begin the stay-behind activities. Jankava approved, though

haeWorded the order in the sense that, now that one of Latvia's enemies

had capitulated, there only remains one more to overcome.'
Upon parting with Jankavs,' he stated that though he may have acted

incorrectIIthe past, he is still a.soldier and will continue to fight,

and hopes to. meet Hahn and his friends later. Thereupon they arranged a dead

letter :drop and. divided 300,000 rubles of &WW1:2104G Jankavs.

SECR'17
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According to previously prepared planSE %Ind4. .TIS Hompanions

Proceeded to Lielirbe which was the chosen meeting place for all PPS members

in Kuldige. Because of the Russian parties combing the woods and blocking the

roads, it took Hahn 2 weeks tourney these 80 kilometers. On the way liahn

triid to keep an appointment with Jansons, Mies and Akmentins in Edole. How-

ever, because of a misunderstanding this meeting was not kept. Later Hahn

heard that Augis and Akmentins were arrested aid that Jansons had been shot on

the southern banks of lake Dsina; rather than falling into Russian hands alive,

Jansens shot himself. Also arrested in the first few ye was the kw radio

Operator Janis Abolins. On 12 May 1945 Hahn met' Lt;l uris whom the Germans

had released from jail on the day of surrender. After future contact 'arrange-

ments with Stuns had been made, Hahn proceed7'd to his destination. Shortly

Niafter the meeting with Stuns, Hahn met Sass Dreimanis who informed them of

the ill fated boat convoy. Two days later Atis Kriskans left the group stating •

that he would attempt to reach the destination by himself. He took along 20,000

rubles and has never been heard of since. On 15 May Hahn and his companions

successfully eluded a sizeable Russian patrol; on 17 May the former communist

partisans which were aiding the Red Army in combing the woods arrested another

member of Hahn's group, karlis Mitrevics; this constituted a loss of another

20,000 rubles. Finally on 23 May 1945 Hahn and his companions arrived in

Lielirbe where they found those NS members that had been able to arrive plus

2 new recruits. There the entire group remained until 3 June 1945, living in

a bunker. During this time the group sent acme trusted females to reconnoiter
•

the Ventspils area, to procure some necessary material, particUlarly writing

paper for proclamations, and to establish contacts with some acquaintances.

Upon returning with the necessary writing paper) the group drafted a proclama-
Securny L-4np7”--

tion to the effect that now that the German ens 	 !ellen only0the Russian

enemy remains. This proclamation was then dist 	 area.
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During this time Hahn also contacted two fores‘eie-tath iwh.cM , ,he was

acq lainted and who resided i the vicinity of his bunker. These foresters,

fnu Blumenfelds and Olgerts smanis (who at that time was using the documented

(alias) Olgertskiepins) were trusted by the connunists and supported Hahn quite

extensively.

On 3 June Hahn and his original traveling companion as well as two

additional members left the bunker and proceeded toward Talsi for the purpose of

locating the Talsi partisan hq. Locating the previously arranged dead, letter. drop,

they found no news and left a message at a live drop to meet on a future date.

From there Hahn's group proceeded to the vicinity of Piltene arriving there

in the middle of June 1945. There they managed to locate the Piltenes group as

well as VilisiZvanitajs who remained with the group. The Piltene group, it was
_— 

found, had added a member to its ranks, Let t LCIVair\ ogs, a former Legion officer
t

who had been wounded in the woods and picked up by the Piltenes partisans. Speaking

several languages, including Russian and English, Vairogs listened to news broad-

casts in those languages, and hoped to be able to escape to delgium where the offi-

cers of the Latvian legion had previously arranged to meet.

Hahn and his group next proceeded to return to Kuldiga where they found the

partisan groups had been annihilated and that they could find no news regarding

Jansons whereabouts whom they had been seeking.

In the end of June Rahn shot and killed his first and only human being, a

Russian ROD man who came to inquire as to who Kahn and Sternbergs were. On that

same day Hahn met Jansons wife who also was trying to locate her husband. Though

she had no futther news about him, she did relate all she knew about the last boat

convoy and how the participants had fared.

Hahn and companions then continued tiagicir
LITItyurt:11317:-.-

as where they con-

tacted Lt. Stuns who then arranged that Hahn$ 	

ell on

main  in the btutkers.,,
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under his control. In the beginning of July sturisAp .A0en 40,40 to return

to his native area the vicinity of Hirzgale where be,P	 on1L.nuee his

partisan activities. Prior to leaving he gaveHahn all his contacts which Hahn

subsequently used to great advantage. Hahn later heard that Stuns had success-

fully reached his native area and was receiving sufficient support. Stuns

assistant Lt. fnu .  nib's remained in the vicinity of Zlekas and proved to be_ —
extremely active in the fature.

After a 4 days stay in zlekas, Hahn proceeded to the vicinity of Dundaga

where be kept his previously arranged meeting with the Talai group. This meeting .

revealed that this group was by far the largest consisting of approximately 90

me and that the group had contact with other groups in the area who were led by:
.	 ".

fnu elsbergs f135/,(L4fnu4bensaks (operated in Engure area), and Major) fnu

blamenkalejs /136/. This group, it was also found, was already at that time
—	
publishing and distributing news from the free world which they procured via

radio monitoring. Prior to departing, Hahn arranged . a future meeting.

On their way to Lielirbe, whoze they hoped to find news about Jansons

and'others, they met 2 foresters, inn' ankalmm from Olinda and fnLirosnikovs /137/
----_-_

froarDundSga. The latter was a friend of Mitrevies and quite anxious to flee to

Sweden. Hahn promised he would see about this possibility and kept these two

foresters in mind as future contacts who had good relations with the Russians.

Prior to arriving in L'el.irbe, Kadikis shot a Russian who happened upon the group.

This created a disturbance and the Russians began combing the ieods, causing Hahn

' and ' his , groupto leave the area and head for theZlekas area-.

(410 Journeying to Zlekas they found Janis alemanis and 1st Lt. trikkbezgruntnidn

whom they added to the group. Proceeding further they also located war correspondent . :•

Teter's- avejs who also joined the group. Arriving in Zlekas in the end of July 1945

Seoul
tilg*	 group0 kl-.o.,-... . 	

•

. and having two war correspondents, Savejs and .Z	 Hahn's	 began

� •
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geturtfyid(64.1"0/1•

to publish a periodical TevzemeSbijiitiwibait ..(oir Fatherland and Freedom).

This paper was distributed through all of Kurzeme and was copied in maw locales

for fUrther distribution. This paper contained three types of material:

a. Articles in nationalistic style, not only to retain the nationalistic,

spirit, but also to enliven and encourage the continuation of such spirit among,

the partisans and the populace. •

• b. Threats to those Latvians who chose to side with and work for the •.:

Communists, calling these individuals by name and relating their deeds.

Enlightenment of the international situation which Was : based:;41397. 1 1 ••

radio monitoring.	 •	 ., . .	 .	 .	 .
*

-: -.* ..,.., ••• .T.hi	 Per stated that it was published by the -batviari national r-a.14..1•1)1.Ori..H...-...,••_

....: organization : 1.1P0) and was published twice monthly. •	 ..	 .

..	 _ .	 .	 .	 .	 .
•*..(42-:).,-. in their ' travels throughoutKurzeme Sternbergs, Ki-asiins; and •K•adikis.--•:' ...-

;noted the need for an overall leader who could unite all . gronpa . which at-..that-tiMC.•,.'.•.5-...	 ••	 ...	 ...••••••
.	 •	 ,	 •	 ..

. :completely ,-independent	 ir. and under the leadership of Onindividual The •-•he—iiefite,.:•:

of a

•	 ••••••••	 .•
union Of-..tlese.groups under one leader are obvious, however. 	 difficulty was •	 •

.•
•••., ..•	 ". that there was no one with a big enough name or high enoUgh-r8.Pk...to...-as!u7e-:6:11.°:11it:;;

:.7:1.;'1;:.:-.	 .
.	 .

position.. tonsequently . these 3 members of Hahn's group decided to create a•fietiti—OUIP:
••••	 •	 .	 ••	 •	 „	 .

• Colonel who they would Claim is the accepted leader of all partisans in -Kurzene•:.:....
•

The ,plandestine and Conspiratorial living of the partisans afforded' the -neceeeary,..-7..;::,F.
•

ea that noOne dared to ask the "Colorel!s u name or his :whereabouts.

:••••1:1::-•••:•:-F•1"-:.'",;The.:oritinal.intent.ria.s•first to unite the partisans by stich -; :a•rude and then-stel-,..:

find éuch a colonel who could really becOne'the . everen:	 .••••,1

; •	 ..:Though Hahn . personally was, and still is, opPOeed:-..tO:

• lmanner -L he rather ,felt that oneof the available higher ranking offiCs:

• '4,.!-"r-'•?".-4,:-

•
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,
desired results. nrhe only difficulty encbuntefed . was that occasionally same of

the other members of Hahn t s immediate group who felt they should be in the know,

began to complain that the "Colonel" never appeared in person, and should make

at least one speech. Until Hahn left Kurzeme no real "colonel" Or someone to

pose as such had been found.

(43.) After the decisions of the Potsdam agreement were heard by the Information

Section chief, Vairogs, it became evident that the Latvian partisans could expect

no aid from the west. Consequently, Vairogs, accompanied by approximately 5 men

proceeded toward Poland in an attempt to get to western Germany, and then on to

Belgium where he hoped to find the officers of the Latvian Legion.

• Having heard the results of the Potsdam conference and knowing that

Eitrevics had been unable to reach Sweden, Hahn felt it his duty to try to reach

Sweden so that he can convince the west of the plight of the Latvian partisans.

Consequently he and th following men proceeded to Jurkalne where they hoped to

' find a boatr(14t Lt::j bezgruntnieks, Janitalcmania, ViliShvanitajs,_	 _

Eduarts (last name is forgotten), and radio operator Janis (last name is forgotten).

In the vicinity of Jurkalne Hahn!s group met two other groups composed of,

former Legionnaires who had already been looking for a chance to flee, but had

been unsuccessful. The three groups joined forces-for the purpose of organizing

a flight to Sweden by boat. At this time Hahn had already been able to contact

Valdemars through some cut-outs . through ,which he requested Valderaar to procnre a
,

oat. For this purpose Hahn sent Valdemars,7,000 rubles, in the belief that

'Valdemars, who was legal and working as a chauffeur for the Wool and Leather

Central in Ventspils, could no doubt get someone to build such a boat. Hahn

hoped to use this boat, if none could be procured in the vicinity of Jurkalne.
IlcurItt 1.7.1:rmalion

As time progressed, Hahn lost contact with Valli 	 and	 ei found that

Voldemai; Pliederis who was building thiSIj 	 s was arrested.
0

'

2
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secc.rify.in q3f,.?n,..-1Nongr ril 17.:-
At this-time Hahn also

	

	 gekthap:'prv-Ipters' radio operator @ -.
A

Hergmanis, t; Jaunzems, in Ventspils had 108t contact with Sweden. Hahn recalls

that the parole and countersign when approaching Bergmanis was that Bergmanis

would mention a number and the visitor then had to mention another number which,

if added to Bergmanis' number would total 10. Bergmanie, who worked as a

_ chauffeur and lived in Ventspils on Saules Iela'(street), together with another

underground man who worked as a civil judge. Both 'men had pseudonyms which were.

"Rich" and "Pitch" b 	 whom.t Hahn does not recall which pseudonym belonged to wh.'

'	 Through Sam2Dreimanie .Hahn contacted Bergmanis in the hopes.that,.his

- radio contact with Sweden could be renewed which would then enable Hahn ' to,	 .
request a boat andsoMe aid for the partisans.

Hahn believes that it was Bergmanis with whom grins was able to establish

radio contact from Sweden in 1946. It is also Hahn's belief that Andersons

(an Anflltree from Sweden who arrived in Latvia in the middle of October 1945)

procured his . (Hahn's) name from Bergmanis and then tried to contact Hahn.

(144.) During his stay in the vicinity Of Jurkalne, Hahn was able to contact

his parents by two separate means:

a. Through Valdemars who traveled between Riga and Ventspiie'and Often

:brought 146 letters from his family, cowing a ' reply on his return trip. On c

two occasions he also brought Hahn his clothing. On one occasion Hahn alsoseent
•
t•money to his mother for an operation. All this activity was conducted through

I.pra. Jansons and though on two occasions Hahn had arranged a direct , meeting,, 'f.
?.■

. .
this was not kept because Valdemars could 'not keep the appointment. According..

.	 .	 E..!,,_•
to,Hahri,a chauffeur in those days couleearn an extraiwamount'by carrying . ..'

"A. ,	 i. ! '	
. 	 .

.:.	 • ,

'
 persons who had no traveling facilities and therefore would pay exArbitant..

:•':::.	 '..

L. 	 .
-..,	 '	 ..

	

SeCUTIMrilisn:''...0	 •	 'mide-apPromimitely 10,000 rubles a mo K i UR e tl%e tter earned eIbut 40,000 :7. :. :"

•rubles ' a.molit.h.'	 '	 , ,.......„ !,:7".:.51.,,..... • . ii.	 .....	 .. .

•

prices.. Valdenar, who was not as actie4n,suCh actiyity*-hisfrieid:ErManis;'

0
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'b. Through Janis Abolins, who haa 6eao-nahn's group's radio operator.

Abolins had been apprehended by Russian patrols, but was released after at

least a month in a screening camp. After he had traveled to Riga, he procured

a job in his former place of employment, the Sampeteris radio station. In the

end' of July 1945 Abolins journeyed to Kuldiga so as to locate his friends and

give them as much aid as possible. He was able to reach Hahn through a nurse

in Kuldiga to whom he then monthly brought letters from Hahn's parents and who

would then give his letters from Hahn to his parents.

These letters informed Hahn that his father is employed as a lecturer

in political economy at the Riga University. In answer to Hahn's question,. his

'father informed him that Hahn could spend the winter. -- if he could make his way

toward Riga --'either in Melluzi with his oldest sister's mother-in-law,

'Mrs. BiUmanis /139/ or in their empty seashore home in Ayoti. In addition to

that, Hahn'e_father related many rumors that were being heard and the fact that

Habn's.cousin Julij+zolins . /140/ had returned from Russia and was an NNVD

.official in Liepaja. (Ju*s Ozolins disappeared in 1941 when the'BUssiens

retreated and Was believed to have forceabli been taken along by the retreating

- Russians.) Hahn feels somewhat guilty that Julius Ozolins became a member of the

NXVD, because he believes he set a bad example when he was chairman of the Culture

Committee in 1940/41 which Julijs Ozolins followed.

(45.) , On 3 August 1945, Olgertekbietis.brought the news from Kuldiga that

.Jankivs is located in the vicinity of Kabile and is desirous.; of joining Kahn's
,

group. On this occasion Labietis had brought along Jankavs radio operator, the

aforementioned Janis. It was later decided that Jankavs would be accepted and

Would be . added to the Central group which was actual/y. led by.Sternbergs,bUt

which supPeiedly Was the seat of the fictitious "Colonel". . It is noteworthy

that %lackeys was accepted only as.14ccgdfliciailmiglire:Wit not as any leader..

SECRET
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(46.	 As Hahn later discovered, the former Jagdverband radio operator

fnuiLaiva had been apprehended in Baldone in June 1945. After he had been

interrogated he was coerced into service for the NKVD with the assignment to

watch all trains arriving in the railroad station in Riga and report any

familiar partisan and/or underground figures. On one occasion he spotted

Abolins who was returning from a trip to Kuldiga..Laiva, who was acquainted

with Abolins, began a conversation with him and inquired about the former

Jagdverband and PPS members, their whereabouts, and activities. yLbolins,

believing Laiva to be under no control, revealed all be knew of Hahn and his

group which was, however, limited.

hereupon , in Kuldiga, i stranger contacted the aforementioned nurse,

1 Hnilija Grintals /138/, and using-the proper parole, delivered some muill'from

Hahn's parents. At this point the nurse WA arrested and interrogated by the

NKVD whom she informed she brought such letters to the woods where she VAS

handsomely rewarded for her services. The chief of the Kuldiga NKVD, an un-

identified colonel, prevailed upon the girl to lead the NKMD to the usual

meeting place in the woods, and, cautioning her to act as though nothing was

amiss; gave her Hahn's letters to deliver as usual.

EmiliJa Orintals, who knew the woods unusually well, was able to elude

the NKVD detachment and, after walking through the woods all night, finally

reached Hahn and his friends the following day. ' After she related her experiences

and delivered the letters, she remained with the group and lived illegally.
_—

- On his next trip to Kuraeme,_Abolins accompanied by Laiva, arrived in

the vicinity of lake Dsma and, for the first time, met some partisans, including

Sternbergs. During this visit Abolins managed unobtrusively to inform Sternbergs

that*LaiVa 12 working for the NKVD and that he himself has also been forced to

work for it. Abolits begged Sternbergs to play along With them because otherwiset'
e

reprisals would meet his Samar. 410116FITy tinfOrme::013

SECRET
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was very interested in H's whereabouts land1,-w AtfokmAthat Hahn -- who then used the
alias AMDZS --was somethere near the sea. Laiva and Abolins departed with the

/ •

promise they would return to the USMA railroad station on 24 September 1945 and would.,:.:

bring along some radio crystals, tents, and some other items.

At the appointed time Laiva returned to OSMA alone And was taked to the

partisan-bunker where he attempted to continue his double game. On that Same :day: -

II Arrived and Laiva was confronted with the truth. He was informed that he Would

be shot and was prevailed upon to relate all he knew which he did with

though
• .•

he were at confessionand cleansing himself of his sins. Laiva relat*thit.

44hp . NKVD. .had pressed him into service by threating his family ;that it knew that::::
.	 •

. 	 . 	 .

..-Krastins.were corresponding with their fa7i1ies; that JankaVs on Laivas first,	 .

..'..liacFaskedLaiva to check on his girl friends whereabouts; that the NKVD believed_	 .
, -

j enkavsand Lt. Jansons . to bo leaders of the Partisans. 'According to Laisa, he],WaS.,.

_.instructed to find out the strength of the partisans in Kurzeme, their other leadere

their locations, their radio commumcati6:;:e- possibilities, details of their:eife.houSes

SUOPOrt . pOinis, ' anci paroles. Laiva futther informed that Abolina had been kept.ealli.

• irv-ease he (Laiva) should be detected; furthermore, the NKVii did..not.trUst.,Y.•
•"

-ibColibaSsUfficiently.

Laiva
•

was the asked why he had not informed the partisans that he was in ti
• '	 ,s , ' —

*vice of theNKV4 they told him that ha.4 he done sO i ,they, could have gained.d.....
• •	

.t)	 .	 .
..:	 .,	 .

great deal of;information by doubling him into the NKVD. The partisand felt,that:4S.:
-,.:.	 •	 'y	 .	 -
old friend and fellow-fighter, it had..bein his duty to informm them. • TO%this:_:, • !	 /

via explained that wOrking . for the NKVD•and.teing underdits influence he.had • : •
,_

zed : how uselass ,_their. fight was•atAhat times,nowever, he stated, that . etthe ,
.	 .	 ,	 .

first	 rm	 •	
•	 •	 ;

eign j. of war he Wo	 informedfoed tnemoff,i the truth. Holding Abo].ins j up

$ . -,inLeriample,'...the „ ..partisins told Laive that he would be shot ., - to which he react/e4'

surprising calm; inChaVing signed 4 confession, requested he be permitted to
Sectsfly

.After a soend two hour n1ecP, he	 commanding:.Officer
"	 '	 •• '	 •.	 .•, ,

•
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Taking Laivas documents 514 /Cg l'ilt Eiernbergs travelled to Rita where

he planned to organize and underground.

(47) Right after the German surrender, former Latvian Legion ls(-1.1).fnu

Aiedainis /141/, managed to legalize himself and Successfully pass through all •

/basal:An screenings. Claiming to be knowledgeable in the field of agriculture, he

managed to procure the position of directdm with the Seed Central which purchased...Ill.'''.

.seed in the Ventspils district. In this position Ziedainis emerged as the Chief supporte
• .of-the . partisans sending them food, particularly dairy products and shoes and clothing:

firougnA,well established net. His main assistant in this covert activity.was,a.,...

-e :sagronomist overtly employed by his firm/MI:KM:NIS Mrs Daminia . waSok -

reqUeSted . by:the.N/ND to furnish information regabding the partiaans. ThesecrequeS
•
she related to the partisans, including Hahns group, which then decided milat:infqrMatibn_

sheia . to reveal. • It was her opinion that she Sould not continue.suchaygame for lo

In addition to his support activities, Ziedamin was also active in aiding_ian

artiaehs .. to legalize themselvos by procuring for them jobs which required aldiiaii40.	 , .	 _
*mental and in which they later could become fully documented.' He Also managed.. :i

O. C.Ure:. actUal . docutients by having, among others, a *Connection with a4kritintirm-.• •	 ,

IS-which printed VOYENICI &LEM. .
' •

On 9 Sept. 1945 Ziedins propoSed a meeting of all partisan and undergro

eiders :in Kurzeme, which ..was held in ZLEKAS. In this conference it was decide0O.,

organize all the Opposition elements into two main sedors:.

.a. The partisans whose aim would be to hinder all Russian acts of •t

inhumanitY. This was Mainly accomplished bythreatting letters totRuSsianao
• •	 •

-

.tViAns engaged in such Activities. According to Hahn such threats.were-fairly,ineOeSs,,

c*Swhile.. Under no circumstances should the partisans enter into armed

Soviet-forceS.,F . The *question of living through the Winterigni,diacusbe4A

valuable suggestions off
.	 .

* .The underground meMber 	 censistedof,SuPpertiil

'artisans, accept and ' Aid,thOse partisans who	 or atiie.wereT

•

r-



c e "continue the streneous partisan licet rTAd 'pre	 e proper political backing

while at the same time locating and recruiting former political figures and workers:

The idea was also discussed that in case of war the underground wbuld

For coerdination purposes it was decided to appoint a partisan and an;

erground leader:for each of 4.districts, Ventspils, Talsi, Kuidiga, and'AiipUte:.

'ee; .hewever, on1y the V ntspils district Was trdly represenielthe 2.-leader“Or

8- district Only were app inted, the VentSpiis

create a temporary ;

government. Should the Soviet occupation become a prolonged affair, it was anticipated . t.

that slowly aLlpartisans would be forced to legalize if possible and --in any case,

11 legal: or illegal-- join the ranks of the underground.

Furthermore, in this meeting, gefinite land areas of activity were.assigned1,-

toeach partisan group, ae as to coordinate all efforts.

NAT* this meeting ther also arose the question of the ficticiuos."colonal",

oyai:known-as the "Kurzete Commandant". KRASTINS then informed all, that the

"colonel" was unable to appear and had authorized KRASTINS to speak for him. The
„

Krastins stated, does not wish to participate in all these sppport.actiVitie
.	 .	 ,

Aiitpi-iitheflater,ested in forming a fighting nucleus which would remain inactiVi...Un

begining of war. H is of the opinion that Knastins narrative was Very.uncon

g;:and:.Cansedmony people to disbelieve the entire story about the "KUK2EKi10.4

In this meeting it gas also detenained tha0500 partisans / Which were km

or ttioserpresent lived in the KUREDIE wooRs. It was further e 1.1mated that 'APPt0.	 .

' tely 1000 more were hi4k1g in the Kurzeme area, making it an Atimated total

....41500 partisans in Kurzem4

einidergrowid leader.b	 =MAINS H, however, cliims thatle,derlined.beeauie.• 	 .	 •
he desired to flee to-Sweden. In his place(2nd . ltj

	

	 bis Was

eW , Weekslater disppeared under puzzling ciii -cumstanceo. (H feels that. Qulbie n
"

onbt . was : -.eaught:-by a Russian patrol.)

adera'f'Or:thesreMaining'districtSIE	 OUld*bechosehat:..

7 S-
Security Informal:eon
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• c

C.
• meeting which would take place. on 24 Sept 1945 at the notthern end of Lake usu. Until

• this following meeting it was hoped STERNBMS group would be able to locate and

propo.se . a suitable military figure as leader for all Kurieme partisans: Rternbbrgs

. group had at that time, paectically decided to propose Maj. Akmenkals,whb was with

the Talsi partisans in th e- vicinity or Valdtmarpila.	
/A LS

(48) The 2nd partisan meeting /which was scheduled for 24 Sept . 1952 did not

. -take,Tilace . because of the aforementionea incident with LAIVA. The cancellation

wae
.
not

.
 known.	 to H o proceeded from the vicinity of JIM:ALfh.	 ,	 .

COOUdolf :Opmanis (142/ who, H believed, could also

':46eitinnef, leader of the KURZEME partisans and undergrounds.

was . informed about the Lakva incident, the cancellation of
.	 •	 ••fie . tinal interrogation of LAVIA. Between. H and Stcrnbergs group it Was:then decidel.L•.	 .

Opinemis was not suite the Wif individual for the position of leaderi...:thOU
'

s'himself,:was . quite willing to undertake the assigrment, it was felt.th'at-he.

not.:p.Oesess the needed qualifications.

,..H . then . Saw Sternbergs . off to Riga and returned to the Vicinity of JURKALNE:

OPManiS.With him. At this time, in prbperation .for H's trip to:Sweden;,the.1:;

oJian .Janis (Last name unknown) prepared 1.1 signal plan for H's use

(49) . In the end of September 1945 H was vieitfed by'ZIEDAINIS.:whO'Wentee.t:-_
.	 .

. , dieCues partisan support activities. He also reported that an emploYee of hiOd

ICOntrat:hadbeen arrestedI
 Aich H Vieked as a warning, but whieh Ziedainis disMiSi.	 . 	 .

% ae.:insighificent. , At thPt iime-a began to feel that Ziedainis w04 lacked the necese-	 , .	 •	 „
0r:3°nel-security in that he wrote down all names e contacts, etc, Though Ziedainid. : :'"..	 .	 ....•.	 •	 ,

Oiarned,about . thiS, he' felt that there was nothing tolear, because . the Russians..

d never catch bum '0.n'3 Oct 1945 Iiedainie and DamamiS.Were arrested in the
.	 .

dif:Of : theRbed.Oentral.. This was reported.tO.H.by-Mrs...lansons:..-H,..then:initr*

6:7isturnliO .:Ventipila.and.warnAll:Persons. .Who the.Ziedamis'and.pDamate:MA

40/44ifi.C64 ..!Pre#'.A#PVIkiintrA144$C0fors'.the:eiPitti2dtiOn4petkUC

• 4

.	 •

. 	 .

NS to lake'U&MA. taking

be considered for the

Arriving at like q

the meeting, 'and
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h
stay-behind personnel in first aid, ;ma who after the war clandestinly protided

the partisans with medicine w)lich she procurred from her place of employment, the

Ventspils hospital. Valdemars was also to be earned, though he had very

connection with'Ziedainis and was known to the latter only by an alias.

On Mrs. Jansons return she and another female contact was arrested just as

• they were preparing to enter the woods. A ' that same time, in Ventspils, the Russians

• -slao. arrested. Mrs. Velta Skobe when she attempted to contact Ziedainis. 	 •

,	 These arrests resulted in Russian patrols through the woods where H and chis Z

group was located, though appearently the Russians did opt know their exact leca4on:

• Because of this it was decided to unite, the 3 groups which were located in this-lc:Tres . ,

the other two groups being led by Skobe and 1st (I) KarliAtz4vme; This united, grauP'N::

- then moved toward Alsunga where. Shobets group was located in an area unknown to Ziedainie,

-- under very dramatic circumstances 7- she had been . able to escape .fram!..

asians by using the same ruse that EMILIJAVINTALS . had used and which was ...:,••	 •	 ....• •	 .•

.to.1.6sr.-.. She Claimed that she had informed the Russians that She was a contact.

or the partisan leader 'Janis SLATMTAJS (who only existed in her immaginetion).

Saiana believed her and in theirdesire to, catch such a "great leader" followed...her..	 .	
•	 •	 .

to the woods where she Managed to escape. The Russians then combed those woods . the

'entire, night in their attempt to find her, however to no aVail. The :fact that they j

were I actUillY looking. for someone, as confirmed by H who observed : this activity .While:

hie wayto Skobe's .camp. Mrs. Robe . further informed that during:her'.interrogIti-4,..:,

ie was confronted , hy, ,Ziedainis who was asked whether he knew the 'partisan leader •%.'.

Uciitsjs.. To .Zied4inis reply that he did not .know any one by that,. naMe',.:11're..:.:;.!,

ed to the Russians that Ziedainis Was net .big ez6ugh to know ::all'. :AbOU't I.	 .

'Regarding Ziedaima Mrs. Skobe said that the former had been beaten so ;Much:...urseme

it.:.he..ciffered no , resistance whatsoever and revealed .everything,: often even adding

eit: ;deal .'of tr4ng.	 Secuilty Inlormaficin'

(56) • This situation, caused	 4.	 Erbegin investigating the

• related how	
-	 .	 •	 1

,Twq.day's .prior to H's and Straumea .arrival at Skobes . camp the latters wife arrived . and
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situation more iniensley. Though they did send two female cut-outs to Valdemare to

check on the progress of the boat he was having built, the cut-outs never returned.

Hahn clamis that the reason they were somewhat reluctant about leaving till then were

the persistent rumors that soon the western allies would arrive in Riga. These rumors

were appearently originated by the NEVD so as to raise the general moraleand to cause

the partisans to leave the woods which same groups actually did because they believed

that, since an order was given to all janitors to clean their premises, the western

force could not be long in coming.

• SNOBS was of the opinion that he and Hahn must leave Kormene as quickly as

, possible because the Russians would, no doubt, find them sooner or later, 'and must

also be knowledgeable of their plans to flee to SWeden. The only difference of opinion
4

between Hahn and Skobs consisted in the Way the trip is to be undertaken the former,
felt that a boat and crywimust be procured by force, at gun point since one or two

members of a crew would no doubt desire to flee, but a/1 four necessary crew can would

surely not have this desire. The latter, however, believed that they must all claim

• to be NXVD can who would order same fishermen to take them out to sea so as to catch

a boattUl of spies that is reportedly on its way to Latvia. In this plan one can was

to be in Russian uniform

The latter plan was used and Skpbe was unanimoustily appointed leader of the

entire undertaking . It was felt that should their deception be discovered, Helms

idea of force could still be employed. Procurring a uniform of a Latvian who had

been discharged fron the Russian Any because of tuberculosis, Hahn began to seek “

gasoline for the group and to convince a segment of their group which opposed their
•
plan to flee and desired to remain ikKurzeme, to cover the elbarkation of the fleeing

group. Hahn sucessfully completed his assignments, while Skobs.used'his group to .

reconnoiter the sea shore, find the best boat available, chOee the approaches from the

forest, and assign specific tasks to all participants.

Security
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Hahn Claims that after Ziediinis arrest when the Russians began to bomb the

woos and his group joined Skobes, the total number of persons in both groups was

23 plus 4 Or 5 farmers who later fled to the woods, but left as soon as the Russians

ceased their intensified raids of homes; of this group 17 were in favor of fleeing,

while the 6 opposing this', remained and covered the eMbarkation of it/Oose leaving.
c);,„,..A.4	 te, INS- 7

(51) In September of 1951 . Hahn heard fraa a teacher, fnu !CALVE.  that the NKVD
had quite	 .
openly Worsted the fishermen in the vicinity of JURKALNE that they (MVO) were await-

ing a boat from Sweden in which "Arnitie" was to arrive. Regarding Arnitis, Hahn only

Kkaew that he had been famed throughout KURZENE as one of the most active worker in

Aiding persons to flee to Sweden. However, the infiltrees were not caught when land-

ing as they landed at another site, debarking in the vicinity of JURKALSE, but did
-
- leave behind a rubber raft Which they were forced to use since the boat either sank

;	 or was sunk on purpose. About a week later the Latvian militia arrested Armitis and

i, Pebersons (or Smits) Hahn is not certain which one) who had gone to Ventspils together

as the group worked in pairs. A week prior to Hahn I s departure he was inforried by

s reporters in Plant (Najas) that Andersons Auld like to meet him. Unable to do

so because	 his decision to go to Sweden H instructed the leader of the remaining

1
704 group, Naksi	 e, to meet Andersons. Later, in Sweden, Hahn was informed by

Baldeiar that Andersens was also arrested, interrogated, and tortured; for awhile

Andersons was held in the Ventspils jail accupying the same cell with pastorGrivins.

According to Valdemars in 1948 tAndersons was in a special camp in Russia and Could

not be contadted..,

About 2 weeks before leaving,(Nrs. ,A1is:Nins, • coworker of Ha group, was

arrested at a house in PLARI. On the way to Ventspils, She escaped from the MVO during

the, night and returned to Hahne group in the woods. 	 e. then related that she had

seen Arnitis and another man (Pebersons or bits) who were being lee toward Ventspils

under guard.
	 seuri,y
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ear. They had arrangements for cOnta raflio sets remaining in Kurseae-

seetirirPactme::on
?"3r.'27

ws(52) All preperations	 e.efer4kerticiit to leave on Jl October 1945.
The

departure was sucessfULly completed at 8PH and was covered by the remaining

group which consisted of:6 HAKSIS KIERPE, group leader who did not desire to leave

because his wife was working in Riga as a teacher, having. participated iwith her

husband on th e ill-fated attempt to flee to Sweden on the ROTA. She as a woman

was released, while her husband later escaped from confinement.

VALDIS/UHU#44/1 _ANISLAyS.
A LItitE (iiue-naie unknown)
t JANIS ( last name unknown) radio operator

EDUARDS ( last nano unknown) former policeman
Li ALHERTS(last name unknown) 	 former policeman

D. Hahn t s Post-war activities

along WithAother Latvians arrived in Sweden
• 6004 -

from &weenie in a fisherboat, having left Latvia from a Anish wharf near the village

of ATRIUM, four kilometers from the village proper. They arrived in Gotland at

the fishing village of Ljugarne (south of Slits) after a 20.4our trip without any

difficulty. The other, persons in the boat were:

olice 47--- 	 /150/
g4 WA-kams= /107

mks	 a. /153/ War correspondent
Cpl.visFLNIVIRSIS, 452/

MI — ANITAJS /154/
(Clitt fit A55/ —3 a /
v IS7GANDIANTS

7574s - •sz /156A

Hahn and SkObe came out of Huisemewith the assignment Which, was in part

self imposed, to seek contact with a friendly Western nation so as to organ/i!

a return, if possible du'ring that saaftelayoi•. arliiiretiko liter than the following

. (1) On 31 October 1945 Hahn



-_ anich was in the forest near-The—Lake Usma , the second being with the group

that covered Hakes departure, and the third being in Ventspils operated by the afore-

mentioned JAUNZEMS • Hahn was also to find shoes and clothing which he was to send

back with the infiltrating group. Although Hhad a signal plan for the radio set held by

the group which covered his departure, it was feared that this set may be too weak to

send, and therefore arrangements were made that in such ease this group would transmit

mgogoogggi to Hahn through one of the other sets. On two previously arranged days

of each month a reception committee would await the boats until the following years

this was a precaution in case radio contact could not be established. Later Mildemar

reported that the group which covered H l e retreat was arrested at night in January 1946, •

and completely liquidated. The leader of this group, MaksilOierpe, fell into Russian

bands after being wounded. 	 Jo at4e4S'

.. (2) Shortly after H i s arrival in Sweden the first Latvian who visited him was

Hug o Ginter., Secretary of Latvian the CA in Stockholm, and Latvian pastor Janis

Svikit. Both of these individuals had flown to Gotland from Steckholm and therefore

had arrived one day before Harlis!rt_s_of Tepfers group. Svikie and Ginters viewed

this arrival if these seventeen persons as the follow up Of an infiltration *operation which

they (Svikis and Ginter.) had orgehised two weeks before. This infiltration consisted

of : Arnitis, engineer, Anderson, sailor, and Petersons and,Smits, and was:finaaced by

SwediSh Church fends, the church being interested in removing from Latvia as many

clergy .men as possible. is mentioned previously this operation was keown to the NEVD

711115.	 '	
.	 .	 .

already in Sefttekber of that 	 and Hahn had heard about it through his underground
. .	 ......e.--	 .

channels,	 .

03) Informing Ginter, of the arrangements of reception as well as possible

radio contact, Hahn and Skobe prevailed upon him to aid them iwtheir assigaments It

shcalChe'noted-raat :Ander H nor Ginter:: were certain who the 4:therm:Otani therefore

after eons Preliminary skepticism did 'find finally a coo friend Heinriclui s Urkis; re-!

gardingwbooGinters expressed that Td!;;;;F144:lagamp". It was then that
.	 :.	 -	 .	 .	 „

.	 .!	 .
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Ginters warned H of a second group operating in Sweden, which however, had another

political diredtion -7 meaning Tapfer's group, whiel>at that tine could herdly be

called that, but was rather known generally as th6CP LATVIAJAS CENTRALS PADOKE

Latvian Central Council; the condept of a"Tepfer l s group" as an entity only came-	
several years late;-. --Rugo Ginters also warned Hahn andSko of another organisation

'which may ahtempt to contact them. This organization t OK! tvian Assistance Committee

(LAIVIESU PALID2IBAS KOKITEJA), was priaarily staffed by members of the LCP, though a -

MIAIddll minority of its membership consisted of right wing and other elements.

The reason . H . Ginters considered these two bodief as having another political

• direction, was because at the hela of the LCP was Bruno lEalnine who, many Latvians

believed to be much too radical and some even ventured to cell him a communist. TO

Hahn-and Skebe Ialinns, at that time, was very distasteful because during-the first

occupation of Latvia Ealnins had been the political comelier of the Latvian Army.

Regarding the LCP H. Ginters further stated that, Hahn and Skobe be very

careful so that the LCP does not discover their plans for and infiltration, because

the .LCP has in the past and will in the future endeavor to disrupt any and all such

operations. Regarding the Latvian assistant committee H. , Ginters stated that the

ales of this organization werete . said and assist those SIRLILI-Lattriane who had up to that

time already been thle to flee from their occupied country to Sweden; this organization'

,had no provision to aid those still remaining in Latvia. In this meeting Ginter, also
•-i•

supreised the thought that the only source of support for an infiltration was the

Swedish Church. Fearing that Hahn would possibly be persuaded to cooperate with =Other

, group (thisd incidentally, is,Hahn4 belief) Ginters requested:that Hahn provide him

;ith thesignal,plin, which Hahn did, however only in part, so avto , insure that H.GiOter

'Undertake no separate contact . With Hahns plan. When Hahn informed Miters that he

• was seeking in Swedena friend and co-worker,Drp1114Jihterb HuShl?intereappereitlY
_	 •	 /'	 ..	 .

7 felt that he would lose control oieroeSsamillbfroligqiakaahrii and Skobe, and adked:.1
. .	 .	 .	 .	 v.

....:the two take an oath that their discus&E Wietd secret..	 ;
.	 .	 .	 .

••■■

:7)
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(4) The following day the elalt;ee; 'Were -visited by Karlis Ziverts from the

Latvian Aesistence Committee. Because they had been warned by Hugo Ginters of this

group, it was Mrs. Lejins and Janis Zalcaanis who talked to Zivorts, while Hahn and

Skobc regained in the background. In this conversation it developed that Mrs. Lejins and

averts were of the same underground organisation(LCP), knew certain paroles, and in

general seeeed-to have been working together; it also developed that Mrs. Lejins was

working for Swedish intelligence and had a Swedish intelligence identification number.

She then related that her work or Swedish intelligence consisted if enciphering and

..deciphering messages which were transmitted . to Sweden frost the location of the LCP

coorm section hn the vicinity of Jurkalne. She farther related that during the war

she had sent military information to Sweden, which H later, being in Sweden, found

was undoubtedly transmitted to the British, who in turn transmitted this information'

to thAdr allies the Russians. (Incidentally, later Dr. Ginters told Hahn that it is

unwise to build any operational organisation upon the old LCP, because during the

war when this organisation was in contact with Latvia its production was not only
..L;

:turned over to the Russians through the British, but also Ginters suspected that

LCP was quite heavily infiltrated by Communist elthe m nts. Also worthwhile mentioning

the'. 'is e fait that one of e , German SD officers fnu .Bruns, had told Hahn on the seventh

,'to eight of March 1945 that the Germans really were not opposed to the departure from

Latvia of true Latvian nationalists. However inasmuch an among those fleeing Latvia

at that time were many Communist agents the Germans could not permit such unless they

were absolutely sure of the person departing.) It was the opinion of Mrs. Lejins that .

Gregorijek4kni4 s, Ass/ whoa she was now desirous of meeting, was the person best able

.. , toassist her, An assisting those ,remaining in Latvia. From her narrative,. Hahn draws

the conclusion that it was, no doubt, Kikulis with whom she was in radio contact during..

the war..

. After these two

group dissolved.

•

visits from tInalAvo toT112f4glitical elements this exfiltree
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(5) Prior to releasing mese i7„perscno ploy were thoroughly interrogated

under the direction of a Swedish coastal defense officer who used a German-speaking

lady as an interpreter. This lady, whose name Hahn has forgotten, was indeed a very

helpful, empathetic and understanding person. She advised the refugees that their

position was precarious because two days ter their arrival in Sweden the Russian

authorities bad requested their return, because they were "war criminals" who had

caused disorder and hid etoied some property (the only true part of this according

to Hahn is that they did steal the boat with which they came to Sweden). According

to the 	 interpreter this case was being studied by the Swedish Government and,

in cast:4'4e the group was forced to return, she advised that the refugees attempt to

proceed throughinternational waters to Lubeck, Germany. It is noteworthy that this

lady informed the group as Oar- where in Gotland they could receive aid and also taught

thee certain phrases in Swedish which would enable them to bet by temporarily.

Later the group found that the 94-dish Government had asked Bruno Ralnins

for recommeddations which he had supnhied stating that though he didn't know these

individuals personally he could only vouch for them bdcause any Latvians escaping

from Latvia at such a late date must be patriots. Janis Zalcmanis later personally

thanked KaImins for this act.

After approximately one week the group as such was permitted to proceed
a-4

to the mainland of Sweden/ the two fishermen, who ferried the group across to Sweden

under duress, were permitted to return to their hiaeland by the Swedish authorities

having been given a certificate which stated that they were voluntarily returning.

Arriving on the Swedish mainland all 17 persons were placed in the reftiggs camp in
2.

Kuaelansi Where all eventually were informed of someAmployment possibility or other. .

Staying in this camp from 8 November 150 until 10 January 1946, H.kept

up his contact with Hugo Gintera who during this time informed him that bis radio

operator in the Vicinity of.ESKILSTUNA MikeilliWiftWit4i3PP radio set with which

they could contact his homeland. In the . e6EGReatere inferred H that

the conttruction of the radio wae completed and H give him his first message to Latv1%.7---
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which stated that attempts were being made to send a-boat to Latvia in the next two

months, and that the current international situation was eontrary to what H had

expected to find, is. that the:battle with Communism was a long way off, and that the

partisans in the woods should prepare for a lengthy stay.

During their stay in this camp H personsalywms also visited by KARL'S
t4 u,Go

ZIVERTS and Dr.1Ginters who, having found out from Hrs. Lejins that H and Skobe were

the possessors of a signal plan, requested this plan, as they claimed to have the

1	 possibility of transmitting to the partisans. Hahn did not give them this an because

he felt loyal to 
41 

Ginters but gave them an erroneous code with the proper call!
%

letters so that they could contact the partisans, send an undistinguishable message,

yet receive a eissage which, if brought to Hahn, could be deciphered by him. It

should be noted here that this activity of the LCP was at this time--i4inion of

Hahn -- not -Issewledeegbie- to the Swedish intelligence service, though during the war

such activity	 ducted by the LCP for Swedish intelligence.

(6) Neither Hugo Ginters nor the LCP.,.attempts to contact Latvia by radio

using Hahn's signal plan proved successful because the former received no answers to

his transmissions and the latter, also not receiving replies (because, as previously

stated, Valdemare'informed that the group had been apprehendedf), attempted and was

successful in stabliShing contact with the radio set in Ventspils with which its

operator, Jekah	 ns,/i59/ had a pre-arranged signal plan of 1945 vintage. Obviously

-Hahn never knew the contents of the messages received and sent in this fashion; but

was informed of the fact that contact was made by Dr. Ginters.

By 	 1.945 it developed that support . from the Swedish church was either

net at all-466-be excepted or it least a long way off. Consequently,lahn'and Skobe,

who by that time were associated with H..Ginters and pastor Svikie /160/ to the extent

that were being viewed as one group, persisted and insisted that the latter two procure , .

;this support at all cost since by that time H. Ginters and Svikis realised that

sopport from the Swedish Church would nanglIggiTZ4since they were continually

"aagued by Hahn and Skobe to procure sueSEC hJliAUy informed the latter

II
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two of the following giving this as the reason for abandoning all hope for Swedish

church support:

In its attempt to remove as mamy clergyman as possible from the Soviet occupied

IltBaltic States, the Swedish church appointed pastor Harald Biezais as the head of

this removal operation, covering the Latvian sector. BIEZAIS then procured SVIKIS

aid in this undertaking. Upon contacting Hahn and Skobe, Svikis gave them his word,

' under math, that he would reveal notilng they told his to anyone, even his closest

friends. Svikis, (whoa H terms very ambitious), for this as well as personal reasons,

never revealed any intonation regarding Hahn and Robe to BIEZAIS, as he (Svikis)

felt certain that he could procure all the needed support from the Swedish church with -

out .the help of BIEZAIS, thereby circumventing the latter completely.	 .._ .........—._.
7.

However thoough Janis Krums, who Biezaiieas pastor in RUCAVA!) contirmed, Biezais

found that Hahn had a signal plan, was planning a return trip to Latvia, and was collab-

orating with Svikie;behind Biazars back. Biegais then attempted to procure the signal

plan from Svikis by any and all means. Failing to do so because Svikis had given his

word to Hahn, Missals then began a smear campaign, calling INEKI Svikis a communist and

making statements that there were communist agents among the 17 refugees.. Hahn and

Mrs. Lejins therefore viaited Biezais and demanded proof of his etatements which he

failed to produce. However, he stated tthat although he does not believe Hahn and Mrs.

Lejins to be communist, but that there surely must be same among their group. They'

parted in a very unfriendly manner, Hahn and Mrs. Lejins insisting that had there

been

t

 communists among than, they would never have reached Sweded.

Shortly thereafter the Swedish Socialist press began a campaign againstpastin..)
.....

-. ALAN-SVAnES.??Cwho was_the..actual supporter of the program to exfiltrate clergymen

from the Baltic States. According to Hahn SVANTESSON was a great idealist and friend

. of the Baltic states, aiding XXIII their people as much as possible. The socialist

press, at that time, accused SVANTESSON hieggisa0OroOriitea' .60iiiish Gov't funds (' the
:i..'r

SVENSKA : DIAKONISSTYBELSEN, the Swedish churcili::(gov Ierniiihtisupported.) and was
• %)	

•:.1-..-.. .: st, M... .a■
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engaged in illegal activities which‘he, as a member of the government had no right to

do. SVANTESSON was
	

and convicted on a charge of misappropriation of funds, as he

never admitted his complicity in penetration operations. He was DOM then discharged

fromehisposition and "banned" to an insignificant post as pastor in same little village

in the north of Sweden. With this the hope of any support from the Swedish church

disappeared as SVANTESSON had been the heart and soul, of this activity. The majority

•f Bruno Ealnins opponents blame him for this entire affair.

In December of 1945 H. Gintern informed Hahn that he had been able to contact

a representative of American intelligence at the Elbassy in Stockholm. According

to Ginters(H) the Americans were very interested and promised their final answer within

a month; however month after month passed with no work, which led Hahn to beleive that

H. Gintere may have possibly related an imaginary tale just so he could keep Hahn's contact

possibilities from other groups. Hahn supposes H. Ginters tale to be untrue because

H. Ginter, had told him that the Americans would use the EMbessy t e radio for transmissions!

to Latvia, which seems quite pecnier to him. H. Ginters gave H no further info regard-

ing his contacts with the US Embassy except that he had been in touch with one American

ftni

working ther Hahn, however, b eves that H. Ginters contact was with one of two

Latvians	 •PALMS and ARTURS , BREDIANIS who both were employed by the Embassy!,

information section. Driimanis had known Skobe from their high school days in
,

Latvia and hence, upon Skobes arrival in Sweden, he often visited him. As far as Hahn

knows, Skobe never asked Dreimanis about H. Ginters because at that time Skobe and H

had no reason to doubt H. Gintere elate that he was in direct contact with the

Americans.

In the beginning Of December 1945 a documented Swedish intelligence officer,

p Johanson, contacted Mrs. Lejins asking if she knew anyone of her group of refUgges
who would be interested in undertaking a mission to Latvia (checking with Hugo Ginter@

Security ilicrtnn!".on
Hahn found that according to him suckle Err .5 Ouron does exist). Mrs Lejins

,	 . .

replied that such perions were aTailalChD,h1,111nson stated that he would return
•	 •
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within two weeks to discuss this in 'hull Johanson never returned, leading Hahn to

believe that his visit had one of two aids, (a) the Swedes were either interested whether

or not there was any truth to the talks that these people were in contact with the

' partisans and are delegates tho may later attempt to return with aid, or, (b) the

Swedell were merely attempting to check the authenticity of rumors that these 'refugees

were PROD agents.

(7) Failing to get Swedish church aid as well as American aid, Hahn and Skobe

procured a name (which Hahn does not recall) in the British Eebassy from Ginters and

attempted to interest the British in their behalf. (Skobevoke COGEDIMENIENNIECINUE

mamma some English.) This particular individual was not available and hence Skobe spoke

with someone else who replied that although they (The British) were sorry for the Latvian

nation they could undertake nothing at that time.

(8) On one of his visits with Hahn, Ziverts requested Hahn to give him a

situation report wftbh Hahn had written in cooperation with Zalcmanis and which depicted

the situation in Latvia subsequent to the cessation of hostilities. Ziverts promised

Hahn that by the most direct means he would send this report to the Latvian Ambassador

in London, Karlis Zarins, whom H. Ginters also separatly notified of the arrival of this

refOgse group and of the fact that Ziverts would be sending Zarins this aforementioned

report. Later Zarins informed Hahn that he had never received this report whereupon Hahn

sent him another copy.

•	 On 10 January Hahn had the opportunity to be gainfully employed as a laboratory

assistant for the Rockerfell‘Laioratory in Lund, and therefore left the camp but kept

up his contact with Hugo Ginters and Skobe, who remained in the camp.

Prior to leaving for Lund, H.- Ginters warned Hahn that there were two Latvians

in I M'Oft& were suspecteeefvorking for the Soviets. Arriving in Lund Hahn found from

his lend PunnenoWS and fr,ia others, that such suspicions were actually held against

Ifnm OPSENBERGS and ALFRED CILDERKANIS /161/. In Rummage opinion these auspicious

were baseless and that-these two persons
	 Inform.eon

0111; of a spy mania inherent

in the emigre society which readily makes	 i against persons who do not
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participate in the society PunctionSAAriegineill TceSP to,themaelves rather than enter

into all emigre intrigues.

In Feb 1946 Hahn h a speech at the YMCA in Lund where he talked about his

experiences in Kurseme subsequent to the surrender. (Hahn gave this appech on a total

of 5 occasions, in Lund, Goteborg, Boras, Jonkoping, and Helsingborg.) After this

speech in Lund, Hahn MAO approached by CILDERMAilitho expressed the desire to have a chat

with Hahn as he (CILDBRMANIS) is very interested about the activities in the Kurzeme

forestay CILIDEFNUNIS approach to Hahn was noticed by Janis Celmainis /162/ and(br.

Augustel6KOSTE /163/ who then warned Hahn not to reveal anything to CILDERMANIS and

OPSENHERGS because of the aforementioned suspicions. Hahn, after a talk with Punnenovs,

' nevertheless met CILDERMANIS at the appointed time and place. Since both Pumnenovs

Auld Hahn were very careful about this meeting they agreed upon a certain length of title

for the duration of the meeting which MINNIXHahn would ovserve. Punnenovs then accom-
1

pained Hahn to the meeting place and awaited his return no later than the time they

had dicided upon.

During the converstaion it developed that CILDFaMANIS had been activalibefore
1

the end of the wet, in 1945, in the activities against the commuhist partisans. In this

activity he worked with the SD in LIEPAJA under_HUCO/PURINS /164/ and Herbert

/165/. Hahn than remembered that he had met him in Kuldiga in connection with exchange

of intonation between Patine and the info section of the PPS regarding communiet

activities in Latvia. Cildermanis then also recalled this casual meeting. After some

talk about the "good old days", CILDERMANIS wondered if Hahn had any intentions of

returning to Latvia. To this Hahn replied in the affirmative and indicated that it is

difficult at the present time from a material and strictly nationalistic standpoint.

CILDEBNANIS then also expressed his readiness to return to Latvia and settle se old

scores with some former communsit partisans. CILDERMANIS also stated that he was aware

of the rumors about his pro..communiet attitade, bit he based this 6n some previous

commente made by him, when, working in:Swedish, swamps ;il i a menial laborer, helfeiring.,Settns.a)
possible deportation from Sweden becaus1 	 'plrgaTtivity with the SD, had made

some leftist statements so as to erase siiiiinsziatiiC' 'irtiriiarannithuat belief that he
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When Hahns appointed time had elapsed, he departed and related all the store-

going to Punnenovs, who was then more convinced than ever that there was no basis for

all the suspicions regarding Oildermanis. In the summer if 1946 Hahn again met

COildermanis and requested that he furnish him some Latvian maps which he claimed he

needed for his boy scout activities in Lund (Hahn then was a msm scout leader of the

Latvian boy scouts at that time just organised in Lund). In reality Hahn needed such

maps for Lnkins operation for which he prepared all maps. Cildermanis did furnish

Hahn a few maps.

In the fall of 1946 Celia-Las stopped Hahn on the street in Lund and informed

1
	

Hahn that his (Celmsinis') suspiciona of CILDERHANIS were no figment of lamagination

as he had proof to support his suspicions. Qlmainis then related that he had an old . .

friend, a former Latvian officer, who is working for the Russians in Stockholm, and who

at the same time is reporting to the Latvians. This friend, acdording to Celmainis,

had written to the latter and requested that he warn Hahn that the Soviets a-knowledge-
able of his plans, as he ( this friend of Celmainis) had read CILDERMANIS report of the

meeting with Hahn. Celmainis farther memtioned the time, date, place, and duration of

Hahns meeting with CILDERMANIS, which convinced Hahn of the authenticity of Celmainis

information. According to Celmainis, his friend had informed tthat Cildermanis in his

report bad stated that Hahn and his friends are planning a return mission to Latvia

and had suggested that Hahn be either recruited and "drawn to" the Soviets or be de-

nounced and smeared as working for them because he (041dermanis ) considered Hahn

dangerous. CILDEBMANIS final suggestion in this report: to the Soviets, was, that since

he.folt it_impOssiblevto recruit Hahn, the second alternative, that ofapreading the,

rumor that Hahn is already working for the communists, be used.

Hahn then reproadhedCelmAnis for not having told him this sooner as he had

had the letter from his friend for 's' a;o0Niffletitch •Cediniinie said that be did not
want to destroy Hahns happy family time Hahn had been able to
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locate his wife and child in Ge rliklbem to Sweden). When Hahn requested that

Celisainis xstm reveal his friends identity so that Hahn 	 talk to him personally,

Celmainis refused, say that he had sworn to keep that a secret and had already revealed

too much to Hahn. Later when Celmainis was in Canada,. in 1950, Hahn, in a letter asked

him whether he could not reveal his friends identity, particularly since CILDEMMANIS

too had emigrated to Canada. Celmainis replied that:Iihe could not reveal this friends

identity, and said that "there are things that you cannot reveal, And there are thing,

that I cannot reveal".

. (9) In the begining of May 1946 Dr. Ginters wrote Hahn the he (Dr. Ginters)

had found a possibility for a return trip to Latvia and Hahn immediately should moue

to Stockholm. Informing Hahn that on arrival in Stockholm that he has received -

sufficient !Undo for an expedition, and that he through radio operator Jekahaalkins.....

is now in contact with-the homeland, Dr. Ointers.requested that Hahn procure one man

i •	 fraa the 17 refugees who would undertake this mission; (Hahn himself did not care to go

.., on a mission since he had just located his wife in Germany.) Dr. Ginters further stated

that it1:planned to execute this operation by airdropi the pilot for Buell 1.peration

being funHk MONS (iir4BITSONB)

WOE Later Hahn found that the truth of this matter was that it was actuaily4124!!_

. Lukins . who received financial support from an unidentified source and who had contacted

Ginters with the request that he procure the necessary personnel for a penetration oper.

ation. Lukina requested of Ginters that he not inform the LCP of this operation and as

a test and cover Measure toll Dr. Ginter. that this operation would be an airdrop. It

later developed that Dr. Gintere did, nevertheless, inform the LCP of this, through

lerlis Ziverts. Because Dr. Ginters had not kept his word to Lukins and revealed this

i ,plans of an operation to Hahn anetiverts, Lukins discontinued .all-iontacts With Dr:.,	 .

GintersAnd contacted Hugo Ginters for aupport . purposes.	 • 4

In May or June 1946 Hugo Ginters put LukinAin contact with Skohmg who then
SiNCOft [AI1.7.-,N1	 ..	 .

became the operations chief Ar Latins in 4a.planned sea,dispateh. Out Of:neeessity
.	 ..t

	
.

4.1cine himself later also participated in s .Peragilei Preparations. Hahn 	 asked.'7.p-

, 	 • .	 ••	 • 	 •

•■••
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c.r r
aid in the preparation work by Skobe tad v articipated to the extent that he located

a editable boat, prepared the necessary maps, found one of the crew members, the machinist)

and firniehed all of his support points, contacts, addresses and irtuaUy all that he

/new about the partisans in Latvia. Hahn claims that two( names,_. a .	Olins anaiMri).

'Haumanis, furnished to the Lukins operation, were also given to our operation 't As fa;._ _-

as Hahn knows Lukink had received for this operation 35,000 Swedish crowns, 17,000	 .

crowns being spent for the purchase of the boat. 	 ..y. tl Carel1.e.(A4

The operation took place on Christmas 1946, but because of the severe storm

and the diechord of the crew the boat did not reach the Latvian coast and returned to

- Sweden. Having created some alarm when leaving Sweden, as well as when refueling in

Gotland, the boat was picked up by the Swedish authorities when it returned. The

' Swedish customs officials found the weapons and other supplies in the boat of which

then the Swedish' communist press became knowledgeable, creating a tremendeous upsoar .

and excitment. Most al- fault in this fiasco was ilkobe who acted

the	

somewha incorrectly

ilo'ndand u0diplomatically when e boat returned, by failing to talk to fon, 	 e /166/ as

previously arranged. Bonds could easihy have taken' the entire situation in hand and

covered the presence of weapons andcther supplies to the satisfaction of the Swedish

' officials. However, Skobes , chose to deal with the Swedes directly, disregarding.Bondels

presence. If he had acted properly, another possibility existed as well, in that the

Swedes could have been delayed from boarding the boat and all damaging evidence could

vcbsen thrown overboard. As a result all 7ticipants in tie operation, 1st Lb.)

tSkebe ist Ii4obesgruntnieks, i:.air force Sgt.";Thmpsons,(or Tomsons) , Fricis Knorade,-%
Foamy,. and the actually infiltree, Alberts (?) Jureviis), were incarcerated for I)

months and as a result throe of them, Skobe, Robesgrmmtnieks, and Thompsons were de-

persona neti4eit4 in 'Sweden. The first two individulle went,to..lb9and,,the -

last one remaining in Sweden since he had no place to go andcould nOt4erely be sent

away by the Swedes. Just prior to cl
3ea
eparting from Sweden Skobe informed Hahn that

- during the interrogations nothing re
rrifY.

$ kmanni . articipition had been.revealed.'

•
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. Skobe advised also that Hahn should continue to ooperate with LUXINS so that his .striv- .

. ing to aid the partisans not be discontinued; at the same time Skobe also premised to/.
Continue to work toward their mutual goal, kir i.e. assistance to the partisans, as soon

as be would arrive in England.

00) In the spring of 1946 two,fithing boats arrived in Sweden krom Latvia.
• ..	 _

The first one arrived in March 1946 and carried 5 fisherman from Ventspils. Two of 	 ,
theope --had come to Sweden before the end . of the war, about faWi945, when they .fled	 .

I	 -fram.:the Germans. They returned after the end of the war as they believed the Russian

prepogako that Latvia was free. Having seen this "freed* they decided to flee their.
.	 •

• -.-h001And once more. Hahn eniy recalls the nmme of one of these five-PRIEDOLS 	 PEE:0014.	 .	 ..• . _
Hahn does not recall if he was one of 'those two wlio came to Sweden for the . second.

• tine. These five were first .contacted by H. Gintars who debriefed them and gave.Eahn" ...	 :.,..•	 .	 •
MemOy'liOiCh he in turn sent to Zarins (Lat. Ambassador to England). Hahn made a copy '.':!.• .. , -, • •	 ,...,.

'. ,Elf:'thia'fdebriering which . he'.,igve to -Kalme who incorporated this into his beak . "Tetal : TekrO ..	 .	 •	 •••--- .... :::;...., 	 .' , .	 '	 .	 .	 •	 •
.	 .	 .These men related that NAKSIS 	 fail into Russian hands inthe' vicinity of his • fati.C:ti.

-,1C4Iones house in the district of ZIRAS. Another interesting fact they related wasy.	 • •.	 • • ..••• ,...•

	

.	 .

or Hahn( and his friends left Latvia they caused a great deal of axoitment .wiiiCh:.

suited in the renewal of the reepeetive border guard ommundAmitd, that thoigraup•Ceii- •

-stheir retreat had remained-at the shore until four o'clock, in the .morning (mmkiii*
	.t•:!•,,,.::::,..:: :••• -.,	 .	 •	 .

..'.''''.1.'...-.tótai of 8 hours that they covered those fleein4 and that this .gpoup; 'during their:,
4

shore ..WatOki -oept4sd a Russian soldier on patrol duty.

••••"..,.• . Th. five .fishermen . remaizied in Sweden and to Hahne knowledge have not .beein-,:::..7....	 -.	 •	 .	 •	 .	 ..active, operationally. . 	 •	 ,	 . , •

.	 .	 .	 .
V	 ,/ .42, ...•	 .	 „,	 ,	 ,	 .

-• .. The second boat arrived in Sweden from LlKpAJA -Crryine .foir..(4) • youths,

These, two were first iêtsgatfinwpArt(4040.*:) boys take an oath to

OatOe On*** H. Ginters;',ShOl* riCAE‘Spite : ihie . Oath two of jhen

.	 •

•  one girl liabn remembers the following names'. FR,I....21RADS/1.67/, :.. HORIS 1:
• „

HURVIIi.,, •AEXt*,NDERSVLIPPINS, 011) the girl,: VElTA (Litt name unknOwn).
•..	 ,

:

i•

1.

.	 .

.	 • 	' 	 •	 •

,



Diking then further related that in a radio(RI(iABDS ZANDE) operator to

Secl	
7:7311

7
5istanceBURVISandLIEPINSbegantoswaytow9le4a4Committe, and later

decided they would have no part in any operations, but would rather work and study

in Sweden. Hahn claims that he never oceived the debriefing of these;he does not

know whether Ginters merely did not wish to give his a copy or just failed to debrief •

them. Shortly after their arrival, KABLIS ZIVEBTS visited these 4 refugees, and

despite their oath to H. Ginters not to talk to anyone else, they tarnished ZMVEBTS

a sketch of the fortivications of the port of LIEPAJA. lIVERTS also advised them to

abandon all hope of returning because the" best Latvians had already been brought out

of there and there is no interest in those who have remained.

The boat with which these four fled was built by them on. the LIEPAJA lake;

and was exceptionally well constructed. Because of this Skobe tried to steal this

boat, but in the process he ran it onto a cliff and the beat mink, •

One of these 44, Fricis Konrad° is the sale who participated in the abortive

LUXINS operation an the machinst. Despite his deportation order, he still lives in

Sweden and according to Hahn, is still desirous of participating in an expedition to

Lativa.

4F11
N..0 di

Latvia. ZANDE established radio contact with =INS operator in Sweden JABS ARIUS.

This contact then formed the basis for the second, abortivi/ LUXINS operation, which

is described prelims1y: LUKINS claimed that the cost for this operation was' the

comaratively small OUR of 5,000 Swedish crown. The helmsman for this operation •

nnPONZ,, tauwas the saaii:as,for .the . folilowing Christ/las 1946 operati	 AVS, Hahn

=INS neverrntioned where he got the 5,000 crowns but Bahn,belieVas that such a.

sum could at that time easily have been procured from local Latviani.
.	 .	 _

Acdording to LUKINS, ZANDF.switafftslahanashing.Whorf of the,fishing.-

village .SKULTE... Thisilahn.explains Spriery.”-Egf,.. but on the Vidiess shore,. NEEI-

4t4.71763/
(11) In approximately August 1947 Hahn firetle0V LUKINS personally who,

together with HUGO &WEBS then related the entire abortive XIII Christass.1946

operation to him, expressing also the opinion that Skobe was at fault in this fiasco. •
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which required the boat to pass 	 Straights of 'IDE. ZANDE was quite activethrough thjlirt

in Latvia for approximately one year, during which time he travelled a great deal and

sent very unsatisfactory messages, about whih LIMNS was quite angry. On one occasion

ZANDE requested that LUEINS furnish the UN all information that he(Zande) had sent

from Latvia. This obkiously could not be complied with as Zandes messages were not

of the type and caliber to bring before an international body.

In approximately summer 1947 Zando was caught by the Russians. Hahn claims

that Lukins had good possibilities for corresponding with Latvia through Csecileslovakia.

Through this mail channel Lukins heard that Zande escaped fro* the Russians, but was

liter arrested and has not been heard of since.
his

Valdemare later informed Hahn that/organisation was aware of Zande l s arrival

in Latvia., but because of his unsatisfactory and insecure conduct decided not to

contact hip. On their first and only melting Valdemar told Lukins that Zande along

with 20 others was arrested'when they were awaiting the arrival of the Christmas boat. .

According to Valdemars, .they .were arrested because.a Woman who. Zande had promised to

take tO Sweden was'deleted from the list and another woman substituted. This caused

the original woman to report Zande to the NEVD. Lukins did not believe Valdemars

accOunt t. be corredt as He(Lukins) was still in radio contact with Zande sifter the

Christmas.wmpedition fell through. H was asked whether Lukins did notrOalize that

Zande could havii:been under control. To this H answered that Likins felt that such
no

could not have been the case because there had been/significant break in the radio

cOntact to indicate this.) Hahn does not know whether or not Lukins had arranged
;

'-'cOntrill *andcemiromise indicators with Zande. Furthermore rclabas that Ikkins

radio.mpeiateririnSthedbmailiartith Zande l e Wet- Aid hot note anything unusual

or Gated pace in Zandes transmissions.

In his talks with Valdemars, Hahn learned that in Veleemare opinion there were
1:1

'actually- too men infiltrated in the itiartt4v0414.40 and Manio n . Lukins:never

-nantiOned either of,these.names to fialliSteinto,	4spoks of only ono. Now

•%k
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Hahn is not certain whether there%ppre one er . :40,agents landed at thst time, though

he albs questioned CAHUSO 2 who knows Arina well, and whose opinion there were actually

two involved in this operation. Hahn believes it quite possible that two cover names

could have been used by Zande so as to confuse the Soviets.

(12) The following two indications lead Hahn to believe that the abortive

Lukins operation of Christmas 1946 would possibly have been supported by French intell-

igence; Hahn has no further substantiating evidence.

a. In 1948 in a conversation the general trend of which Hahn does not

recall, Laing informed him that he is knowledgeable of a French penetration operation.

Though Hahn could not recall the date of thin operation, he believes it to have been

said to have occurred in 1946. The operation was a submarine infiltration which intedded

to land one er more Latvian agents on the Lithuanian coast from whence they were to

proceed to Latvia. The Latvian agents were recruited in Sweden, their rem:miter or

their training area not being known to Hahn.

The operation was unsuccessfUl because the submarine was forced to

return since it was believed that the Soviet ceastal defense guards had noticed it. .

.b. Fetr;)ilberinge, daughter of former Latvian Minister of Agriculture,. .
was and is still today very interested and very active in partisan support and assistnace'.

work in Germany, she recently visited Silde a former underground member in Latvia. In

general she is known to travel a . great deal). Her previous back-ground consisted of

attending the French Lyceum in Riga which was An institution of grammar and high school.

levels in which the French language was used exclusively and in which the French in-

fluence wie..great. Estra Alberings was the Mistress of_Erikeyebesgrundnieks, Skobes
—

operational assistant.

It may be of some significance that in the summer of 1947 Lukins participated

in a boy's:pout jamboree in Franco, as his had been the Latvian boy scout leader in Sweden.
Aecurify	 :On

(13) During the aferemsritiinedSticb 	 ...Hahn, H. Gliders, and Lukinl,.



H. Gintere informed them that he would have to disist from active participation in op-

erational work because the last operation bad brought him into serious financial

difficulties. It was therefore decided that in order to resew this operation, Hahn

would seek financial support from Swedish nationabin the Goteborg area while Lukins

would do the same in Stockholm. They did not succeed in this attempt. Lukins, finding

himself in a precarious financial situation because he too had gobten into debt as a

result of is abortive operation, became quite desperate and among many other poss-

ibilities mentioned the fact that possibly assistance would be procured from the

Spanish Consulate in Stockholm with which he had no contact. Hahn thought that the
7

((.0	

acquaintance of his,i Baroness ỳene voncontact could be procured through a caiu

AMPENHAUSEN, whose previous husband fnu .".. _	 was a Mexican diplomat in Germany___..... .
before the war. Erroneously believing that having been the wife of a Mexican diplomat

she could hav Spanish contacts, Hahn by mail contacted her non-in-law, his former

friend GeorgPUNNEJOVS whom he merely asked if his mother-in-law had Spanish contacts.

His reply was in the negative and Hahn having informed him of nothing regarding the

" •operation, discontinued the correspondence.

It is noteworthy that during this time, when Lukins and Hahn were decoking

financial aid, the former told Hahn that if this planned operation were to succeed

and he (Lukins) could prove that radio contact was established with Latvia, there

would become available unlimited resources for futheri/ activities from the backers

of his previous, abortive operation.
WILLOW BNPORTAL

In October 1947 Hahn, MOOR 141000, and Lukins discussed the possibility
,

of creating -a-now, clean operations organisation. This was agreed upon with no definite

arrangements and concrete plans as no Arnie were available, During the discussions

RN PILLOW Brought out the fact that the Lukins-purchased boat was unusable for ihrther

operations because pictures of it had appeared in . thm Swedish press, and suggested that

Some fishing boats belonging to Latvians in SwetlfiUtitlItlaeilyNe procured with therey,on

entire crew. At this time Hahn also met Lame (SEEltaltitWand gave him all



•	

.	 •

his material regarding the partisans that coul
k 

e utilized for propaganda purposes

only, since Kalme had at that time begun to work on his book "Total Terror" which

was to be originally published in Swedish. Hahn claims no operational information

whatsoever was given to Kalme. Since Kalme wast that time preparing to immigrate

to the US., Hahn gave him the assignment to attempt to procure aid for the partisans

in Latvia, explaining to Kalae the situation in general. In January 1948 Kalme departed

for the US with the promise to do allpossible to procure aid.

(14) In the beening of 1948 Lukins informed Hahn of a new project which

consisted of infiltrating it one Latvian who was a trained radio operates, and who

desired to return because of his little daughter who had remained there. His (Lukins)

plan was to use a small aluminum boat with an outboard motor: For this operation the

minimum finacial need was 5,000 crowns which it was felt could be procured without

too much difficulty. Hahn's assignment was to %procure the finances which he felt

he mild procure through Undress, the owner of a plumbing (engineering) concern in

Goteborg wham Hahn contadted and who besides promising to furnish 3,000 crowns

personailly because of humanitarian reasons also recommended Hahn to several other

Swedish business men who Hahn believed would furnish some aid. During this period

of time Lakin' had purchased this boat, while Hahn by correspondence discussed with

the former the need filor clear eperational responsibilities which must be assigned to

the members of their newly created group, to which X Lekins agreed.

.	 It was then agreed upon that Lukins would be the technical chief responsible

for all preparatory activities. liRNPILLCMIwaicharged with the training of all •

personnel:, Hahn Claims that neither he nor RNPORTALwere given specific responsibilitie

or tasks. The question of a leader was then discussed and though Lukins was opposed.

to Dr. Ginters, be finally agreed to abide with the decisionnf . the majority that Dr.

Ginteri, Who me sufficiently esteemed in Swedenl • become the leader of the groups.

In order to inform Di. Ginters of this decision and request him . te accept the

position of chief of the group, Hahn contacted-hi! in Mirth 1948, but foand,that Dr.

•
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Ginters, though sympathetic, related that donditeons had changed for the better, in that'

' contact had been made with the Tibare who again seemed to be interested in the Latvian

area. This seamed to solve the financial support problem and therefore Hahn acquainted

Dr. Cinters with Lukins new project (Dr. Ginters knew Lukins well from previous days

411 well as all the details of the latter l s abortive operation). In the interim Lukins

had procured sufficient funds to purchase the needed beat and also contacted the

Swedish state police (Statspolis) among whom he had many /ii frimnds who premised

him technical aid. However, since in the same mobth of that year an agreement between

the Tibars and Tilbury was signed stripulating that Tilbury is to be the sole Latvian

in charge of Tiharo operations ' in the Latvian field; only on this condition did Tilbury .;

consent to work for the Tibars who accepted this condition. This Tiber's/Tilbury

agreement was told to Lukins by his contact in the state police who farther told him

that he is forced to withdraw all promises because of an order fees the top and that

henceforth the Swedish authorities would cooperate only with Tilbtry in any and all

Latvian operations.

(13) Although Dr. Ginter° had originally stated that he could procure supportH

for Lukins planned operation, it later developed that Tilbury did not agree.tolhie,

forcing Dr. Gintere, who Hahn later found was subordinate to him, to accept Tilbury

cisian, which caused Lakin° to believe that Dr. Ginters had evil intentions and there-

fore Lukins (who is very temperamental) broke with Dr. Ginter.-- therfore also with

Tilbury because he not only felt deceived by Dr. Ginters but also did not agree with

Tilbury political views as these were the views of the LCP. 	 having•

WILLOWARNPATAL decided to await farther results of.thisnew Tilbarenbara arr

-angement. .

In July 1948 Dr. Ginters contacted Hahn in the hopes that he (Dr. Ginter.)

could persuade them to work with the Tilbuullailmmt, lytApetelelpinion , 111 the maim'

reason for Dr. Ginters desire to have Hahn arirbiiifiiera4ejoi in tilbsu7 group Was
.	 ;.;



Was clean, ie. Hahn believed that theL.bare . iiere penetrated by communist agents.

"

IhtTuTity

• -	 1.1

their ability to procure recruits for operational missions. According to Hahn,

the LCP (is. TILBURY) never had been, is not now, and will never be Ale to procure

recurits for penetration operatiens. During this meeting, Dr. Ginters informed

H ahn in detail about the Tibare/ Tilbury agreement. His entire narrative was

known to Hahn who had been informed of it by Lukins, though Hahn was somewhat skept-

ical about its truth until Dr. Gintere confirmed it. One additional point which

Ginters possibly brought out to quite Hahn'e fears was mmphasised, this beinglf

the fact that in this arrangement the situation was such that Tilbu by Will net

be influenced in lie position by internal Latvian politics, is. the LCP political linen

but will, leave all .pelitics aside in bis operations.

Dr. Ginters next asked Hahn, if he and his co-workers, whom Ginters consid-

ered to be politically clean, would desire of join Tilbury group whereby he mention-

ed that at the same tine-- is he di accepted-- Hahn was to cemOle a list of friends

and acquaintances when he was to classify in the fellewing.manner depending upon

each individual's desire:

n. Those ready to undertake a penetration missionat any time

b. Those interested in undertaking a mission to Latvia only in

time of war.

c. Those interested in remaining in Sweden so ae to be able to,

fight as partisans in case of a Russian invasion of Sweden.

The applicants for the above aseigenentbat fitancordancbAth Dr. Ginters wishes,

to write a personaltistroy of themselves, laying particular Attention* education,

ldn quilificatie4 and their opinions re-commas:1ns well as any activities

in opposition to communism (anti or pro-Germanism Was not of interest). Those

applicants, with families could be assured that their families would be oared fore

and Would be placed in a safe place outside of Sweden in case of war. .Hahn indicated . !

doubt that the Swedes would be aaggettioWnelti this and that their own house
.•.	 ,
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Lenghty debates ensued which liter' far iifar 	 night and then in. the early morning

Dr. Ginters finally revealed to/that the Broadway was behind all this. Dr. Ginters

further amplified this by saying that the Broadway was behind Tilbury grew unknown to

the Tibars and that this fact must not only be withheld at all cost from the Tibars

but also from all other Latvians. From the Broadway contact with Tilbury the

following Broadway interests and opinions could be el/id:needs

a. Broadway believed that in case of Russian invasion of Sweden,

the Swedish people would be poer opponents to the Russians while the Latviane, who

were experienced and would surely oppose the invaders would make much more suitable

partisan leaders whom Broadway could than support.

b. Broadway would be able te support Latvian partisans much more
satisfacterily'than the Tibars.

c. Guarantees for foil/Jos of Latvian participants have been

given . by Broadway (and not by the Tiber° as stated before)/

(•,.'	 •

	 d. Broadway would judge by the biographies which individulat

would be actable ti them.
	 ?1

• Though at first Hahn felt that it was unwise te:fumnish

biographies to the Tibars he agreed to furnish them to Broadway because he felt that

thie was sufficiently secure. To this Dr. Ginters added that the biOgraphies were

to be furnished as 800n AS possible because it Was intedded to Am
I	 I

very shortly. Hahn feels that this urgency had some connection with the carAni inter-

national situation at that time (the Berlin airlift had Net begun). Furthermore

-Dr. %Oters felt that Hahn should personally meet Tilbury with whom he ,could then
„._

discuss this matter.	 •	 .
d.A.10MIW °

Diseuesing this matter with MORTAL an RNFILLOW in detail thP '	 still:

felt uncertain and refused to beliefetpthrpeffitrtaLCP had 408111
politiaal ambitions. WILLOW being inCirFited; • PA,ryide./Orly in the trax......d phase,

completed a very general biography along with HahnfRNFORTAL refused to do. this.
V:	 •
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On 19 August 1948 Hahn met Tilbury in the presence of Dr. Ginters. Tilbury •

also assured Rahn - who specifically requested such assurance - that he Tilbury had

no Peiitical interests in this operational work and that he Tilbury could vouch for

ne LCP connection and interference in this matter. Regarding training in Sweden,

Tilbury felt it would present a problem in that it would be difficult to conceal this;

until that time no selution had been feutd.

INA Tilbury also mentioned during this contersition that this work had been

begin by him, Di. Ginters and former Latvian Ambassador to Sweden VeldemarOiSalnajs;

Tilbury further stated that since Salnajs had just died, the two remaining, he and

Dr. Gintero, would have to continue alone.

g the follow/months Hahn furnished three further gx biographies about

' ...Dr.),GEORGS UNNENOVS, JANIS

,

 .. TIS, and (Let. Army Capt .'. JANISiJANKAVS. Al]. these

applied for the aforementioned C group(Seo pare 15) on Hahn i s advice. These and the

biegraphies .f. Hahn and RWELLN were the only ones furnished Tilbury by Hahn, as the
-

latter-influedeed by RNPORTAL suspicions - also was somewhat uncertain as to whether

or not Tilbury political ambitions would again come to the fore. Later, writing to

Dr. Glitters, Hahn used the excuse that he did not possess the means to travel extensive

1,y and hence the saall.amount of biogdaphies; the truth of the matter was that Hahn

decided to await any substantiation to his belief that Tilbury would again begin

his political meddling.

(16) The following indications lead Hahn to believe that VOLDEMARIS SALNAJS,

former Lat. Ambassador to Sweden who died in the Simmer 1948 in ' Sweden was Tilbury

coiliiet:with'the-Breadway.

.a. Tilbury in his talk with Hahn mentioned SALHAJS as one of theithroe

leaders in this group, the ethers bang Tilborylimeelf and Dr. Ginter..

Security !nit:v:110*N
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b. SALNAJS, according to TILBURY was very active during the war in

continuing contact with Latvia.

c. Just prior to the German surrender Hahn was informed by °SKALDS

/' BILESKAINS, that in case Hahn did indeed proceed to Sweden, BILESKAINS would furnish

him the name of one of the foremost Latvians in Sweden who is in a position to put

Hahn in contact with a western democracy which would be able to aid the partisans.

This BILESKALNS never had the opporutnity to do.

On the other hand, VaLDEMAR related to Hahn in 1948 that BILESKALNS has in-

formed him, that TIIBURY has been in contaet with BROAEWAI since 1936. (Later, in

March 1950, the BROADRAI case officer who contacted Hahn in Sweden replied to Hahn's

question as to whether it was true that TILBURY has been in contact with BROM:WAY since

1936 by brushing it off and saying, that it is true, but that this was not a very

serious, but rather just a "routine" contact which BROADWAY his been in the habit of

undertaking and keeping with many important and well-known Latvian high-ranking-officers.

(17) In October 1948 Hahn received a phone call from HUM GINTERS who informed
_

Hahn that an acquaintance from Latvia had arrived and that HDGO °INTERS would do all

possible that this acquaintance get to see Hahn. ' After one week Hahn received a letter.

from VOLDEMAR in which he told Hahn that the battle in his homeland is continuing and

that one of the leaders there (it later developed that this was OSVALDS/BILESKAp) still.
..

., holds Hahn in high regard because of his excellent activities in Kurxeme.

In the beginning of November 1948 VOLLEMAR arrived in Hid, Sweden, Hahn's

having received money for the trip from BONDE and instructions how to reach Hahn from

°INTERS. According to VaIlEMARS,'the Swedish authorities did not attempt to detain

-him in agralanner and, after, a thorough debriefingconducted by aglIEBARS staff member
If •

, in German as Well ai:Ary TILBURY himself, Voldemar was permitted to visit Hahn.. The

'moon this permission was so ream1y granted, Hahn believes, is the fact that M.BURT,'

no doubt, then considered Hahn to be a member of his group and hence believed that' Hahn

SecurIfy. Informaiien
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would only bring Valdemar closer to TILBURC	 (i 7
Just prior to leaving Stockholm Wldemar was informed by HUGO GINTERS that

he (H. GINTERS) had seen to it that VOLLEEMAR I s dossier was completely removed from the

general files of the Abend Commission and placed in a very special file to which only

one Swedish official had access. Later, in Hid, Hahn helped WILDE/aft procure a ration

card which, along with his identity documents, was in his true name, although whenever

possible VALI:MAR used the alias mulimas JANSONS.

Remaining with Hahn until the end of January 1949, VALDEMARS related that

he (VALDEMARS) haaagreed to cooperate with TILBURY giving TILBURT his word of honor

that he wouldmorkiwith no one else. Hence YALDEMARS had been forced to reject HUDO

GINTERS to put him in touch with AIS. HU30 GINTERS claimed that he had such contact

with an American who is quite anxious to meet him. HLGO GINTERS then described the

meeting place idlich to Hahn sounded like the US Embassy in Stockholm HUGO GINTERS,did

not reveal any further details about his UScostact, except to say later, after VOLDEMARS

had declined, that HUGO GINERS 1 American friend could not understand why VALDEMARS Wnuld; 1

not seek contact with the US.

During his stay with Hahn VALDEMAR expressed regret the he had been Unable to

'fulfill two wishes requested by the partisans in Latvia:

a. To work only directly with foreign intelligence agencies.

b. To seek particularly US contact.

Hahn told VALUMAAR that he felt that VALDEMAR had beewaffected by the high.

rank of TILBURY to whom he could not show insubordination as a former enlisted man.

Be that as it' may and whatever the reasons may be behind it, VALDEMARS felt • he . could . •

not break the tiiiimise he had given TILBURL'.. VaIdemars also expressed regret that the

letter that Hahn wrote in reply to VALIEMAR's letter did not reach him before he Made

his proMise to TYPNRO% In this reply Hahn Wafted ULIENARS . not to reveal anfrthiag

prior to stud-i4 the entire situation. Hahn had further explained to VALDEMAR that
p•

Sectn!ty	 .. 0.41
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kDECA''in Sweden there are numberous groups allImA64*.g,PPYAi 	 thatltion and at	 RS, shou3d

be careful lest he be misled.

Seeing the lack of political harmony in exile which disappointed his greatly,

and seeing no possibility Zo find suitable infiltration candidates, VALDEMARS, who had

originally decided to remain in Sweden and Hahn (consideded as a reserve candidate)

volunteered to DR. UNTERS in December 1948 to return to Latvia.

So as not to lose the possibility of procuring US aid in the future, Hahn

and VALDEVARS worked out a signal plan and an Operational plan which would be'completeLi

divorced from and never revealed to the Swedes and/or TILBURY. At first their plan was

to procure LE aid, through H. GINTERS,..however, this was later changacybecause LUKINS

claimed that it was he and not H. GINTERS who had contact with the US. In fact 11.

°INTERS was clstming that he had contact with US officials when, according to LUKINS,

it was LUKINS who had the actual contact on which H. MITERS based his claim. ' LUKINS

then revealed that it was the US Naval Attache in Stockholm with whom he was in contact

and who had supported the abortive Christmas 1946 expedition.

18. In the end of January 1949 VALDEMAR, Hahn and JANIS KRUMS began training in

radio Russian Army OD, tradecraft, and firing in preparation for a Spring infilt ration.

The training was conducted by the following TIMES case officers in German Language:

. encoding and decording instructor- JAMBOR, Radio Chief Instructor - SINANSON, Trade-

craft (2 hrs.) oyA/Axii OB and firing instructor who also was in charge of all train-

'ing, 7 Capt. ANISBABON, (a third, another radio instructor,. Hahn cannot recall.

This training was conducted in the safe house for Estonians who were simul-

taneously being trained for this mission. The Lithuanian candidates also participated

In this training at the living quarters of the Mstonians. All three safehouses were

located on the Island of LIDINGO,
•
 e Latvians being lowated in the summei . home belong-

•
ing to Swedish archeology lectOrse,GEIJVADL.•



•• •

Security hfnrracr".on

On one occassion an American archeologist was visiting
GEIJVALL. This gave Valdemares some idea that possibly this man
could be approcahed fo furnish U. S. aid, but nothing came of it.

Since in the beginning, when Hahn was recruited, there was
some reservation in Dr. Giuter's mind that Hahn should be used
for this missbn, and

since as training progressed it developed that JANIS

kRUMS , was unsatisfactory for such an undertaking, TILBURY requested

that Hahn Come to stockholm where TILBURY then stated that his

.suPgrihrs, desired some clarity as to how many Latvians would

-participate in this operation. Hence TILBURY desired a final .

answer.from Hahn. . Hahn claims that he then declined to participate.

in-the.infiltration because of the following reasons;

a. In a discussion with Valdemars, Hahn and he both felt

to Use the Lithuanian coast, Hahn could not be as useful.

f:. 461deMare. claimed that his organization . was .haVing enough

difficulty . legaliiing those Latvians coming oUthf . the'woods or,reT.-

turning from Russia proper, that Hahn would only be. an

..burden; . flulhaepoteillahnenover having had experience in illegal

living would;) no-, doubl.t, have to be "led by the hand" and *mild. -

"jump every time he sew a Russian".
.	 •

.t TILBURY4 s . lackri of -security, as well as the fact thatzne,
„.
the Lithuanina trainees had, when inebriated revealed . that.in..]..

.90till ".0.0n,was to be undertaken, caused Hahn tornconaider. Futber-
s • '

Anore,4i meeting with 1UKINS not only strengbhened his fears

lek::nf,-.:security,..but also revealed that this operation had politica.	 • .	 " • . .	 • •

-,fthati .I.had the landing site . been somewhere on the LatVian•chest,.,
-Hehn'WOuld-have . beenof great help. But since it has ' been decided

overtones because LUKINS' steted that	 members waie:'s07ing:
• ' 	 , Security Information
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, "twill,

j° ri: (:REA"S
that "now they redly had the right men going oer". Relating

this evidence of political overtones to Dr. Guiters (Hahn did not

reveal ttE source), Dr; Giuters said that such could not be the

case and that this was only "the talk of the LCP opposition".

d. Valdemare also desired that Hahn remain in the western

world, because he (Valdemars) then felt that then a capable person

would remain this side of the iron curtain who could not onlyte

depended Upon, but also could Attempt to activity the underground

.organization which was to a great extend divorced from.Valdemars

group.	 . .

:19. The course lasted two months, was very general in nature,

and lacked proper control and security, although the instructors

were quite satisfactory.

So that the Latvian partisans would not lose the possibility's,

.oft. S. aid, as already mentioned.' Valdemars arranged a Signal
/

' Plan and contact chain with Hahn which was completely divorced

:.:from'tnat'arranged by TILBURY witht Valdemar. In addition KALE, . in,

the U. S. was notified n'that representative from the homeland.parti-,

. `.) sins had arrived and that he Should do all possible to arouse' U.S..

interest in this divorced and separate operational, plan of Rahnit.—

KALME answk.ed only 6 months later, which caused Hahn and Valdimar.

nAo,datide to contact in order that radio contact with Sweden (Hahn

be arranged in the presence of : Valdemar UKINS,' who had a radio set

Ait.hi(disposal..	 •

DAIGA (now

It was arranged that LUKINS, whose radio operator.

In U.S. eince 1949) would not be'knowledifabie..

:rather would become the "technician" in.charge:-.

encode and decode all Messages; no conditions

Of theeoda, but

While Hahn would.

SCCIRify Itiforttui?/10o.4
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that LUKINS would see the traffic were mao .

20. JANIS KRUMS, the 3rd trainee, formerly of SKOBES group, wrote

to SKOBE in England and among other items, mentioned the fact that

a person had returned from Latvia. SKOBE thereupon wrote to Hahn,
0

requesting the latter to confirm this information and also inform-

ing Hahn that he iv working for BROADWAY. Hahn replied that KRUM •

was imagining things which, incidently, he often did and for which

he was well known. The fact that SKOBE was working for BROADWAY

was revealed by Hahn to TILBURY, who Showed dislike that such-was

the casOhough Hahn thought that some coordination was now needed:

21. Shortly, before the operation Valdemar showed Hahn a written:.

'document which TILBURY had given to VALDE/AAR. This document which.,

was destined for VALDEMARS organization in Latvia and which

TILBRUY requested VALDEMAR not show to Hahlit, contained the general'

as well as in elrnaA Latvian emigre situation, the latter clearly

indicating	
.()

'icating that LC had supremacy in Latvian politics and stating•	 •	 .	 .

-	
-..--,i	 ..

(	
.	 .

..	 -

., quite falsely - thathe LCP is the only organization Which is.n4w2.

and has ever done anyt ing for the liberation. This declamation

)

1
wae signed by MINTAUTS CAKSTE, on of the LCP leaders and son of

the first Latvian PresidentJANISCAKSTE;' signing,this dOcuMent,he

- used the pseudonym "ZIEMELIS". In this declaration VALDEMARS was

•called HVALTERIS", •According to Hahn, VALDEMARS Was documented.

.VALTERIS : RIEESTINS in 1944/45 in KurzeMe.,

•;22: The VALDEMAR infiltratic ,n, having been delayed from 7 April

.1949: ., 30 April 1949; took place on 30 April 1949, with theHfollOi.
•-..	 •	 •

ing . Persons participating is far as Hahn knows:

a. Latvian's - VALDEMARS .

Estonians - .MAX - Wb leekemx;tvon hi*cwamifrod Lithuania%

SECRET •



to Estonia	 died of pneumonia. The second is not known.

0. Lithuanians - HRIEDIS - half Lithuanian, half Latvian, who

in this operation used the alias (SIB.

HERTOR - who was Lithuanian chief of Swedish operations. After

the operation be was replaced as chief of Lithuanian operations for

TIEHARS by a Lithuanian professor who arrived in Stockholm from London.

Third name not remembered, but Hahn does know that he was

comparatively recent partisan arrival from Lithuania , .	 T,

The group was successfully landed somewhere on the Lithuanian wait:.

However, as it later Could be deduced from VALDEMARS letters to Hahn

and from some of Tilbury utterings, Valdemar had lost either all or at

least a majority of his supplies and equipment including either his

radio or his crystals. (These letters to Hahn contained no secret

writing though VAIDEHAR did have a special type of secret writing peneil

which be received from TILBURY who said it came from BROADWAY and which

he used Icor communications with TILBURY to wham VAIMENARS wrote addressing

his letters With bb true name and real address). (Later, when Hahn

talked to BROADWAY representative, George BilgoUr, the latter requested

that Hahn furnish him all letters he bad received from VAIDENABS so that
I

the BROADWAY could ascertain whether or not these letters did not contain 	 1

i

SA. Hahn claims that TILBURY too had asked for these letters, but was 	 t
i

told that they bad been burned.) 	 1I.

(	
- 22; After VALE6MAR bad left, Hahn wrote to .,3E007. in England ... •

1	 informing him that someone from Latvia bad arrived after which MBE 	 i
4.,
t	 began to request all sorts of direct questions regarding latest information
I	

r

i
t	 i •

i	 i

/	
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on partisan activities in Kurzeme and if there exists the possibility

of establishing contact with such partisans independent of SIS. This

correspondence, though secure, was, Hahn feels, too frequent. SKOBES

intelligent questions and general content of the letters as well as the

urgency which was indicated, led Hahn to believe that he truly was in

contact with BROADWAY. In these letters SKOBE informed that BROADWAY

had a great deal more information aboUt the LCP's machinations than could

be imagined and therefore BROADWAY was extremely interested in assuming

a new contact, completely divorced from TILBURY. In answer to SKOBES

query whether HAHN had the possibility for contacting VOLDEMkR separetely,.

the latter replied in the affirmative, bringing about a request from

SKOBE that Hahn turn this entire matter over to him because it is a

great deal more insecure to operate in Sweden then in England. Hahn

replied that he felt that he should encode and decode and thereby retain

control to which SKOBE assured him that he would only be lending his

codes to BRCIDWAY Until they could assume contact after which the Code's

would be returned to Hahn. (It should be mentioned here, that there was

no possibility of utilizing LIMNS radio because of a lack of fluids.)

During this time Hahn's contact man in the US, HUME, wrote to Hahn

and informed that he had established contact with YCLAIM and was in need

of information about the partisans, which Hahn sent him. Somehow SKOBE

found out about the fact thatHahn was sending Kalme this material and

chided Hahn that he was cooperating with the wrong man (meaning KALME).

SKOBE further mentioned that the DS will never fully understand Latvia



;

and the Latvian people and that BRCADWAY t s approach to the problem would .

be a more realistic one in that they could be more interested in saving

the Latvian people.

Since Kalme was unable to give more concrete datatbout cooperation

with DYOLAIM, Hahn agreed to SKOBE t s proposal to cooperate with BR(IADWAY,

but not via the mails as SKOBE proposed but rather in person.

In the beginning of September 1949, Georgilgour, BROADWAY repre-

sentative arrive in Goteborg using the,alias_Vikto_SanderesTe, to whom

Hahn turned over bb, Neldemar signal plan and code books. Incidentally,

Kilgour mentioned during his one day stay with Hahn that he had served

in ' Skeden during the war and indicated a strong dislike for the Swedes.

Kilgour, prior to departing, left Hahn an addresi to which be could write

c/eMr82.,) /.1.4ristliebs, London.'

The entire conversation with KilgOur indicated that BROADWAY would

use this possibility to undertake a penetration mission which wouid

originate in and be prepared in England, since it was feared that Sweden

was. too insecure. Kilgour also promised to give Hahn a summary of the

news which he would receive from Latvia via Hahn t s furnished plan. Also

touching upon Hahn t s desired and attempted contact with the DS, Kilgour

stressed that the DS is a beginner in this work while BROADWAY has a

great deal of experience and through its information network has its

finger on all occurancee in the entire world which have any meaning what-

so ever. He further mentioned that the DS acts too impetuously and insecurely.

•	 In the beginning of October 1949, Kilgour arrived unexpectedly and

requested from Hahn information how through Hahn t s. contacts the new,



independent underground organization could be contacted; he also wanted

a good landing point which Hahn indicated would be the JURKAIXE vicinity

which was known to SKOBE and his Wife. Stating that he had two fully

prepared agents which could be dispatched in the next few days, Kilgour

asked Hahn for a letter which would indicate that these men were sent

by Hahn, who willingly gave such letter. The reason for the urgency

Kilgour explained, was the fact that the TIEBARS were again, just as last

spring, beginning to act peculiarly -- fearing conflict with the Russians

and Might possibly cancel their operation planned for that same 1949 -

Fell. Kilgour compared this with the TIEBAR indicision and uncertainty

in the previous spring Valdemar infiltration in which Broadway was

forced to take a hand in the last minute. Kilgonr claimed that BRCALWAY

boat with a German crew wttually landed Valdemar. This fact was confirmed

in every detail by Dr. Ginters whom Hahn met in the beginning of December

1949 for the first time since Valdemsaas departure. In this meeting

Dr. Ginters also told Hahn that on 17 October 1949 W/T contact by the

TIEBARS with Valdemar was finally made. (Hahn states that in the 1st.

case, the TIBARS receive and send all radio messages vhile the texts are

given to and outgoing ones prepared by TILBURY). TILBURY himself informed

Hahn that radio contact with Valdemar has only become a reality because

TILBURY was able to send to Valdemar "the missing (items) in some round-

about way." At this Eame meeting Hahn volunteered for the next mission

to which TILBURY replied that "this is out of the question."

-132-



In approximately the end of January 1950, Dr. Sinters, in writing,

requested Hahn to suggest a person to undertake a mission in the Spring

of that same year. Hahn replied that because of the very confused

situation at that time he would not look for nor suggest anyone but

himself. By confused situation, Hahn meant the Latvian political situation

and all the difficulties that had arisen in connection with Valdemar.

At first Dr. Ginters, in the middle of February 1950, replied that

Hahn himself was unacceptable, but a little liter, TILBURY wrote to Hahn

accepting his application and requested Hahn that be arrive in Stockholm

soonest so as to take some radio instruction. However, a certain waiting

period developedt,the cause of whic>ap Hahn later found, was the fact

i>114417that one Lithumagan _ ADTAS,raii 	 rtii4lbe, who had been trained in the

spring of 1949 had defected to the Hessians in Sweden many personnel and

trainirig details.

In the beginning of March, Hahn informed Kilgour via mail that he is

planning to go on a mission himself, to which Kilgour replied that Hahn

should not undertake anything until his arrival which occurred on 14 March

1950.

Kilgour persuaded Hahn not to undertake the mission because he (Hahn)

was too knowledgeable of too many details; furthermore because of MAMAS'	 2

defection the Russians had become too knowledgeable and hence it would

be advisable to wait a while.

Another reason for Kilgour's request that Hahn not undertake this

'mission, was Kilgour's desira..,, that Hahn atteMpt to get contact with the

TIMAAS so that he could begin cooperating with them and then slowly assume

-113-
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TI1BURIts role, thereby eliminating TEEM whom BROADWAY believed too

insecure, too blown and too shrewd. Through Dr. Ginters, whom he, of

course, did not inform of his real intentions, Hahn contacted Swedish

Capt. Andreason to whom he expressed his desire to cooperate enumerating

all his qualifications, as well as stating that he has many persons in

Sweden who are cooperating. Andreason advised Hahn to forget his

differences with TILBURY whom the former described as a likeable person

with wham ha had cooperated for 6 years. Nevertheless, Hahn stated that

because of political differences they would never be able to come to

any agreement. Kilgour l s idea that Hahn become the new "TILBURY" --

obviously a'BROADWAY penetration of the TIBBS -- never materialized

because Amdreason requested that Hahn turn over to him a complete list

of all names of persons who are either in Hahn's group (which incidentally

is known as the SC) or who are or would cooperate with Hahn. This Hahn

refused to do thereby eliminating his chances of cooperating with the

TIDADS.

23. In 1950 Hahn was first contacted by C =If DICIAIM resulting l'''

in a series of discussions, uncertainties, and indicisions which finally

led Hahn to What he believes is the fulfillment of the desires of the

partisans, cooperating with the US which has promised him that aid to the

partisans weld be forthcoming.

During hh discussion with DYCLAIM Hahn was also contacted by JPGEN

1 HVIID of the Neckerchiefs who has heard about Hahn. from Laihers in Germany.(

Lambergs had come to see Hahn In connection with his desire to procure

Information about conditions In Latvia for this newspaper ". aLtvia" which

was published in Germany. •

:114,
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Hviid, who had lived in Latvia for a number of years and whose

father Had awned a bathroom fixture firm in Rigs, could still converse

in latvain With some difficulty. Requesting recruits for an operation

which the Neckerchiefs were desirous of undertaking, Hviid informed Hahn

that his operation will be a very secure ono and will entail one p;arts

training. All in all the proposal sounded vett good to Hahn, who, howeVer,

turned it dams because of acceptance by DYCLAIM. In order to avert.

suspicion Hahn used illness as an excuse and suggested Hvild contact

'FOCAL Who thereupon considered sending FILL CII as an agent condidate to.

HVI1D. Interesting to note here is the tact tnst FORTAL originally condidered

CA14U§0,as acondidate, who, however, refuse d %/nen he beard that he would

be sent by the Neckerchiefs who, in his opinion, are not those who could

help the people closest to Caruso l's heart, tbe Latvian partisans.

The Neckerchief episode ended when Portal too was accepted by DYCLAIM.

Hahn later heard from a former girl friend of Hvilds in Latwie,

	 , wife of the Latvian Admiral who remained in Latvia, Hvild is

a very shrewd, egotistic and calculating person who would let no morals

stop him to achieve his own personal aims.
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1. Janistezciems

Hahn's mother's brother --- , Former Captain in Latvian Army. Now in
Varel, Germany.

2., AleksandrsiMezciems

Margita.(Hehn) 

Born. in Riga In 1911. Hahn's sister. . Married FNU Olins,who died in •
19140 just before the first Russian occupation of Latvia. Margita's
husband, a former Lt. in the Latvian Army in the 1920s, while under .
infl;uenCe of alcohol, attempted to execute what was legally termed
a licoup d'etatu in Valmiera, Latvia. Although this act was in later
.years, described as having fascist overtones, Hahn himself.	 con .

, vinced that it was nothing but a hz!rmlese outburst and eMetinnel . .
reaction while under the influence' of alcohol. This so-called ”Coup,.
d'etat", having gained notice in the press, was actually to" be 	 ..:
punished by court-martial; however, in order to escape such a disgrace,,.
Lt. Oliva, on the advice of his family and friends, claimed imam- . -
iy, Which was accepted by the legal authorities. Margita(Hahn) ,,
was last heard of by Hahn in 1948, at which time she was living ini.:•-

-Riga and working as a lecturer at the University orRiga. • •

h. : - O.Ingride (Hahn) 
.	 .	 .. ..

Berman Riga in 1913'. Hahn's sister. 14arried agronomist , Vitals, lork -

litiOrni she has had five children. The 'family is at present residing •
A,-inultralia:'.	 .	 .	 .	 •	 ..:,! •

• .	

'.-
jinia 4aneons

: Son 'of Department-Director in the. Latvian State Agency for Internal. ..
Land Re orm Matters. Deported by the Russians in March erApri'1941.

i

	

G	
.

; ..6. • Martiris Kreslilis . .	 ,	 ..
, .

• .	 .

. SO of, the Prosecuting Attorney who prosecuted the Perkonkrusts....
• .(sWas • a League) and Bruno Kalnins in 1914.

	

,	 . .	 •
ABUsers

.4.:=1.747=====r7-'	 ••

, Later jeined .:the-Savkina Gvarde .(military translationi'.Ami-Guard;
truemealing: industrial and political police.). During..theberman
occupation, Bueeri joined the German-sponsored police unit sinea.he
'felt that his Other three firends inHahn's original group thought,

:,.;*had, ,ioessibly,becoMeaCemmuniat. 	 :•

Hahni s mother's brother. Now surgeon in England.

IEVatt
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8. Janispreste

Son of the famous Latvian Natural Science teacher. Arrested by the
.NKOD and was never heard from.

9. ValdemarXetersons

Member of Hahn f s first anti-communist resistance group in Jelgava.
Now a doctor in Sidney Australia.

10. Mrs..Janscn

Hahn's Godmother, wife of the Latvian ship-owner Janson. Both were
•deported in 1941.

U. CProfessozpirkhans

• Departed	 the Russians in 1941.

12. (Judge\leikmans 

Deported in -1941.
/-

13. lEruggist:Cerbulis

New in the United States.

PaviAtVipers
.	 •	 .

and:Roberts Vipers were father and grandfather of . Pavils, though.
.it'wes'not remeMbered which was the former and which was the latter.)
poris.was professor of History and Roberts professor of Art at the

.:UniVerSity of Riga, having arrived in Latvia in1920. The entire •
faiila-managed to infiltrate Latvia so far that they were' .though of
very well, attended numerous social functions, and were considered to
be exCellent scientists. There were two sons in the Vipers family,
June and Pavils. Juris studied languages at the University of Riga.
and Pavils studied forestry in the Academyin Jelgava. Two or three •
years . ago, Pevils i brother, Juris, was mentioned in. the Communist
newspaper Gina as having given some speech regarding the Latvian SR
Theatre.	 the Communist affilliation of the Vipers family came •
out into the open, the racquaintanCes and friends were extremely our-
:prised about their ideology', which they had certainly been able to
hide tuning all the pre-occupution years with great success. .

15. J	 ekabsons

NoW%in Australia 

16. lizsargi

SECRET, SECURITY INFORMATION
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Translation: 'Home Guard. 0ri4inal1y, organiied in the '20's and
consisted primarily of farmers. In 104, this organization was
instrumental in aiding its chief, Alfredsberzins, in executing
a ', coup d'etato in conjunction witH-tfie-IZtVWdictator,
ULMANIS, and his right-hand man; General JANISI3A10DIS.

17. A.ATalais 
- .----------

Chief of a rest camp for influential Communists and writers in
1940 in Latvia; the camp was knoWn as RAKSINIM PILS (the writers'
castle). Talcis, at present, is the author of articles appearing

18. Vera-Kacena
Political organizer in the University of Riga in 1940/41. At pres-
ant, ,e is a correspondent for CINA.

19. (fnulaldermanis
Political organizer in University of Riga, 1940/41.

20..  Uldill°riede

Retreated to Russia in 1941 with the Soviet forces and returned with
them in 19th. At present, he is a famous painter in Latvia.

C-- Ne4- 21. Afnujoapiro
- -	 ,
Was of a good :family in Riga, had expressed pro-Communist sympathies,
'way pianist in . the Riga Conservatory.

22. IljARanins 
Of a rich Latvian family; was a good violinst, studied in France.
During Ruseian occupation studied agriculture. Supposedly was an
informant. Hanins , as an orchestra leader, was under Hahn and was
convinced Hahn was a . good Communist. Later shot by the Germans.

23. StanislavASulis 
FromtgaleOras a candidate for the Party.

:1

SECU'RISTYECIIIIRFOTRNIATION
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. 24. Jazep Lipikis _ 

Faint Iatgale, Was a candidate for the Party.,

25. A. Kravis 

Studied architecture in Riga. In the fall of 1944, , left Kurzeme for
.Sweddn. Worked in Jbnhbping as an architect with Laama,'who ..was said

-
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to have shown pro-Communist tendencies in Sweden.. Was a masseur.
Went to Canada in l949. Peculiar circumstances:,' Prof. , P.tI.Kundzins._	 .told Hahn that Kravis im't and wasn't Communist.

1/
26. Velta.WCukaine

Was professor of philology in Riga University. Was an attractive
woman, the mistress of Paul Vipers. Remained in Biga, and accord-
ing to Hahn, went around with German officers, no doubt as an assign-
ment for the Communists.

27. Honitleksane 
_

Was from the Riga University. Was caught by Germans in Communist
underground work and Shot. Distant relative of Valdemars, who says
she 	 only black sheep in family.

28. rfnU4auluks 
From :Fle Art'Academy.

29. Janistikelsons 
Chief of all rest areas and camps. , He retreated With Russians in
1941 and tetur;:ed in 1942. Arrested by Germans and sent to Valmieras
Ersatzgefangnis where Hahn was already imprisoned. After Valmieras
jail was liquidated, Hikelsons was sent to Salaspils concentration
camp and not heard of since.

, 30 1, Prcl. PaUlslenieks/'

lbday is in the faculty in Hira. Was a botony lecturer at that Una,
also a deputy to Russian Soviet Council. Was a fanatic Communist who
truly-believed ideology. In early February 1944, he called Hahn to
him and ordered him and another man named Goldins to report to the
city executive committee at the former city hall. Talks with
Galenieks were short and Hahn felt that Galenieks felt odd. In answer
to why he must report, Galenieks replied he did not know, possibly
some job must be done, but he'd find out.

tl• Helnikovs

Chief of JelgavaSteheka. Spoke fair Latvian, with a Russian accent.
Humor is-Vrat-ht is from Latgale. Interrogated Hahn for 3 hours.
Too points which •elnikovs did not like about Hahn were his member-
ship in the "Celanijao and his activity within the uMhzpulkso . After
a half-hour wait, Felnikovs returned and told Hahn to go, he would be
notified later.

32. Edvin umanis

scM.it, • .. .ma
Ti INFORmr,..
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Was a law student. Arrested by Russians iii April or March 1941.

33. Huglergs
Was a veterinarian student. Arrested by Russians :In March or April
1941.

34. JaniatVanags 
Was a veterinarian student in Riga. After end of the mar, it appeared
that Vanags was a member of Rikards group, the (Swastika League).
During German Occupation, he was chief of 1st. precint of Kuldiga
Police. Left this post in fall of 1944 and went to Sweden, where he
worked in Upsala in brick-production, then in library archives. Went
to.Canada in 1948.

35. A.1Jakans 
Chie;‘f Corrammist -sponsored student professional organization.
Arrested during German Occupation. Gave Hahn a reference about his
work in Academy with which he was able to go to Agricultural Commisariat.

36. (fnt'Stein
Was Personnel Chief of Agricultural Comnisariat•who gave Hahn an order
to Peternieki Experimental Station that he be employed. Was a Social
Democrat, arrested during German Occupation.

37. (FroOKonrad 
Was the Chief of the Peternieki EXperimental Station. Is now in Riga
Academy, is an expert on canalization and a lecturer. Konrad believed
Hahn to be a Comrdin.ist observer and seemed against him;

38. IndulidGrosskopfs 
A graduate of French Lyceum. Has a sister called Laima. Beginning of
BaY.1941,Hitievics introduced him to Hahn as a new underground organ
leader'. At that time was chief of a civilian anti-aircraft unit in
support of military anti-aircraft OSOAVIACHB4. It developed that he
had connections with the Kirsis group which consisted of members 'Of
the riding club at the University of Riga. He gave Hahn the,assignment
to spread instructions among the farmers on how to protect themselves
from deportation, theft of pro-Arty, etc. Set up a meeting with Hahn
and his co-workers when theywere supposed to receive instructions sent
from Germany on sabotage, military resistance. ' Instructions did not
arrive and project was abandoned. During last meeting with Hahn in
the middle of May 1941, expressed fear to him that Chek2 (NKVD) was on
his trail, and that he wouldn't be able to get away despite his high
position. He did not appear for the next meeting, end Hahn determined
from his sister, Latta, that he had been arrested somewhere on the out-
side.

SECRET
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The son of the owner of one of Hahn's safe houses at Kr. Barons St.
in Riga. Enlisted by Hahn in his group gathering information on
Russian troop movements.

40. IlgvarsiKilevics

Member of Latvian Legion and a doctor. Active in Hahn g s group gather-
ing information on Russian troop movements - Nay-June 1941 - in Riga.
Was last in Berlin.

141. Brunehmits 

Was active in Hahn's group in Riga, gathering information on troop
movements -.May-June 1941	 Was last heard of in Esslingen, but pres-.
ent whereabouts are unknown. Hahn thinks he works for US.

42. RomansiSternbergs

Wassactive in Hahn's group in Riga, gathering information on Russian'
troop movements - May-June 1941. He remained in Kurzeme and was caught
by the Russians after the war.

43. KarlisiRusavs 

A famous champion shot, who remained in Latvia. Was hidden at a "Pioneer"
Summer Camp (Communist Youth Group) 	 in Lielupe by Sternberg in June
1941.

44.(ft Boris
V-

MeMber of the Swastika League. During German Occupation was a Riga School
Inspector. Came to Germany. Was one of men hidden at the "Pioneer" •
Camp.

N5. DanidtCamders 
_ — — —

Was an engineer. Is now in the u.S. Was one of men hidden at the "Pionesr!
camp.

46. VisvaldisiDzelzitis

47. Georikwrienovs_

Was one of men hidden at the "Pioneer" Camp. Is now in Sweden in the

-
SECURITY INFORMATION

_

Was an engineer. Is now in the M.S. Was lane of men hidden at the
"Pioneer" Cdhp.'
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L8. Harijs Krievins
ttioq: I

SECURITY INFORMATION
Member of the Latvian Legion. Renained in Latvia. Was one of men
hidden at the "Pioneer" Camp.

49. Olgertskols 

Is now a doctor in Tasmania. Was one of men hidden at the "Pioneer"
Camp.

50. TeodordliGedins 

Is now in Sweden. Approached by Hahn and friends and asked to act as
leader of operation to strip 2 Russian Supply Trains in June 1941.

51. 611uliMbert

An old Swastika League member. He accompanied Hahn to the Headquarters
of the Swastika League after Habn i s organization disbanded.

52. :)Swastika League 

IF• 53. Aleksanders'dttenberge 
• -

Was an engineer, is now in the U.S. Was an assistant to Rikards, whose
grout issued orders for all the opposition wark done during the Communist
Occupation. Hahn submitted a report of all his activities in Jelgava
and Riga to him.

54. JulijADriva ,(Druva) 
1.4.-

--------- -
Was a member of the Farmers Union. Died in the U.S. Was investigated
byt Swastika League "Sandergruppe R" as a possible enemy of the S.W.I

55. Artur Kroders 
---

Was an editor, is now in Sweden. Was investigated by the Swastika League
"Sonder .	pe A0 as a possible emeinyr of the S. W.

V56.70aptT. teinberg! 

Was later in charge of the Traffic BuVeau under the Germans. Investigated.
by Sandergruppe R."

SECURITYktiNfilFOLA;ION
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SECURITY INFORMATION

Was head o Swastika League liSandergruppe A u during German Occupation.
Was assigned to executions of Jews and Communists. Was always drunk.

58. Aleksandersklumsons
—

/Member of the 5-man student group organized by SW League for purpose
of reaping the harvest of farmers who had been departed. Worked 2

months and reaped and took care of 14 farms in Tukums vicinity. .Left
for Riga, end of September, and registerdd with SW League to join a
Latvian National 	 but Germans did not agree to it. Was later in
uSD" in Minsk. He remained in Kurzeme.

.59. (capt.)RudolfsVerdemanis 

Is now in Sweden. Was the chief of a Latvian Officers Union organized
within a section of the ”Latvian Card File," under Rickard. It seems .
to Hahn they were being used as a Latvian Army care which would be
activated at the proper moment. They had a secret assignment and

1•

functio

60.(1st Lt4arups

Is now in the U.S., Was a member and secretary of the Officers Union.

61.(1st Lt:\FredrichAucis 

Is now in the U.S. or Canada. He was 4MeMber of the Gfficers Union.

621 1st L*
)
kArvidIndzins
_- •

Was a member of the Officers Union. He was killed in the Legion.

63. Harij	 donis 

Was a member of the Antisemetic Institute which was in the same build-
ing as he R group, Card File, but divorced from it. He stayed in Latvia.

*64. Nuntaut

Was the son of Prof. Plaukis. He stayed in Latvia. He was a member of
,	 the Amtisemetic Institute.

*651 Ge4tarikers 
•

Headed the Latvian Internal and Indigenous Quisling Organization (General
Dirdktion des	 ). When the SW
League Card File was outlawed by the German Army in December 1941,
Celmins left it and joined.the General's organization.

.SECURITY INFORMATION
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66. Janitiml_mavs	

N 

Was a former Latvian Supump Court Justice. He had been forded
to be an informant by thrtheka NK	 during the Russian Occupa-
tion. Upon interrogation y H , he admitted cooperation with
the Cheke and wrote a long, detailed narrative regarding his
recruitment, meetings, and activities. He remained in Latvia and
Hahn heard in 1947 that he had hung himself.

67. (fnu)tra
-,------

Director of the Latvian Political Police (perhaps the SD section)
in Yelgavaduring tilt German Occupation. Was a member of the SW
League. Ye kept FIRikardu notified of German activities and plans
in lelgava and TemifED57--1-Have hetrd, but do not recall from who,
that Metre had investigated the VJLamberga matter during the Ger-
man Occupation. In connectaTiFgach there was found an order
from the JelRava NKVD Direc	 :elnikov stating that V. LaMberg
was useleirriircollecting InfamMitlannd should be arrested and
departed with his family. As far as I know, Metre went from Ger-
many to Canada or the U.S. In connection with

I hesitate to give my endorsement for V.

68. Martins Balodis

Was a Lieutenant in the Latvian Army. A Latvian nKartabelas" worker.
In the early part of 1942 was ordered to the SD 137 section in Riga
on Reimersa Street. In the last of 1942 he voluntarily joined the
Latvian Police Battalion. Together with his wife Worn he was a mem-

. $.,'••••	 'ber of the Church movement. His eventual fate is not known. (Re
• was later in-Th-i-Legion.)

69. fni.6424tAlps,
•

Was the wife of Janis Alps who was nKriminalinspectOrn .during the

German Occupation. Worked in the SD Ill section (Kartotekas
Apaksnodala) in 1942, as a typist. The Director was "Hauptschar-
fUhrern Fritz'Grisen.

70. • fnu@rdVidins 

Was a typist in the SD III section in 19142 under the Director Kempen.
According to Valdemars information, her husband who had been deported .
to Russia in 1941, was located in 1914 at the Salikamsk mines, in a
slave labor camp.

71. fnu)raaprecnieks
-

Was one of the first Latvians to work for SD III in Riga in 1941.. He •
left this work about the middle of 1942.

• SECHT
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72- VilisiHems 

Entered the Riga Crammer School #2 in the fall of 1933, which he
left in the fallowing year
He worked in the SD III section in 1942, ^in the Information branch.
The Director was Wolprecht. In the end of 1944 and beginning of
1945, worked for Ventspils SD. He stated that he had left his
mother (possible sister) in Rira.

73. frnkodums 

In 1941 was i Latvian "Kartotekas" worker in the property appropr*-
ation section. In July 1941

After this he worked in the SD III section. He was one of those that
gathered compromising material about the "L. K." In the beginning of

. 1944 he was one of the founders of the pro-German political organiza
tion "Lidumnieki". In the and of 1944 was•Inthe Yogdverband 0St"
in Germany, directing the Latvian political section.

74. OlgerirDreimanis 

75.

Attended Riga grammar school #2, 1933 to 1938, then studied Juris-
prudence in the Latvian University. Was a Berber of the "corporation",
"Letlonia". Was a Latvian "Kartotekas" (Card file) Worker in 1941.
In the beginning of 1942 went to the SD III section. In March 6, 1943
he was imprisoned but was quickly freed and continued to work in the
above-named section. After the capitulation he was in the fres zone
in Germany from uhich he' emigrated in 1948 to Australia with his wife
.Gerdu,

LeondFurmalis —
Worked for SD In section in 1942. After the capitulation was in
Sweden, where in 1946, Tstensibly on the orders of the former Criminal
Police Commissioner, A. Ozolina, he gathered information out 'Latvian.
refugees in Sweden.

76. flaUhriedis_
Was a worker in SD III in 1942.

77i fn4Zarins 

Directed a group of interrogation officials (consisting of 6-8 Latvizins)
.	 .

in the SD III in 1942.

,78. HrUnieks .
Finished Riga Grammar.SchoOl 0 in 1937.

• SECRET
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.Was allieutenant in the Latvian Army. In 1942 worked as an interro-
gaiiion official in Zcrin group (M 77). Was in the Latvian Legion
1ter on.

79. JaniABankavs,

Son of the journalist, F. Bankava, who was deported in 1941. From
1933 to 1938 attended Riga Grammar School #2. Later was a-stUdent
at the Latvian University. In 1942 was an interrogation official
in the Zorin group (M 77). Joined the Latvian Legion in 1943 and
rose to tank of lieutenant. Commanded a company in the battle of

.Kurzeme. Disappeared after the Capitulation. (Information by
Valdemar).

8O. fn4Petersone 

:

• ' , Worked in SD III in 1942. Be was a "white-GerMan-.0

fnutPopeva.

Was a Russian.

.During German Occupation .workild'for SD (possibly V section)i_ihe-4
8 Director was STEDRY. Flaked a particular part in the "Latvian • •

Kartatekas" organization. In 1943J1/9 married my former'sdhool-mate
.Leonbarda mtnars sister (she now works as an architect in Dormstat)..

ceording to L. Kuzini$S information, Popovs was dropped by the Ger-
mana by parachute in and of 1944 inWhiteTOUssia and has not: ben heard,
of since.

F
•

84, friul:Lukins 

I white-German. During the German Occupation workediin SDI (4)

Later be went to a sanatorium asa TB patient. .
,.

8 .:.- friu VD Nedem 
	 -	 SECRET'
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c-; -

Finished French Lyceum in Riga. Studied in Latvian University. .In' •
1942 worked as an interrogation official in Zorin i s group (14 77):: :Mai . .
a DP in Germany after the capitulation. In 1948 left Germany ;Pr

• Sweden, where he studies in Stockholm. Is a member ; of a "corPOratio0"
probably uLettonia."

81. ffnUibidrichsons 

Studied agricultural teaching in the Latvian University, later in
the lalgava Agricultural Academy. In 1941 worked in the Araja group. ..
In 1942 was an interrogation offocial in the Zorin (14,77) group..

82: fnuNGeide 
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During the German Occupation was a:ccmnissar (Gehictskomnisser) in
the Zengalis "opgabaln" (district) with a seat WJelgava. After
the Russian breakthrough in Jelgava in late July 1944, he fled in
panic. (There were rumors that the Latvian Legionnaires had shot
him while escaping.)

86. Himmlers and Medems proposals regarding German colonization of
Latvia. •

87. Ernests1Brastins
-------------------	 (Worshippers of God
Was kpainter and a philosopher. Founded the "Dievturulorganization
which strove to revive the ancient Latvian religious Cult. In 19140
after the Russien'invasion of Latvia, was one of the first ones to be
imprisoted.

88. Erneststigagobads

. Was 'the director of Riga Grammar School #2 from about 1932 toa944.
He was an . historian. Herber of the "Zemnieku Savienibas" (Farmerw,.
Union). Was a lecturer at the "corporation" Talavija. After the',.
capitaulationmas a DP in Germany. Was a sbbool director in the
Esslingen Latvian refugee carp. He was a noted Pedagogue who taught
his pupils an intense patriotic spirit. Was a great admirer of.FrenCh
culture.

L
89. BrunolKainina

1942 ge latviesu Kartoteka no sanas puses veda par vinu iziinu; I •
remember that this resulted in F. Riker& advocating to' SD that he be
freed lest the restless Latvian labor be aroused. After Bruno Kalnins
was freed from jail,.he lived in Riga until the summer of 1944.„..When
the. Germans arrested him aeain and sent him to the Stetthofs:cencen- .	.
tration camp. After the capitulation in the fall of 1945,: he appeared
in Sweden, where he works for the Government as a Baltic afftirs expert.
He was one, of the founders of the "LOPE during the middle of 1943. Was

, the director of the "LOP" in Sweden. Id' the head of the Latvian Social.
Democrat Party left wing. He does not try to reach an understanding

'.with the right-wing immigrants because he expects that after.the-liber-.
ation of . latvia there will . be a majority of leftists and fellow
traveler elements,

• Be is a friend and ideological brother:of the,British.left4ming labot
, leader Bevan. He is a Marxist.

90. 	 Rugens

• Was a friend of Newts. He remained in Latvia and Was, unwittingly,
most 'at fault in delivering into , German hands the covert aims, and

• SECRET	 •
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activities of Rikards group, thereby contributing to its downfall.
Rugens was blamed for being too indiscreet and too trusting toward
Popovs an SD informant. In the end of 1944 or beginning of 1945s
Rugens helped to organize the Kurzeme Partisans. Idter the end of
the war, Rugens returned to Riga where he lived with his father on
HIERA iela (street). Rugens father was a foreman at the rubber fac-
tory Varenis. In 1948 Valdemars stated that he met RugenS I 'wife in
Ventspils after the war in 1945. She informed Valdemars that her
husband had turned communist. Regarding this, Hahn expressed his
doubts to Valdemar, who agreet, that no doubt Rugens had been able
to cover himself well and that his wife's statements were probably
prejudiced because Hugens had deserted her.

91.  i(Prenner, fnu(lst Lt.))
•

•

Was chief of the SD unit in Valmiera from 1943 to the middle of
1914, at which time he was transferred to position of chief of the
Talsi SD unit. Premier gained fame as a very brutal individual, whose•
milt was later called MORDRCHMANDO PRIMER (Murder Detail., Premier):
After the cessation of:hostilities Premier and his wait hid in the .
wood's in the vicinity of Alsung, 'Aare they were shortly surrounded
by the Russians who killed them all except Johann Burda, who gie true •

• last name is not known, but whose real first name was Rana. •

92. lanisAbalins 

•'• Is now in Austral-lap:was a former Latvian champion speed-walker who
, still holds several world speed‘Walking records. Was possibly a

member , of the 'Perkankorts (Swastika League).

.93., Dzenitis; froi6Lt. Col.))

in ].91I14 With the Germans' permishica was the head of the reactivated
"Aissargu"	 onanitation. In the fall of 1944,• he maintained

staff in Kursamme	 tried to get to Sweden but he was
not success/UV in this, since in .COSILlection with the transferral Of
the leadership -of the L.C.P., he had been:designated an undesirable
person in Sweden. After the capitulation, he worked as a brewery
worker near Valens, using another wale.

94; 	
• •

'Wee a barrister at law. During the German oCcupatian was a member ' 	 • •
of the IISS" .,Court. After the nAissargio _organisatimi were readtivated
in 391114, he •waa the commanding officer of the Ccemmunioation BattaliOn 	, •

" of the 5th Riga regiment, of rnAismaargi." 'As such, he was formally opii;-
sidered the chief of the PPS“ but actually he was not: After the •
fall of Riga in the fall of 1944, he appeared in Liepaja where he -	 • '
issued the newspaper	 (fatherland). Be tried to assume the,
task of directing the organizing of partisans but ran up against the	 ,

•
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resistance of the Chief of the Latvian Operation Staff, V. Yankava,
of the S.S. Jagdverband-Ost. After the capitulation he appeared in
Sweden, where he directed the newspaper "Latvijas Va!rds" (Latvian
Word). On my arrival in Sweden, he tiled to convince me that he was
my chief andiin this way attempted to secure all information on the
Kurzeme Partisans from me which I refused hire. About 1946, he left
Sweden for Norway, then to Holland, later went to Germany, is now
in the U.S.

95. AleksandrelAkmentine
--_—...	 .
Was a radio engineer (called "Professor"), was lecturer on technical
radio subjects at the Latvian University until the summer of 19144.
In the fall of 1944, he worked at "PPS" building radio sets and
recruiting operators who were installed in the Vidsemes Partisan

was 1::::imprisoned in Gen. Kurala

groups. He found himself under the c	 of a tough FrontanAlming
Trupp 

of
212

Riga,
, but 

he
despite

disappeared
this, . he 

He
cont

wa
' d, and shortly before the

fall 
headquarters at Dumdagas "Annahute" where he was personally interrogated
by the SD Ccemmmiant D. Lange. After this he was joined to the Lat-
vian Operation Staff of the SS Yagtvefbund Oat. At the end of 1944
he was ordered from Russia to Clammy to build the *tin radio station
for the legtverbund. He returned from there in April 1945. He devised
the signal-plan system for the SS legdverbund Latvian Operation Staff.
After the capitulation he managed to keep 10 radio-sets. He tried to
'join the PPS group in the woods but through some misunderstanding was
unable to make contact and lanky 12, 1945 he was detained by the
Russians at the Males building. His apa4ment in Riga, in the fall
of 1945 was still a coke (NUE) trap. According to the latest infor-
mation,from Latvia, he is now working in Riga "VEY" as a construction
engineer. His wife was in a Western zone in Gannercy in 19115 where
she was trying to locate her husband through newspaper advertisements.

96. KrisjaniA..sKronin 

-1;;-a Latvian "Kartatikas" (lake:ri g s group) worker from 1941 to March
6, 1943. In the fall of 1944, he was a PPS worker in Vidseme. In October
1944, together with his wifellartu, he attempted to escape to Sweden.
In the beginning of December 1944, he was arrested by the SD on suspi-
cionoof trying to escape to Sweden. Due to my intervention, he was
freed December 31, 1944. After this, he worked until the capitulation
in the Ventspil SD, in the section coMbatting Russian partisans, di-
rooted by Hauptsharfuhrer Sutter. He meanwhile carried out PPS assign-
ments unofficially. After the capitulation, he tried in vain to find.
the "P.P.S." central communication bunker near Lielirbes. He was de-
tained twice by Russian "combing-patrols" but managed to escape. He
wanted to join Puses partisan group, but, probably in connection with
thin, he was arrested for treason. According to Valdenars , information,
his vi,fe is living with her mother in Krimuldas pagasta (district).

FORIT
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Was a chauffeur by profession. He was a companion of Valdemars during
his service in the Latvian Army and the Territorial Korps. Worked
for PPS in the fall of 1944. In October 19416 he decided to escape
to Sweden and together with his family (wife, child and wife's par,
he arrived at the shereof Zenkalves. After the capitulation he was
detained in the "filteration," but was soon freed, together with
Valdemars. He worked in Riga as a truck driver and was earning at the
end of 1945 about 40,000 rubles a month. According to Valdanars! in-
formation in 1948, he was the Latvian champion at the motorcycle races.
His father-in-law is named Lahegevs, nationality Russian, occupation
tailor. He participated in the fight for the freedom of Latvia and
was presented with the "Laiplesa" (Bear-killer).

98 1(Major Genera4akeln

The highest police and SS director in "Ostland." Re directed the Gen.
Nurala liquidation. this group is responsible for the extermination
action in the beginning of December 1945, when they burned down five
homes in the Zleku "pagast" (county) and killed all the inhabitants,
stating that thieves his farewell to the Latvians2 After this, he
was elevated to a higher position in Berlin. After the capiteation,
he was given to the Russians as a war-criminal who publicly hanged him
in Riga in the "Vienibas lankuma" (Union Square) in the Esplanade.'

99. Provisional Government

It became known in Riga in September 19144, that the Estonians had shortly
before the fall of Tallinas managed to set up a temporary provisional
government. (They did this uLth the assistance of the Estonian Legionnaires
who fought off German attempts to interfere). In connection with this,
there were held secret conferences in Riga to consider a similar step.
It was expected to cane to a realization 8epteMber 28, 1944. After dis-
cussions with the Legions' leaders it Was decided that on this day the
Legion would arrive in Riga (milking this move as a rotation from the
Vidzemes to the Kurzemes fronts) and take up stations near the Radio.
Station at the Main Post Office, gain control and said out this

Oovern

a	

Proclama
others

-
tion to the weld. , Aiong	 Provisional	 7	 topt was	 .

II/p/17	 t8 - war MinfSMinister; griculturalist. 	 S - Agricul
contain: (Profesoor2MARZIAAMMi 

the
NIS - 

Prov
Colter Minister At. Co

—1Rinister. This project failed because DZENITIS, while drunk, had revealed
the plan to some unauthoriaed persons. The Germans had found out zbout

kAllierson M.	 ). They transferred the Latvian Legion to Kurseme
it and rem	 several of the prospective Ministers to Dermanj,/b

MU4	 terl-ndt7illowinbit to stop in figa.

ova, Janie/Rumens and Peterislitusova100.Karlis 

Brothers from Tannpiebalgas pagaatq (county). Thejr were expert rifle-
men. Earlis Ewen was Romana Sternberge f s schoolmate in the Riga
Teachers Institute and was later a teacher. A short time before the
Clemens arrived in 1941, they were htding in the pioneer settlement on

MEI
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the share-front of Riga at Lielupe under the leadership of R. Sternberg.
In the fall of 1944, all three brothers prepared themselves for a par-
tie= life in the Iaunpiebalgas forest, building bunkers for their
families and cattle. PPS sent them a radio set and an operator. Neither
dUring the time of Kurzemes Prison nor after the capitulation was any-
thing heard of their fate.

101. Edgard &mania

See No. 97.

102. Raimondg(Silarajs
Was - -a student of 3Arohitecture at the Latvian University in the same.
class as	 JANSON". During the German Occupation, was in the SD
service. In thefall of 1944, he WAS invited by the Germans to assist
in organizing the SS lagOverband Ostia the Latvian sector. In September
1944, he and about 30 Latvians went to Berlin for this purpose. He
appeared in Kuria= in the beginning of Octber 1944 with the SS	 •
Yagdverband Oat Latvian Operational Staff as the director of the political
sedtion with rank of lieutenant. About November 1944, he arrived in
Danzig, together with a Latvian unit that was scheduled to be dropped
behind Russian lines at Vidzeme or Latgale at the jump-training school.
Here, during a drunken brawl, he was shot :nd killed by some Estonian. .

103. (L44Augis
A fUrloughed lieutenant of the Latvian Army. He was one of the first to
finish the Latvian War College. He was the owner of a Water:Mill in
Rdales pagasta (county) and was the commander of the Edales Aizsarg
(Militia). He was the :director of the PPS organized pargisan groups in
Edale. (According to the Plan he was considered the Commander of the
Southern* part of the Ventspils district.) He sheltered and fed a great
nuMber of refugees in his Mill. After the capitulation, he was arrested
for treason and sent to Russia. In the fill of 1945, he wrote from
L7	 J that he hoped to be able to retven the beginning of
winter.

104. JarLi

Was the manager of
in Zuru pagasta (county) in Ventspils district in 1944J 1945. (His
father had escaped to Sweden in 1944). In 1941, he was arrested by

-. the Russians and was in Riga Central Prison, when the Germans occupied
Riga." The cell in arbdch he wae Imprisoned was the only. one that
escaped getting shot when the Russians fled. He helped the PPS organize
a partisan group in Zurupagast. In the spring of 1945, he declined
leadership, hoping the Russians would permit him to live; in this non-.'
mention, he strove to maintain good relations with the local communiste.
After the capitulation, he was arrested by the Russians. (News item from
Latvian Government ,Press: The Oovefnment has discovered alp.,Orinvalds

4
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in the Zuru pagasta near Piltenes, who had several sons, and recently
(August 1945) they transported all their produce to the woods in order
to support the partisan movement. It is known that they bought arms
froi1 the German Army and were preparing to fight as partisans)

,
105. fnu Senkcmakis 

Was Government Secretary in Puzes pagast, Ventapils district. He was
the leader of the PPS organized partisan group in Puzes. After the
capitulation he was left in his Secretary post by the Russians until
about the end of May. Then, together with his group which had met in
the woods, he was surrounded and arrested for treason.

106. fnu uimacs	 -
-----

Was the police chief in Popes county; Ventspils district. He was the
leader of the PPS organized partisan group in Popes county. After the
capitulation he and his group took to the woods. But later, believ-
ing one of his relatives Communist promises, he came out. He Was
arrested and sentenced to 25 years.

a.
107. ValdemarsYKarklins

In Latvian times was the Elder in the Rezeknes district. In 1944, 1945
he was the Elder in Ventspils district. As such, he greatly helped the
PPS organization in its work in Kurzeme. He lived together with the
Latvian Chess Champion Mrs. PETROVA (who remained in Russia in 1941). •
This woman lived in Riga after the capitulation and had told Mrs. MARLIAI
SITPILLIS (my father's brother's wife) that she had seen me in a truck
ender guard by the ceka .(NIVD) (Valdemars' information). He participated
in the "TantewPadomus" delegate convention on May 7, 1945, in Kuldiga,
but on May 8, 1945, tried to reach Swedenbyhboat. He WAS caught by
Russian motor-boats and taken to rLaipedu, from there transferred to
Ventspils prison, then to Riga's Central Prison.

108. OsvaldAileskalna 

rOCO ized by the nameICSIS). Was an agricultural student. He worked
•

in e antrnist—nrotergroimd as early as 1940 and 19424 during which
time he managed to secure a respsusibleivsition in soup CovernmentAvemsy
in Riga, whose chief was pappitggsvs: During the German Occupation
he warked in "0J4.B.H. Ostland -kasergesellschaft." In 1944 and 1945 he

..was, one	 iof themost able and energetic workers in the illegal beat traffic
to Sweden. At this time he waslormilly oonsidired the Plenipotentiary of
the "DzintmMcrasts" association in Swum,. When, in the /end Of 1944, no
more boats came,from,Seedsm, be organized on his own initiative the escape
to Sweden of the largest group of refugees on the ship "Zvejnieks.", He
we* not satisfied with the mode of operation of the "LCP" towards the
refugees and that they showed no regard or support for thtir suppOrters
left in Latvia and did not have-any plans for the expected future struggle.

PF(1'.1 7:7'.!1ATION •
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He had decided to remain in Latvia, as he still had very good relations
with Communist circles, and he hoped that he could Continue to play the
double role. He had discussed methods of contact with the "PPS" in the
event of a second Russian Occupation. On May 8, 1945, he attempted to
reach Sweddn with a boat caravan, from Ventspils but was caught by the

.Russians. He was sent to Klaipedas and later to Russia 'fm reconstruc-
tion work. On returning to Latvia, he received comparatively safe work;
he is the Chief of VaItera. He has married and his wife is in Sweden
wheresshe lives in poor circumstances. After the capitulation, he mar-
ried for the second time. In 1944 and 1945, two able workers in the
boat traffic wreathe SIGOLDES sisters (one of whom was studying medicine
they were also caught by the Russians and taken to Eldipedu, and then
released.

109. KarliJFrigenfelds- --(also known a44FRAIllig orIKARLIS)
-

One of the principal helpers in the port regugee -smuggling work tn.
Kurseme in 19144 and 1945. He was an energetic and persevering lad. He
was imprisoned in the last of 1944 by the SD, was tortured but without
results and freed. He was also opposed to the L.C.P. actions ("The
leadership escapes, not thinking about the fight."). After the capitula-
tion he was arrested near Yurkalves on May 13, 1945, and taken to Riga.
According to Valdemare f information, he was in a concentration camp in
Russia in 1948, from which it was possible to buy him out. He is mar-
ried. His wife, Vera, who left in the fall of 1944, is in Stockholm,

an.

110. adolskis 

Was a football player from Ventspils. Was Oswald Hileakalne helper In
smuggling refugees in Knrseme in 1944, 1945. Was a member of the PPS
organized Ventspils-Ventas county partisan group. According to agreement,
he was to remain in Kurzeme and assist in the operation of the illegal,
printing-press. In May 8, 1945, he attempted to reach Swede* a boat
caravan from Ventspils, but was caught by the Russians and taken to
Klaipedn, later to slave-labor work in Russia. He is married; hiewife,
Veldt', and two children fled to Sweden before the capitulation. Later,
in the summer of 1949, together with rigrzymm417, the arrived in
Toronto, Canada, and married there. In the first part of 1949, mars was
received in Sweden that Nadolskis had escaped and teturhed to Latvia.

111. Dions4aldnanis 

. Was one of the closest workers assisting Oswald Hileskalns in smugglifg
., refugees from Kurzeme in 1944, 1945. (Popular trio: Ogle, Karlis, Mon).

In this work, he is said to have - accepted giftih- With the help of ii.PPS
worker, he acquired the certification of the SS /Agdverband-Ost. After
the capitulation, he lived for a short time in Sweden, marking in the
Sabra-Ozolina group. In 1946, he emigrated to U.S. where he died in 1952.

112. Atiiiriakana

02;11RiTY 1:.::ORMATION
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Was a chief in the Latvian Army. In the fall of 1944 was the Command-
ing Officer of the Headquarters detachment of Gen. Kurelis group. After
its liquidation, he was a fugitive in Kurzeme. In the spring of 1945)
he was accepted in the "PPS" movement and enrolled in its armed group
as a radio-telegrapher. After the capitulation, together with other
"PPS" workers

'
 he started from Kuldigag for Lielirbi, but separated May

13, (He wanted to get to Lielirbe where ha wife waited, quicker by
traveling the roads on a bicycle) and disappeared without a trace. He
was a aauky, indistinct person. The suspicion remained that he helped
in the liquidation ct the Gen. Kurelie group, since he was a greatsp•iend
of the (berman Majon	 T in Spare who directed the capture of Gen!"-lurela
headquarters.

Lt.	 gore (fnu) 
•

During German Occupation, was a worker for the Ventspils police. In
September 1944, he was sent with about 3a Latvians to Berlin where the
SS Yagdverband Get. Latvian Operation Staff was organized. In October
1944, he returned to Kurzeme and began recruiting people in the Ventspils
district for the .35 Yagdverband. He was arrested in November 1944 by
the SD for misappropriation of funds and placed in Ventspils prisons,
from wbjch be was releaseddahortlybefore the capitulation.

114. Peteri	 one (nickname "Black Peter")
.04e14a±8

Was a police captain formerly a high police official in Yelgava. He
was a worker in the 6en. Nurela group. After the liquidation of this
group,he founded "VIES/URA SIRELNIENUS" which united within it the
remaining members of the Gen. Kurelis group and made preparations for
partisan activity-against the Russians. He was very energetic and an
excellent organizer. In the anticipated Partisan activities, he was to
be concerned with the Zleku Rayon (area). Alter the capitulation, he
voluntarily appeared at the Kuldigas "fillwalle station because his
brother, who was much younger, was detained there, and he did not want
to leave him to the waves. At the stM0xxl, he was pointed out as a
police official in Jelgava and was arrested. According to Valdemarsi
information, in 1948, there was a partisan group active in riekas called
"MMINAIS PE1ERIS" (Black Peter). It could be possible that it is being
led by Salmons. .

115. ErnestaRieksta 
	 -

Was a teacher. Be finished the Yelgava Teachers Institute at the same
time as A. Nepart. Together they issued an illegal newspaper in Jelgava
(German or Russian occupation). ! After the Gen. Kurelis group was liqui-
dated, he and P. Sammons organized the IrVIESTURA STRELREKUSu and he was
the liaison officer between the"V. STR." and "PPS." In March 5, 1945,
as a delegate of the "V.S1R.", he illegally entered Sweden, wherehhe came .
into coal:lid-with the LCP because they were not interested in the welfare
of their supporters left in Latvia. Be workeas a teacher now in Stock-
holm.
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Was a teacher. Is the father of the pianist Ounas Kurmee (now Mrs.
Edgara Ernstson). Was wirer of the "VIES/CRC SIRELNIEW. In March
5, 1945, together with E. Rieksta he illegally entered Sweden, but
contrary to him, he j3H63-t11lii"LOP group. He now lives and u)rks in
Sbeckholm.

Inarida Vikane (true name‘FOGELS, nee/RENE:SIAM)

Finished the Riga Grammar School #2 in 1938. Studied phylology in the
Latvian University. During Garman Occupation, published her first col-
lection of poens. During the time of the Kurzemes fortress, 1944, 1945,3
was in contact mdth (Dr.Ginteru. In March 5, 1945, illegally entered
Sweden from Kurzeme. In 1 -948'ies a candidate for election to the Lat- •
vian National Fund in Sweden, running as a member of(ProfAAizsilnicka
"Nonpartisan's organisation. In 1950 was director of thenewspaper
Satvja Verde" for a short time. In 1950 she wrote a novel, ANums
jibrien Jura" which was a very good portrayal of Latvians, especially
the tragic situation of the Kurelists trapped between the menace of the
Germans and Russians. In 195). together with her husband (member of
corporation vfLettania") and two eons, they emigrated to Canada,. Now she
is- the director of "Latvia-in-America," published by the "Daugavus'
Vanagi." Her parents who stayed in Latvia were writing to her until

118. ::::Lotberge 
........_.
A new generation poet. Maintained contact with Dr. Ointaru during the
time of the KUrzame fortress in 1944, 1945. In March 5, 1945, left
przeme for Sweden. In Stockholm she works as secretary to Prof.1 is
Svibes who is directing the forthcoming "Latvian Encyclopedia."
a follower of the LOP line.

\/19.t / Col., RobertslOsis 

Was a Latvian Army Regiment Commander. He commanded the Latvian 19 Di-
vision regiment at the Kurzeme front. In the spring of 1945, he was
selected by. the PPS and the."VIESTURA S7RELNIEK" to head the newly=
organized Latvian National Partisan Organization. He declined this
poet not wanting to leave his regiment. It was anticipated in the be-
ginning of Bay 1945 that he would be president of the head ministers of
the new Latvian Government. After the capitulation, be arrived in the
British Zone of Germany from Liepaja. He later went to England. He was
Considered as an officer with, diplomatic status.

120. (kW) EiStipnieks

A commander of the Latvian 19 Division regiment at the Kurzeme front.
In the beginning of 1945, was a member of the Potsdam-founded Latvian
National Committee; he concerned himself with the functions of interior
minister. After the capitulation, he arrived in the Western Zone of
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A legendary battle leader of the Latvian 19 Division. He wigs
honored with the cavalier-order Iron Gross. In the spring of 1945

it was anticipated (after R. Osis declined) that he would be the
director of the SS. Yagdverband Get, Latvian OperationaStaff, but
due to a serious wound he was not able to tale this post. On the
day of the capitulation, May 8, 1945, he remained as the last of
the Latvian Legion Generalinspector staff in Liepaja. (Valdemers,
information.

121. Ilaj.l(ocins 

Was a commander of the Latvian 19 Division regiment at the Kurzeme
front. He is now in a British Zone in Western Germany commanding
a Latvian transport unit. He is considered a distinguished war
leader and theoretician.

123. Capt. fnu\rjerts 

During the Garman occupation was the Head of Tukuma district. In
the beginning of 1945, on the instructions of the Latvian National
Conmittee, he organized the Latvian political police in Liepaja and
was the real chief for Valdemars. After the capitulation, he
appeared in Sweden and from there, in 1946, he went illegallYbY
boat ,o England. For this be received 3 months in prison.

124. Janis/Andersons

Was an agriculturalist. He was one of the directors of the "Mezpuiku"
organization in the last years of free Latvia. During German occupa-
tion was general director of agriculture in the Latvian Self-Govern-
ment. In the end of September 1944, it was anticipated he would be
Agriculture Minister in the new Latvian Government. In October 1944,
he arrived in Germany and took a responsible post in the Latvian
Refugee Agency. In the spring of 1945, he returned to Latvia, and 	 .
it was expected that he would be the Agricultural Minister in the newly-
founded May 7, 1945, Government. On Nay 8, he went by 	 to Sweden
from Liepaja. In Sweden he is the head of the "Kurzemnieki ll (Kur-
zemniekin are the initiators of the foudning of a Government on May 7,
1945 and are supporters of this idea). Since 1948, a member of the
advisory board of the Latvian National Fund, elected as a member of
the "Naciodkli vienoto latviefin" part,. He is one of the most power-
ful and influential leaders of the right wing, among the Latvians in
Sweden. He is a member of the N ZemtUdra Savienibas party. (Farmers
Union). His is now working in Sweden as an agriculturalist:

'	 •	 4
125. Aleksandr ansons 

During Derman Occupation was the chief of Talei district in 1942. Be-
came unfortunately famous with the Latvian "Brivpriligo ft soldier re-
cruitment in 1942. After returning from the front, in 1944/45, he was

SEMI
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*he elder kn Kuldigas district and as such showld a strong Latvian
attitude. He assisted the PPS in organizing Partisans. In May 7,
1945, he took part in the "Tantas Padomes" delegate convention in
Kuldiga. On May8, 1945, Ne tried to escape to Sweden from Ventspils
but was unsuccessful. After the cqaitulation, he worked in Went-
spils a a railroad worker.

126. Albert lleijs 
-

A faculty lecturer on theolody at the Latvian University. He was the
most prominent representative of the church at Kurzeme fortress. He
participated at the "Tantas Padames" convention May 7, 1945, at Kul-
diga as a church representative. After the capitulation he worked
as a preacher (minister) in Riga, but was imprisoned by the MVD. (for
furtlr information, see Valdahars l section on "Baziiica" (church)).

127. Janis' 'Jamboree 
-------------------

Proprietor of a water-*L11 in Ikskile. Member of the "Zemnieku
Savienibas" party. Father-in-law to the PPS workers Bruno Rugena and
Zigurde Zaldmana. One of the initiators of the "Mates Panes" in

- May, 1945, in Kurzeme, and one of the delegates to the conference in
Kuldiga, May 7, 1945. After the capitulation, he lived in Ventspils
with	 family (both daughters and their husbands).

128. Janis erzina

During German Occupation MILS the Director of the Latvian Statistical
Bureau in Riga in the end of 1944. In the beginning of 1945, he was
in KUldiga where this Bureau had been transferred. Was a member of
the "Perkonkruste (Swastika League"). Was a speaker far the corpora-
tion "Lettonia." Wass delegate to "Tantas Padomes" MAY 7, 1945, in
Kul ga. After the capitulation, no news of him.

129. fnuirkelie
,

One of the foremost leaders of the "Zemnieku Savienibas" . during the
time of the Kurzeme fortress, 1944/45. Participated in the "Tantqs
Padomes" convention in Kuldiga in MAY 7, 1945. Hoy, I think he is
in the U.S.

A. trautmanis

A Journalist and editor. Was a member of the editorial staff of tle
"Briva Zeme", official publication of the "Zemnieku Savienibas."

Suring the.tiMe of the (Kurzemes cietaksna) he was the editor of a
newspaper iesiied in Kuldiga (I don't redeLl'the name). Was a dele-
gate6 the,olantas Padomes" in May 7, 1945, After theaapitulation,
he we 4t t to Sweden, where in 1945, together witg"Prof:A.11Straubergu
and J.-Andruiat.he.sdited the "Latvju Varda")'. 'In 1946, in connection
with-third-e-nunbiations by the left wing Latvians (Bruno Kalnin, etc.)
in Sweden, be as expelled from Stockholm. He now works on the dditorial.7
staff of, Pron	 s "Latvju Enciklopedijas."

--- SECRET
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131.; Lt.;Julijs Daugavietis 

, TirluebnarltNGA. An aviation officer. Be arrived in Kurzeme in
the eg	 g of April 1945 from Berlin with special instructions
from SS Yagdverband Oat Headquarters. Until the capitulation he
was the assistant to VI lankava, the director of the SS Yagdverband
Ost, Latvian Operatiar-STEff:—

132. Sgt.)Voldemarlenitis 

From the neighborhood of Madona. In the fall of 1944 was in the
Gen. Kurela group, Lt. Rubena's Battalion, the heid seargeant of
the 3 Company
Participated in Lt. RubenaBattalion's fight against the Germans.
After the dispersal of the It. Rubena Battalion in Nov. 18, 194h,
he lived illegally in the woods with some Kurelist group near Ugiles.
In the beginning of 1945, he was imprisoned by,the Ventspils SD. In •
connection with the intervention of a PPS 'worker, he was freed and
put in the post of chief of the "russian partisan activity suppression
unit" in Ugales Rayon. At first he was with the SD and later with
the Ventspils district police. He worked with the PPS. In April
19h5, he functioned as liaison officer between the PPS and some ..!	 7
Kurelist group which was operating together with a Russian partisan .
organization known as the "Sarkana Bulta" (Red Arrow). After the
capitulation, he found himself in the "Filteration" camp in Talsas, t'
where he,-was pointed out as the leader of the Red Partisan Suppression

i

Uni and was imprisoned.

133.( ft° Vaivars 
..

• Head forester in Zlekas. In 1941, before the German Occupation, was
Active as a National Partisan. After the German occupation commanded
a Latvian "pagaizsardtibas" unit in Ventspils district under company
cimmander Karla Lobes. During German Occupation was head forester of
2:Jokes. In May 8, 1945, tried to escape to Sweden in a boat from
Ventspils but the tug-boat "Rota" returned him to Ventspils. On the
road from Ventspils to Zleka he was detained by the Russians, and
placed in the "filteration" camp, from where he was sent to Moscow

' to do reconstruction work. In the fall of 1945, he wrote from there, that
due to his good knowledge of Russian, he was elevated to brigadier
and hoped to be able to return home bytthe end of the year. His friend
Vilis Zvanitajs received word in Sweden in 1947 that he had returned .
and was living under a different mane in Kurzeme.

---	 . .
.134. Sasa (Aleksandrs?)A Dreimanis	 ,	 --....:s.:...

Half-brother of head forester Vaivars. In May 8, 1945, he tried to
escape to Sweden by a boat from Ventspils, but was turned back to
Ventspils by the tug-boat "Rota". May 12, he got together with the
"PPS" workers in the Zleka command, and after that Worked as a PPS
liaison officer. In the fall of 1945, he worked as a forester of
the Bolshevik land reform in Varves county, Ventspils district.
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135. fnU4elsbergs 

During the German Occupation, was a police worker in Talsa county
(as an "Aizsargu" commander). After the capitulation, was one of
the leaders of the Talsi partisan group. He operated in the
Dundagas-Valdemarpils rayon. He is well known by inhabitants of
Talsi.

138.(Najor)fnuirAkmenkalejs 
Was an officer in the Latvian Legion in the Hurzeme battle. After
the capitulation, was a commander of some partisan group in Talsi.
BM was regarded by the PPS as the commanding officer of the Latvian
National Partisan Organization in KUrzeme. He was the leader of.
Harj.ja Skobes unit in the Legion.

137. fnu	 osnikovs

During the German Occupation, wei-the head forester in	 ga. In
1944/45; together with his wife 	 theyN1fridu (born Reinfelds , ey un-
successfully tried to escape to Sue en. 	 the capThlatLon,
worked as a head-forester in Dundaga and passed news to the PPS
about the movements of the MVD unit (which was located in the same
building as the forestry office). He hoped to be able to escape to
Sweden with the help of the PPS. Is very natinalistic, especially.
his wife, who is a good singer. (She appeared as soloist in coaCerts
given by students at the Yelgavas Agricultural Academy). One hand'
is amputated due to an accident.

138. Pmilija\Grintals
In 1944/45, worked in Kuldiga as a nurse (diathermy, therapy) on an
ambulance. After the capitulation, she wanted to follow the PPS
workers into the woods, but she was not allowed to, and worked as a
liaison officer. In.the beginning of Sept. 1945, she was imprisoned
by the KiadigasHVD,'but she escaped and joined a PPS central group
in the vicinity of-the Vsmas.Lake.

139. (Mrs:Naumania
1,	 ..The mother of my brother-in-law, EdgarAOliba, who died in Jan. 1940.

She married a second time to a 168RBEITZ-haned Baumani. SheAs about
70 years old. In 1940, she and her husband were still living in
Rigas nirmale, Minuses (railway stationiPumpuri) on /tuzikas street.
She raigedTegilu, the souof(Dr.)Petpra101ina, the envoy to Argentina.
(now Brazil) who should be about 20 -Yaiii Old now. In the fall of 1945,
it was proposed that Tagils would be the liaison between "A.F." and 	 „.
Riga, but he was not utilized. After a conference befteen Valdemar
and "A.F.", it was decided that TagiliOlins would be placed by .
ValdeMar in the S aumenu branch -galled:Soh officer. The proof is 	 .

I
lacking whether t 

f
is was done. Further information could be obtained

amfr *rs:) :Mer i.Ande15:.	 . Zino- (borlI.OLIIM) who lives with her husband, an
,Italian music professor, in Italy now.

• Sr:CET
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140. JulijAzolins 

. My father's brother JANA son-in-law. About 30 years old. In 1940/
41 attended Olaia commercial school in Riga. He was a "Kamsargs"
in his awn and another Riga school. In June 1941, he fled with the
Russians. In the fall of 1945, he WS in Latvia, working with the
MVD in Liepaja. His brother Uldis, about 28 years old, in 1952, still
lived in my father's house in Vecpiebalgas county, town of Leimana
(he is a printer for the publication "Cina")

141.(1st 
,

An officer of the Latvian Legion. He was widely known as a battle
, leader on the Eastern front. He was married. in 1945, after the

capitulation, he legalized himself and worked as an agriculturist and
leader of "Seklu Centrales" under Petersona direction in Kurzeme,
Ventspils district. He organized a good partisan-supporter net in
Kurzeme. In October 3, 1945, he was imprisoned by the Ventspils MVD
and through torture was brought to a state of complete collapse.

1424 Col.\RudoIfatOpmanis 

In the fall of 1945, was in a 6-man partisan group in Kurzeme, Ziru
county, SISES.forest. Was one of the PPS candidates for the post of
commander of the Partisans in Kurzeme. He was rejected because it was
found that he had not shown a nationalistic attitude in 1940/41. He
didn't have any talent for organization eitber.

143'.34-Tr-,7!_.
Was a doctor, a surgeon. During German occupation was in Riga; after
the fall of Riga, was in Kuldiga. After the oapitulation, in the
Ventspils hospital. Was a al se friend of FARikardam (believe she
participated in F. Rikard's un erground oriiiiiiatiomin-1940/41). Is
a friend of the actress Lili a ' tengel (now ilo.s.) and the opera

;singer Hilda HiliCR4M-Stenga .	 s a member of the "Dziesmuvara" choir.
-In the	 and the beginning of 1945; she directed the PPS
organized sanitary courses (first-aid, care of Wounds, etc.) for the
organized partisan groups in Kuldigas county. After the capitulation,
she worked as a PPS liaison officer, and sent medical supplies to the.
Partisans in the woods. According to Valdemar's information, in the
end of 1945, she was imprisoned in Ventspils together, with the child-
doctorAzolu, who supparted the partisans also. In the summer of 1949
the newspaper "Cele Mirage" published in Sweden an irtiele on partisan
activity in La via (included in it was the account of Dr. I. Saprasa .

1::
imprisonment). Her husband who was then in Eastern Germany, wrote the
editor, Andrei_ litim;-that the information was not correct, that he
had rekEiga a letter from her that she was working as a doctor in
Riga. (This statement doesn't prove anything, for such a latter could
have,been written under torture):

.
144. Alise . Lejine (called TANTE in the woods) (Later married Oh.) .

The wife of company commander Lejina of the Iatvian Army. Is about 55

,,-LCUI-IiTY INFORMATION
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years old. (The Russians sent her husband to Russia in 1941. In
Sweden, in 1950, news was received that he had returned to Latvia.)
In 1940/41 she was active in a leader's group of the anti-communist
underground which had radio contact with Germany. In 1944 the was
the chief of the renewed "Aizsargu" Organization. In 1914/45 she worked
for the communications (with Sweddn) section of a refugee-smuggling
organization. Later, it turned out that in this work, she had had a
Swedish Secret Service agent's number. After the capitulation, on
May 13, 1945, she and K. Frisenfeld.and other workers of the organiza-
tion were arrested near Yurkalnes. She was taken to Ventspils, where
NOVIKS himself arrived from Riga to interrogate her. She was taken to
Riga where she spent about 2i months in the Central Prison and in the
cellar of the MVD building on the corner of Brievibas iela and Stabu
"iela." (street). In August 1945, she was, freed on her promise to fur-
nish the MVD with information on the Latvian Nationalists in Riga.
Si": requested, and got, permission to go to Kurzeme until the end of
A.;.-..*ust, in order to put her affairs in order (she had left her mother
and personal property behind in Edoles county, Terandes village). In
the middle of August, she established contact with the lt. Karlis
Straumes group. In the end of August, shortly before her furlough was
to expire, she joined this group, working as a liaison officer. In the
middle of October 1945, she was arrested by the Latvian Militia at the
home of Planu, but on the way to Ventspils, she escaped. On October
31, 1945, she arrived in Gotlande, Sweden, in a fishing boat. The
Russians tried to extradite her for a criminal offense (misappropria-
tion Efcm the Aizsargu organization) but they were not successful. The
Swedish Aizsargu Organization (LOTTA's) offered her work in the archives
but she declined it and went to work in the swamp with her former forest
brothers. Later working in the metal factory at HaLlstahanuaara where
she also lives (Hallstahammar, RAISTAGARD) with her husband, the Lat-
vian Army Captain L.K.O.K. Arvids Ole who is the head of the "Daugavas
Vanagu" in Sweden.

145. Velta\Skobe

/.."-- About 30 years old. The wife of Lt. Elmer Skobe (Was married the begin-
ning of 1944 at the Kurzeme front). The &ilia& of some laid-owner in
Dabeles. After the capitulatior, she tollowed her husband who was lead-
ing alegionnaire-partisan group in the woods near Yurkalnes. She worked
as a liaison officer. After the arrest of Lt. Ziedaini in October 19145,
she was imprisoned in Ventspils by the MVD, but escaped. In October 31,
1945, she arrived in Gotland's, Sweden, After her husband was deported

... from Sweden,in the summer,of 1947, .they,ent to England; Fran England,
'. she and her family emigred to Canadi'in-the end of July 1951, where they

."3	 .	 . .

146. ElmarsiSkobe
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about 35 years old. A farmer's son from the vicinity of Rujenas. He
served in a Sapper company in the Latvian Army. In 1938 he entered
the Latvian University Agricultural faculty in Riga. In the second
World War he was a Lt. commanding a Latvian Legion pioneer unit (specialty:
mining and de-mining). After the capitulation, he and some of his most
trusted war chmpanions entered the woods and stayed in the vicinity of
Yurkalnes with the intention of escaping to Sweden. In the woods, he
survived several heavy encounters with the Russians. After his wife
escaped from MVD imprisonment in the beginning of October 1945, he
assumed the leadership of the refugee smuggling action, which turned
out successfully when he landed 16 persons by boat in Gotland, Sweden,
in October 31, 1945. In Sweden, he had tried many ways to organize some
supporting action to Latvia. After an unfortunate boat accident in
Chtistmas 1946, he was arrested by the Swedish Government Police. He
was freed after about 3 months, but without the right to stay in Sweden.
In the summer of 1947, he emigrated to England, where he worked at first
as a seaman, then as a farm-hand, then various odd jobs in London. Since
the early part of 1549, was in the Britishe secret service. In 1950, he
learned the trade of dental technician and opened a shop in London. In
July 1951, he and his wife azd 2 sons emigrated to Hamada (address in
No. 145). He is a good organizer, and has talents as an actor (had
attended actors' courses in Riga).

147. Eriks\'%ROBEZGRUNTNIEKS

About 35 years old. The son of a well-to-do Riga family (his father was
some sort of high Governatat official). He finished the Dzena school in
Riga. Then was in the Latvian War College as a Lieutenant. On the
Kurzemes front, he commanded an antiaaircraft artillery unit with the
rank of let Lieutenant. After the capitulation he tried to escape to
Sweden fro4 Ventspils but was unsuccessful. Together with his sister's
husband,2Y:Vfelemen, he hid in the woods near Ugale, where in the
begnn&bxgRi 1545, they were found by a PPS group which they
joined. In August 5, 1945, on his own request, he was placed in the A.F.
group whose assignment was to transfer to Sweden. He arrived in Sweden
October 31, 1945. He participated as an assistant to Lt. E. Skotes in
the unfortunate boat action to Latvias in Christmsa 1946. After being
imprisoned for about 3 months, he was released but without the tight to mem
remain in Sweden. In the summer of 1547, he emipated to England where he
worked as a seaman. In 1949, he married Astrid/ 	 . His sister,
MIA, and his mother, were teassixtmmt ridt Iee from Germany
in the fall of 1945. According to Valdemar l e information they were liv-
ing in poor circumstances after which Alma had aarrie4.ZALCMANIS. In 1948,
she was studying dentittrk and working as a dentist's assistant in Riga.
E. Robezgruntnieks' brother (don't recall his name) was living in the
U.S. Zone of Germany after the capitulation. He learned the dental
technician trade and emigrated to the U1.8. with his wife (maybe Canada)

148. Narlia Straume (called Atamans in the woods)

A let lieutenant in the Latvian Army. About 38 years old. During the
German occupation, he worked in the Valmieras police. In the fall of
1944, was sent to Germany with the 15 Division. In April 1945, he returned
from there to Kurzeme with the Rusmana combat group and was stationed in



Lielirbe.. After the capitulation, he and 5 members of his unit went to the shore
at Sarnates to try to escape to Sweden. In the middle of August 1945, he was
united to the PPS (Latvian National Partisan Organization). In October 31, 1945,
he arrived in Gotland, Sweden. In the beginning of 1946, he illegally arrived in
Germany by boat (together with Lt. TIRZITI and one other) in order to get to his
wife who was in the British Zone in Germany. He was imprisoned by the British,
later freed. In 1948, he and his family arrived in England. While in the wodds,
he had been 9uffering from TB.

150. RobertsSmitmanis (called "Melnais" in the woods)

About 40 years old. In Latvian times was a worker for the railroad police
in Riga, in J *Itimmas unit (was a god-son of the Communist-killed railway policela
director, Jana .DZOlina). Durigg German occupation was in the Latvian police ser-
vice as wiiefFehint. In the fall of 1944 together with the police unit "Riga",
he was sent to Germany. In April 1945, he returned from there to Kurzeme with
the Rusmana combat group. After the capitulation he went into the woods as a mem-
ber of the Lt. K. Straumes directed partisan group. .In October 31, 1945, he
arrived in Sweden where he worked as a metal worker, first in Hallstahanara, then
in Eskilstuna. In 1949 he started to organize the "Daugavas Vanagus" in Sweden
and is now one of The leaders of the Swedish branch. He is married; his wife and
two sons Joined him frosyest Germany in 1946.

/

151.(Sgt.V1fredziparsons 	
.

About 37 years old. In the fall of 1944, was sent to Germany. In April 1945,
returned to Kurzeme with the Lt. Rusmana combat group. After the capitulation, he
went to the woods as a member of the Lt. K. Straumes partisan group. In October
31, 1945, he arrived in Sweden, where he worked as s metal-worker in Hallstahammara.
In 1949, he married, and moved to Stockholm, where he works in a paper factory.
He is a member of he "Dsugavas Vanagi."

152.(CplAPeterislVirsis.
-

About 35 years old. In 1944 was sent to Germany. In April 1945, he returned
to Kuraeme with the Lt. Rusmana combat group. After the capitulation went into the
woods as a member of the Lt. K. Straumes partisan group. In October 31, 1945, he
arrived in Sweden, where he worked as a metal worker, later as a chemist in
Hallstahamara. He is a member of the "Daugavas Vanagi." He is married; his wife
who remainedLatvia, is said to have married some Russian.

11153. Janis V1. Zalcmanis 

The son of the Latviaa_nagigator, MsrtAlalcman; is about 33 years old. (His
—

father's brother, Janis Zalcmanis, the cOnaU1 ind'ship-owner, hai been in the U.S.
since November 1945). He studied economics in the Latvian University. He is a
member of the corporation ".Lettonia4 During German occupation worked in the
pacsabiediu3ko lietu' department as a secretary to the deputy director, Edmunds.
,.	 k. Later the,LatviaLatvia Legion war reporter. On the Kbrzemes front, was in his

to
brother-in-law'sALt:)E: 

ta 
bezguintnieks, anti-aircraft unit, After the capitula-

tion ttied to escape	 S.---i-1,-eliiii-iiis unsuccessful. Together with his brother-
in-lnw,.tfiey hid in the woods in the vicinity of Ugales where in the beginning of

= August 1945, they were found by a PPS group which they Joined. He worked on the
partisan paper "Tevzemei un Brivibai." On August 5, 1945, on his own request, he

. -28--
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was joined to the A.F. group whose assignment was to reach Sweden. IN October
31, 1945, he arrived in Sweden. Inauenced by his former University physical
education teacher, K.. :verta, he joined the LCP group. For a short time he was
the director of the Latvian Relief committee in Hallztahamara, where he worked
in a metal factory. But he changed his political beliefs and sought contact with
conservative Swedish circles. His articles have been published in the Latvian
newspaper "Lets-lie" in Germany in recent years. He is married; his wife, Alma,
and 2 children arrived in Riga from Germany, October 1945. (See B. Robezguntniek
#147). His fathe, Martins, tried to escape to Sweden from Ventspils on the day
of the capitulation but was unsuccessful. According to Valdemars' information,
M. Zalcmanis (who had been sent on reconstruction work to Russia, and had worked
on excavation of the White Sea Canal) had in 1946, returned to Riga where he had
lived with his wife.

154. ViliApanitajs 

Was a land-owner in Ventspil district Ziru county. Hai been a seaman.
Is about 50 years old. During the German occupation was the "elder" of Ziru
county. Since 1945 was the Ventspil district "elder's" helper. Be was a member
of the "PerkonkTpsts" (Swastika League). In 1944/45 was a member of the "Alzsare
organization. Be helped the PPS organize National Partisans in KUrzeme. He par-
ticipated ta as a delegate (the head of Ventspils "Zemnieki" (farmers) in the
"Tautas Padomes" convention in Kuldiga on May 7, 1945. On May 8, 1945, he unsuc-
cessfully tried to reach Sweden from Ventspils on the steamer "Rota". He hid in
the woods until he was able to join the Piltenes partisan group led by police
lieutenant Sila. In the middle of June 1945, he took up contact with a PPS group,
In August 6, 1945, he joined the "A.F." group with the intention of escapAng to
Sweden where he arrived in October 31, 1945. He worked in various jobs there.
Be tried to organize a boat action to Kurzeme with the help of the U.S. Baptist
organization but wps unsuccessful. Beginning with 1947, he lived as common-law
husband with ValduANadolske4 wife. On July 1949, they left Sweden with the refugee
ship "Saraba"-iid arrived in Canada, where he settled in Toronto and married
Mrs:	 olska. He published his partisan memoirs in the newspaper "Laiks" issuediad
in U.

C
 .i., -Which contained many false statements. His first wife, LIMA, and

daughter, LILIJA, remainel in Kurzeme where they worked as partisan liaison
officers. According to V inamitajs information, they were arrested and deported
in 1946.	 i

155 . JanisqKrums 

About 30 years old. Son of a land-owner of Kaletu county. In the second World
War was in the German Army in some r	 _7
unit, which was combating the red partisans in Kurzeme.,,He also fought on the
Valchones front with the Latvian Legion here he was wouhded.. Shortly before the
capitulation was in Lt. E. Skabes unit. Alter the capitulation he was a member of
Lt. E. Skabes partisan group in the vicinity of Yurkalne. In October 34.1945,
he arrived in Sweden where he constantly sought a way to return to Kurzeme to con-
tinue the fight. He learned to be aening instructor and worked as a bee keeper.
In the end of 1948, he joined(General Tefferts- group to participate in the boat

lard

action to Latvia, as an operator. Inlebruary and March 1949, he participated in
the training of members of the proposed action but showed poor poogress and was not
included in the ation. After this he worked for some Swedish land-limner in the
vicinity of NYKDPINGA.
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156. Sgt. ‘Harijs)Okobe

About 30 years old. The son of a land-Owner near Rujienes. The brother of
Lt. E. Shams. He taxostiamd finished agricultural high school in Priekulu. In
WW II, he fought in the Latvian Legion in Maj. Ahmenkaleja's unit. Alter the
capitulation was in his brother's partisan group near Yurkalne. He arrived in
Sweden in October 31, 1945, where he worked at various jobs. Lately, he is in
Stockholm working as a chauffenu in a dairy(MUOLKOENTRELEN) and studying architec-
ture in a technical institute. Be sings in a Latvian choir, led by T. Reitera in
Stockholm. He is a member of the "Daugavas Vanagi." In the end of 1949, hh
offered to the "A.F." to undertake a mislion to Latvia. But in the beginning of
1950, he had changed his mind about this. In the summer of 1951, he wrote the
"A.F." that be was able to organize some assistance to their supporters in Latvia
and requested the "A.F." signal-plan (probably on the assignment of the British
Service). He did not receive any reply to this. Address: ALVTESVAGEN 43, BROMMA.

157. Johann Burda (assumed name)

Was called Hans. A German from Silesia, about 42 years old. During war was
in the SD service (he stated that fof a while he had been active in Mfinchen in the
max surveillance of a resistance/student group, probably the Scholia sisters). In
Latvia in 1944/45, in the Thlsi SD point which was directed by Uhtersturmftbrer
Prenner (see #91). After the capitulation, was In the woods near Alsung with his
service companions who vere all killed in a battle with the Russians in the woods.
He escaped and joined one of Lt. E. Skobes partisan groups led by J. KRUMS. He
showed a strong self-sacrificing spirit and that's why, although he was ready to
remain in KUrzeme, he was taken along, to Sweden. He arrived in October 31, 1945, and
gave the assumed name, fearing that he might be deported to Russia. He expressed
his readiness to return to Latvia at the first available possibility to fiiht
communism. He worked as a rprovizors" 	 J. In 1949, the right to
remain in Sweden was taken from him for his use of an assumed identity.

158. GregorijAKikulis 

---Th'e director of the Latvian Army counter-intelligence staff until the fall of
IA 1939 (time of the establishment of a Russian base in Latvia) when he was
appointed the Latvian Military Attache to Sweden. During WW II he worked for the
Swedish Secret Service. It is now known that since March 1948, he isworking

dire	
:

1:igillIA
for themes the director of the Baltic Sector Operation. When Mrs. 	 arrived
in Sweden, she was convinced that GAKikulis would be the person who b76 able
to organize support for the partisans in Latvia the most quickly and ably. But she
encountered an unaccountable position of opposition on his part. G.K. has completely

.	 appriasal of O.K.s approxiL 
the
1 .Z 	  in Oloteborga, Sweden)	 .	 mately '

isolated hir
t
elf „. ALa:ga

(
n society in Sweden, not even appearing at official

functions.
this: He was ' st able director of-Um:Latvian ArmrdIUnter-intelligence staff.
He was not very popular among other officers because he lacked a true nationalistic
spirit. He said that 0.K had become overly entangAed in the activity against the
'Russians. The leadership had several times requested his transfer, but Gen. j. .
Balddis had always defended him for inexplicable reasons and had not transferred him .
until the Russians established their base in Latvia when he did, so that G.K. would
not eventually fall into the Russian hands	

.
159. Jekabehrins (nickname lkurzemes HerOogs" (Duke of  KUrzeme));.alscA.

......—..._	 ___
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(for personalpersonal data, see the report submitted Summer 1951.). Was a radio-
telegraphist. Served for the Latrhuviray Staff. In 1944/45 worked as a
radiotelegrafist for the LCP refugee-smuggling organization in Kurzeme, which
vas also transmitting military information to Sweden. After the capitulation
was in Sweden, where in 1945/46 he worked as a woodsman in Gotlande. He tried
to reestablish radio contact with an operator who had remeine4 in Kurz.=
(probably in Ventspils). Contact was established inlay 1 , and was main-
tainedvmtil August 1947 when the SvedAlksecurity_	 c STAATS-POLISBN)
arrested him and also JILUKINU, B1)NnillI110, ant DR: GINTBIgland—ronfiecited
several pieces of radii) *lima. - Re in& J. LIMING -	 sentenced to a small

Swedish
for illegal radio transmiesion. He later worked aswith radioman pre

ship. In 1946/47, he maintained radio contact th RICHARIC 	 I who
fine

was transferred by boat from Sweden to Latvia in the summer of 1946. Re is
married. His wife, who remained in Latvia, has been living illegally since the
end of 1946. in the summer of 1951, he was invited by the "SC" to participate
in operative work, but he did not accept the reserved post.

160. janisfRvikis (alsoilanis).
Is a pastor, about 50 years old. The son of a land-owner in Dobele. Finished

priaary school in Yelgava. Here, upon the denunciation of the school director,
JAM LAMA, he vas arrested by the Gem= cumulation authorities for comunistic
activity. On the pleas of the Dabeles farmers, he was freed. Re studied, theology
at the Latvianthdversity. In 1940/41, he worked in Riga as a school teacher
(during this time it was conch:drat/mug teaching circles that he shoved a pro-
communist attitude.) le related this to me himself, in the summer of 1946.
Explaining the suspicions as being the results of misunderstamding. In the
"Kurzemes Cietaksni" he was ordained a minister by A. Frei.* on the strength
of his education. In the fall of 1944, he arrived in Sweden, together with the
shipowner Gramda's wife, who helped him with a certain sum of money to organize
the boat action to Latvia in October 1945. (Ulna rumored that WS. OrMat vas
his sweetheart.) li worked (a a sinister (preacher) for the Latvian refugees

tionk_ O*
in Gotlande, later/at/pale where he organised a Latrian-lbrediA.M.
orgen	 SVEBBK-LIHRIBIA N ILVILPIXIAMIIDKOD— at first at the Latvian YMCA,

then late INE--- €0.V:--livis organivatioinceepted donations of money and
materials for the relief of needyletvians in Germany and shoved great accomplish-
ments, far surpassing other relief organisations in this work (i.e., DCA, Latvian
Assistance Committee). Together with I. ()intern, he tried to collect more money
for a further boat action. Since 1948, he is living in Bores, serving the Latvian
congregation in southern Sweden and Denmark. He has beemam:led and separated
several times. Lately he is living as con-law husband with Mrs. Aboltina. Was
a member of the political party "Demokratiskals Centre", nd one of the leaders of
its Riga Tamale section during the time of Latvian independence. Be is very
energetic and an accomplished organizer but his moral outlook does not correspond
to the teachings of his calling. In Swaim, he tries to remain coequal terms
with the left as well as the right factions, although,his sympathies are with the
right. In june 1949,, he Was hiretlXrthe SC as an assistant to its director of
the tc::::::47.tor

161. 	 ildermanis -----
About 33 years old. According to his own statements, during the German

occupation; he had owned a large textile factory in Riga. In 1945, he worked
for the Liepajas BD in the Russian-partisan-coahatting section under Hugo Purina
and Herberta Teidemans. After the capitulation he arrived. in Sweden, and at first,
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worked in'a peat marsh, later, in 1946, in a textile factory in Lunda. In the
end of 1946, he moved to Norkiping. In 1949 be emigrated from Sweden to Canada.
It was the opinion among the Latvian immigrants' group in Sweden that A.C.
was a Russian agent.

162. Janis . elmanis 
About 40 years old. Son of a land-owner of

County. During Latvian times a sugar-beet instructor and a worker in the sugar
factory in Jelgava. In the fIll of 1944, he reached Sweden from Liepaja&
with a refugee boat. In 1946/47 he lived in Lunda and worked for the Swedish
sugar monopoly (SUNK SOCIORMAGET). Re actively participated in the organized
Latvian societies in Lunde. In 1947 he awed to Gotebnrg, from which in the
summer of 1948 be and his family eaigrated to Canada where they live in Edmonston,
Alberta Province. In the fell of 1946, he toed A.?. be had a good friend, a
Latvian officer, who was working in the Russian Service in Stockholm. le declined
to mention his friend's name. His political outlook is strongly in opposition to

_Ithe LCP. He is married; his wife's maiden name is LINIS (her brother, VIKTORS
'Am= in 1945/46 vas in the American POW camp in Regensburg, and in 147 —Littived

in Sweden, from which be later emigrated to Canada where he took past-graduate
mathematics.) They bad 3 children when in Sweden. He is a very energetic worker.

1.63.(Dr:!Augusts\SKO6TE 
Was • doctor in the Ventspils district. In the fall of 1944 escaped to

Sweden fromVeutspils. In 1945/46 be lived in Lunda and worked
In 1947 he was one of the first Latvian doctors to be granted the right to
practice in Latvia. In the beginning of 1948, he comdtted suicide by bansing
for an unknown reason. (There vas talk that be had performed an illegal abortion
for which be bad received a warning from the Swedish Medical Administration.) NA
was marriedL and left a widow and 2 children.

164. Aing
ur

$L ins
\

•
!Mx Was a worker Of the Lathan political police. During German occupation

vas elevated to rank of police captain. He was very energetic in 7albatting g
the communist underground. During Gerimum occupation he personally interrogated
all captured parachutists dropped by the Russians in Latta.. In 1945, be worked
for the Liepajas SD and was one of the beads of the Angolan Partisan Combatting
Section. In 1948, be was in West Germany in the British or U.S. service and he
was sending people to Latvia (information from his corporation "Wavle fellow
member, 140:1313228). He is corpulent, about 10 40 years old, and of good humor.

165. JerbertTeideaanis 
-•His a iiorker Orthe - ratvi' an p011ticslpolice._:11fiier.theiersan occupation •

directed the examination -and execution of communists in Valniera and the vicinity
(from this time hence has been known as the Vklmiersa'Rxecutioner); afterwards
he directed the Latvian political pollee section of the SD with the rank of
police captain. In 1945, he was in the Liepaja SD section combatting redi parti-
sans. In April 1945, he arrived in ZLEKAS with a special COMMA and worked in
a very brutal fashion. After the capitulation was in West Germany in the English.

166. fnu '301FDE
micarguaxim_

FricisiKW,ge

168. Jani34AIGA - .now in US s:'..nce 1949. Is'cousin of irz,r:ksp:4LDS.


